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mend the system carried out by myself from that 
time. I read a paper upon the subject before the 
Royal Agricultural Society, June 18, 1862, and as 
many of your readers may not have had the op
portunity of seeing my statements at that time, I 
will shortly refer to them.

The calves are fed (being weaned at a few days 
old) with new milk at first, gradually introducing 
with the skim milk, linseed cake, meal, and barley 
meal, with a little sweet meadow hay for a time in 
the rack allowed them until they can safely take 
to green fodder, which they get in succession-—1st, 
rye; 2nd, trifolium; 3rd, clover, with a portion of 
old mangel; then early turnips; to commence the 
winter they get hybrid turnips, carrots or swedes; 
and lastly, mangel until the green fodder comes in 
again, being supplied with clean, fresh oat or bar
ley straw always in tho rack while feeding either

_ on green fodder or roots, the portion not eaten be-
Early Maturity Of Improved Live ing removed for littering the boxes daily. As soon 

Stock. as they begin to take green fodder they are allowed,
i7r.uiv, *^ft.’,2idnig“îÆhoiî1riiî&

stock, and especially of pure-bred .'shorthorns, is yar(iner’a turnip cutter. As soon as root feeding 
their early maturity as compared to the common commences, they get 4 lbs. of cako.per day, and 
breeds; and this is not only a source of great profit continue to receive this quantity until they are
to the feeder, it is a benefit to the entire com- dVrïngt'lm ‘ûrt threctionths iTof Wn
munity. With the constantly increasing demand^ Qr b^rley mbeal extra> but at no time after they 
for meat in the English markets, this early matur- once take to their green food are they allowed hay, 
ing and early fattening of cattle enable the stock as this would be found to absorb the profit and in
feeders to send every season a much greater quan- ^ ^Ketotlï skaw f’ecdmg’l havener 
tity of beeves to market, and in a much better con- had*'an animal hoven or unhealthy. The quantity 
dition, and of a higher grade, than they could 0f root8 given the first winter is 56 lbs. per day; 
otherwise do. the second autumn not more than 64 lbs. per day,

Some years ago, a gentleman showing us the well ESa oUood ilmorfwiîtaîto
bred Shorthorns in his pastures, said : I could the anim”fB> an<1 when only fed twice a day they
not afford to feed cattle of the old breed. It bave plenty of time to lie down and digest their 
would not pay to feed bullocks or heifers four or food, and will return to tho troughs with a good 

f.,,heLiv,„r, m,,k=«. By feeding ggtfto. tt
none but well-bred stock I can sell them in prime .g boxes 12 feet square in old barns, two animals in 
condition at two and a half years old, and often each box until they are twelve months old ; after 
some months under that age. I fatten nearly twice that time one in each box. The boxes are bet
as great a number of cattle in a given number of tomed with 9 inches of earth to absorb the urine, 

6 r . , , , . , with straw litter as cleanliness dictates. Thisyears for my farm, and my beef is of a superior . in my opillion( is far preferable to yards and
quality and worth a higher price.” In his remarks 8bed's, as each animal feeds separately and gets its 
are condens d the reasons in favor of feeding well- fair share of food, and is always free from annoy- 
bred stock in preference to any other. ance by wet and cold in winter, or by the irritation

Fattening cattle at and under 30 months is no flies in summer, 
longer a new thing. The selling for the shambles 
stock very much younger is not uncommon now 
among feeders. We meet occasionally with in 
stances of maturing at so early an age as even in 
these days must be considered extraordinary. In 
the Aijrkultural Gazette, are given the particulars 
of a sale of such young stock by Mr, Stanford, in 
Sussex. We give below a communication from 
Mr. Blundell, of Southampton, to an English pa
per, on this subject, that will, we have no doubt, 
be read by our readers with interest ;

Sir,—Mr. Glazebrook, of Shoreham, lately 
slaughtered a 16 inonths old steer, the dead weight 
being 76 stone, 2 lbs. (1,066 lbs.,) with very little 
offal, and yielding 15 stone (210 lbs.) of loose fat.
The method adopted by Mr. Stanford of rearing 
and fattening young Shorthorns from birth is not 
generally understood, although the practice is ex
tending. I am glad to find that it is so, having 
myself inaugurated this method of rearing and 
feeding young cattle in South Hants in the year 

I found it Very profitable, and can recoin-

plants that we can hear of or consider of benefit to 
our readers.The Farmer’s Advocate ! As to the Bohemian Oats, we 
consider their value principally adapted to 
localities where the settlers are 50 or 100 miles
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as Markham; Secre- from a grist mill. The Egyptian Wheat requires 

further trial before wre laud or condemn it. We 
have heard of two varieties of spring wheat : one 
from Minnesota and one called Odessa. The reports 
from both are good—we hope to try some this sea
son. There is nothing particularly new in peas or 
barley. The crop of new varieties of potatoes is 
and has been large; some are good and others are 
good for nothing. Our report on potatoes will ap
pear next month.
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The Red Fern Wheat sent out last year has, in 
many instances, given great satisfaction. In some 
localities it has not succeeded any better than the 
Fife W'heat. The Fife is well known to be a very 
valuable variety, and where it is succeeding it 
should be continued, and new varieties only be 
introduced in small quantities. The Red Fern 
Wheat is preferred in some sections—on our farm 
the Red Fern grew too luxuriant. As the season 
was unusually productive of vegetation, it lodged 
badly; no wheat could stand on such land as we 
put it on, and in such an unusual growing season, 
and the heavy beating rains and winds that set in 
at the time of filling prevented the grain from 
filling as well as it would otherwise have done; 
still it was not affected by rust. It is not as plump
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it would otherwise have been, but it has given 
us better satisfaction than any spring wheat we 
have raised for many years. It is very hard to 
thresh ; it makes excellent bread. The millers like, 
it. We did not grow any of the Red Chaff Wheat. 
This variety yields well, but the millers do not like 
it. The Australian oats here yielded well; they 
ripen a few days later than other white oats. We 
had great difficulty in procuring these oats last 

If we counted the cost of the first bushel 
we procured of this variety it would cost 

We had a shipment sent up

as
I

ob-In this mode of feeding I have frequently 
tained prizes for young stock at the Easter Cattle 
Show of the Botley and South Hants Farmers* 
Club, and give one instance of baby beef of a 
Shorthorned heifer bred by myself, which took 
the first prize in a good class. This heifer was 18 
months and 3 weeks old, was sold to Mr. Wm. 
Bunn, of Southampton, and weighed 98 stone, 6 
lbs., with a great weight of loose fat inside. It is 
very satisfactory to me to see the practice extend
ing in Sussex and Surrey, and I can confidently re
commend it as safe and profitable to all young be
ginners in cattle feeding and rearing.
, Joseph Blundell, Southampton.

■

year.

Liverpool, Jan. 21. 
corn, 28s 90; barley, 
pork, 82s (id.

us over $100, 
that contained wild oats and many other foul 
seeds. We could do nothing with them; but sold 
them to a livery stable keeper to feed. We pro
cured another lot, and, by using two fanning mills 
and hand picking we procured some seed that has 
given satisfaction, and done good to the country 
without harm. There are some that complain 
about the price we charge, but we must strike a 
balance from losses and costs in every way before

; spring wheat, 90c; 
lay, $12 to $17.

The selection of a bull should be made with 
special reference to the wants of the owner and 
the style of improvement which he desires, 
sells milk, an Ayrshire or Holstein will probably 
be the best to cross with his stock; if he sells but
ter, the Jerseys; if ho wants working oxen, the 
Devons; while for steers, oxen or cows for beef, or 
for general purposes, the shorthorns will be all that 
can bo desired.

»3c; oats, 87L
If he

we can make a living. We try to satisfy the ma
jority of our subscribers and supporters. Sow 
the Advocate and the Emporium will be conducted 
separately. We shall continue to watch and re
port on any new varieties of grain, implements or

oats, 31c.

■ley, $1.10 to $1.00; 
com, $1.06 to $1.10; 
; buckwheat, $1 to 
8c to 20c; tub butter, 
o $12; clover seed, 
apples, 40c to 75c, 
reseed hogs, $6.75 to

1357.
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a good top-dressing of ashes, liiae, manure, &c. In the way of its sale. What they raise oyer the 
the garden, cut and thin out old and young wood, quantity required for home consumption sold 
and shorten well back currants and gooseberries; j clandestinely to the dealers in it, who mix it with 
this will give a renewal of young fruit-bearing tobacco that has been imported from other, coun
wood, and will increase size and quality of fruit. I tries and on which duty has been paid. By this 
Cut out dead wood from raspberries, and shorten J means the profits of the dealers are increased con- Ü 
young canes to about four feet high. Give the siderably. 
whole garden a liberal coat of any manure, so as 
to be well dug or forked in the ground and around 
all small limbs, rhubarb and asparagus beds. The

ft. Orchard and Garden—No. 1.
HINTS FOR MARCH BY H. ORTI.

Every fine day some work can be found to do in 
the orchard or garden. Examine your trees care
fully for cocoons and nests of insects. Timely use 
of the knife and heel now will do a great deal of 
good to cut and crush out those crawling, devour
ing individuals when everything is in full leaf. On 
full grown trees remove all suckers and dead 
branches—so much towards a start in pruning. 
Take a careful view of the tree from different 
points, and wherever a limb or branch interferes 
with one another, remove one, leaving that which 
is in the best position to carry on a uniform growth. 
A tree should be well balanced (to use the expres
sion) in every quarter, so as to allow the sun and 
air to have ftee access to fruit and foliage. By 
proper management and careful attention, from the 
time the tree is planted, with the knife, it will be 
rarely necessary to use the saw. Nothing look* 
worse, or is so injurious to the well-being of the 
tree, as the cutting of limbs 4 to G inches and more 
in diameter. Sometimes, of course, it is actually 
necessary to do so, and we have attempted to de
scribe in Fig. 1 the right and wrong methods—
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The Canadian tobacco may not be as good as that 

grown in more southern climes, but when mixed 
the difference is not observed by the consumers. 
Dealers are liable to a penalty for purchasing or 
selling the home-grown weed, but the profits made, 
if they escape detection, are such a temptation 
that they run the risk. The Legislature might, 
we think, devise a means whereby the prohibitory" 
and vexatious course now pursued might be'* 
avoided, without loss to the revenue, and much of 
the money now paid to foreign growers might be 
retained in the country. *
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li Fancy Shorthorns.
The Live Stock Journal (Buffalo, Jan.) gives * i ; 

table showing all the sales of pure bred stock, 
which exhibits the sturdy progress of this “most 
perfect race of cattle.” The sales of this year ' ™

show a great increase. In 1874 there were sold 
2,592 animals, at an average of $337, while, in 
1875 the sales numbered 4,307, at an average of 
$422 per head, the sales the past year aggregating 
nearly twice as much as those of 1874, being $1,- 
832,383 to $1,003,159. “This increase, ” the jour
nal well remarks, “in the average prices, is note
worthy, when

t ■
t ; r

FigZ.

latter will be greatly improved by a liberal coat of 
salt. Determine what you wish to pilant by con
sulting the wants of your family, ycur distance

i, .
1
A

.'/S’ '/.■
* ' AV

i' consider the greater number . 
sold and the greater dullness in general business. * 
There may have been unwise speculation, theie 
may even have been gambling in 
transactions, as is said by some, but this does not 
in the least affect the real merits of the question.
The fact is, beyond doubt, that the interest evinc-“" 
ed in improyed live stock instead of decreasing 
constantly increases; that the shorthorn of an es
tablished pedigree encroaches on all sides on the 
ground held by other breeds.

weI

of thesesometn

Ala I
rig./

he dotted lines being the wrong places to cut and 
the dark line the proper place. Very little obser
vation will determine the primer how to do 
fact, naturë

1
What stronger

proof is needed than the recorded fact that, though 
the number of sales in 1874 was considered large, 

j-,. , j and the prices high, the sales of the following
* year aggregate nearly twice as much. “The short-

from market, the aspect of your ground, the horn fever,” we have been told, “is at its height, 
nurseryman s catalogue, and send your order in j and will doubtless run its course like other fevçrs.” 
early, so as to give him time to procure anything

V
so. In

seems to have made the mark, there 
being a natural swelling from the main trunk 
around the brandi. fBy cutting right at the edge, 
the cut will readily heal over. It is a good p’an 
to cover the cut with grafting wax, as this pre- 
vents the sap from running out, and has a general 
good effect. To make a useful wax—pliable in 
most weather-take throe parts resin, 
tallow

1Wo can see no symptoms as yet of “the fever 
having run its course. ”

Granted that there are cattle outside the families 
known as “fancy shorthorns,” which are asjvaluable 
for all practicable purposes of the dairy as for the 
butcher, there must, notwithstanding, be 
ground for the continued demand, with prices 
steadily advancing. It is something distinct from 
their immediate worth forbutcher or dairy keeper. 
It is that they are pure bred, and hence are able to 
transmit to their progeny their points of excellence 
that have added to the wealth of stock breeders

j one part
or oil, and 1 part bees’ wax; when melted, 

add a gill of alcohol, and when cool the article is 
ready for use. Be careful who you employ to do 
any grafting; learn to do it yourself, if you don’t 
know how. It is a very simple operation, and a 
ittle practice and experience soon make perfect. 
In April No. of this paper we hope to illustrate 
alul- describe the various methods practiced. A 
great many travelling tree grafters merely bring 
scions they cut from your neighbor’s orchard to 
graft on yours, thus simpy increasing the poor va
rieties you may have, or giving you worse. In 
pruning young trees or dwarfs, cut back about
third of the
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and feeders more than can be estimated. By breed
ing from ancestors of a pure strain, unmixed for 

generations, the distinguishing properties so 
much prized are fixed, whereas in crossbreds the 
progeny is liable to revert to the status of the an
cestors of inferior breed.

some
onc-

proceeding year’s growth, making the 
cut from the inside, leaving a bud on the outside, as 
illustrated in Fig. ‘J.

iVg. A
ho may be short of, so as to send all together, 
not delay, but plant this year. A season lost 
not be regained.

Do e hold that the perpetuating of pure horn 
stock of good pedigree is "most advantageous to 
the farmer. The value of his live stock is greatly

Tobacco Raising in Cauad l increased by breeding from good cows of common
Ann to pioduce a pyramidal form; and growth Few of , t. * * breed and pure bred sires. The estimate that has

stout, short and well ripened. Uhl trees should the pxtent'nf a™lers> We e lev°> have any idea of > been given on good authority that the blood of a 
have the loose bark scraped off them at least once habit-ms of f„,.i aCC° CU urc. ™ Canada, The pure bred bull increases the value of common cat-
lii every three years (nothing is better than an old for their own oonsi.»?. ̂  V'T ^ th° t°'3acco i tle for grazing purposes $10 at two years old, and
me), which prevents insects from breeding, &c. <i nanti tics for s 1 P lon» « îaise also large ( $15 at three years, is certainly not high, and at

It also creates a healthy growth, and gives the tree mated at not l,U“t‘tv grown is esti- this moderate estimate the great profit to farmers

a clean appearance. Mark all blanks in the orcli- i the extent of iZro'wth'w’ "Vivoululs'ancl of having the use of such an animal for theirard to fill up with youne trees Give v„„r nr, i 1 , \? tS glovth would> there is no doubt,
J oticcs. your orchard be greatly increased were it not for the obstacles in

I his will have the effect as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
And ^careless pruning will result in something like

can

stock will amount to a considerable sum in a few
iyears.

*
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m The prices paid for short horns of approved 
strains with long pedigrees may be high. This is a 
question for those who purchase and sell such 
stock. For the farmer the safest and most jjrolit- 
able stock is the good cross bred, and it is his in
terest to keep none but those of the very best 
quality. A cross breed is fattened in less time and 
at less cost than any of the old common breed. If 
bred from a dam of good milking quality, there is 
no better cow for the dairy. They attain maturity 
at an early age, are easy fed and fattened, and they 
will bring much higher prices when the owner thinks 
it his interest to dispose of them.

Jottings on February.
The Ontario Parliament deserves the approba

tion of the country for attempting to check the 
excessive use of intoxicating liquors. It is difficult 
for them to enact a law that would be satisfactory 
to all.

The expenditure of the public money for some 
railroads in some parts of the country where they 
are not needed, deserves the condemnation of the 
country, Justice cannot sanction a taxation for a 
railway to oppose a line that has done a vast am
ount of good, and that has not yet reaped a 
moderate return. We believe one or more of the 
lines subsidized by our money will never pay one 
cent, except to fatten, contractors or serve the ends 
of some political supporter. As we are a little 
acquainted with the localities and requirements, 
we cannot condemn in too strong terms this ex
penditure.

The granting of more pay to members of the 
Legislature will not, we believe, be approved of by 
the majority of farmers, particularly at such a 
time as this, when the financial state of the eoun. 
try is so much depressed. In the speech from the 
Throne, of the Dominion Parliament, Lord Duf- 
forin expresses a desire to reduce the public ex
penditure in some ways. This may be done with 
advantage.

The representation of Canada at the Centennial 
Exhibition may be of advantage to the country, 
if we can get justice done to us and we do not pay 
too dear for our whistle.

The Dairymen's Association had a most interest- 
iog and useful meeting in Ingcrsoll. We believe it 
to have been the best meeting connected with the 
Association ever held in Canada. Great good 
must result from these meetings.

Draining—The Advantages it Confers 
—Its Cost.

We have had several enquiries as to the cost of 
draining, the best and cheapest method of draining, 
and if draining would so improve the land as to re
pay the expenses. We now reply to these queries 
as briefly as we can. The subject is one of so 
much importance, and involves so many details that 
it would, to treat it fully, take up a space that we 
could not give to it.

The first step in the improvement of heavy, wet 
soil is draining. As long as water remains stagnant 
in the soil, every attempt to improve it by more 
thorough cultivation, heavy manuring, or rotation 
of cropping, will result in disappointment. The 
cause of failure is in the soil, and-it-iftust be re
moved from it to make real improvement practi
cable. The first great aim of the physician is to re
move the disease; when he has accomplished this, 
he then turns hopefully to build up the strength 
and vigor that could not be attained while the 
disease remained in the system. So is it with 
other matters. The first step in improvement is 
the removal of those causes that have been the 
cause of the evil; and this is what draining does: 
it affords a free passage and sufficient outlet for all 
superfluous water, so that none shall remain in it 
so long as to injure or retard the germination and 
healthy growth of plants.

To the observant practical farmers it is scarcely 
necessary to point out the unmistakable symtoms 
of land in need of draining. The difficulty of till
ing the land in early spring, the feeble, slow vege
tation, the hungry, sickly appearance of the stem 
and blade struggling for existence, the surface soak
ed with stagnant water after rain, and cracked 
in drought, are proofs positive that the land needs 
draining. The land is too compact.

In order to reap any benefit from the cultivation 
of such soil it must first be drained. The rootlets 
of the growing crop will then penetrate every parti
cle of the soil which has been made mellow and 
pliable by the gentle filtration of the water, and 
the admission of the air, that the water had ex
cluded. The decomposition of the roots in the soil 
will render available plant food that had, while the 
soil was filled with water, been of little or no use 
to sustain vegetable life. The more freely the air 
circulates in the soil, the more readily are its fer
tilizing elements made available for plant food, and 
by no other process can this circulation be induced 
so thoroughly as by thorough draining where neces
sary', followed by deep and thorough cultivation.

THE COST OF DRAINING.

The estimates for draining vary very much, and 
even the accounts kept by those who have had the 
work done under their own inspection differ as to 
the cost of draining. The amount of expense, de
pending much on the distance the drains are put 
apart, accounts for this seeming discrepancy. In 
the Colonial Farmer there appears a letter from Mr. 
It. Thompson, of St. John, N. B., giving an exact 
account paid by him for draining twelve acres of 
hard, still' clay land. Having had three first-class 
drainers sent out to him from England, he gave 
them the job to do. The result was as follows:—
548 rods drains: 24 feet deep, 24 feet apart, at 

bOo. per yard
28 rods drains: 6A feet deep, 25 feet apart, at

$1.20 per yard.......................................
Extra work : opening ditches and building 

outlets......................................................

pay; but it might be reduced more than one-half. 
The workmen earned an average of $2.50 per day, 
and the ground being hard, stiff clay, the drains 
were not put so far apart as they might be if the 
ground were less tenacious. “For thoroughly 
underdraining stiff clay,” he says, “would, at 24 
feet apart, take 100 rods, or 1,815 draining pipes. 
Should the ground be anything of an open bottom 
and springy, 36 feet would answer well. This 
would only be 73 rods, or 1,245 draining pipes per 
acre. (The unusual depth to which it was found 
necessary to sink the drains added very much to 
the expense. ”

The above is an extreme case of expenses. Wo 
know from our own experience that a good work
man can open the drains, at 24 feet apart, lay the 
draining tiles, and cover in the drains of an acre 
of ground in from 25 to 30 days, according to the 
tenacity of the clay through which they are made. 
We have seen a statement from a Now York 
paper of the son of an English farmer draining on 
his own land (12 acres) at the cost of $325, the 
work done by himself, and debiting for it in the 
account made by him; and using nearly 5,000 good 
tile underdrains. What he charged for labor is 
not stated—it must be very low.
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mWould the improvement of the land by draining 
pay the cost? This question is answered in tho 
affirmation of those who have drained their farms. 
Mr. Johnson, near Geneva, N. Y., who has been•ease,
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pursuing the practice more than thirty years, 
says it pays for itself in two years, sometimes in 
one. Mr. Thompson, who paid so high for drain
age, says it has paid good interest for the outlay. 
After draining he raised 355 bushels more turnips, 
282 bushels carrots per acre, and 000 bushels mari
golds more than he was able to raise before drain
ing. One instance that came under our own obser
vation wo would mention, as corroborative of other 
testimony on the matter. A very wet field of stiff, 
hard clay was underdrained at the expense of $35 

Before being drained it would never

'

ii some

ir
m

m per acre.
give a good crop. The first crop after draining 
was potatoes, giving a yield not less than 500 bush
els per acre. The year following it yielded a crop 
of oats fully twice as heavy as it had ever given 
before. The improvement from draining on the 
annual crops was estimated at ten dollars per

§
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acre. I
Canadian Barley in the United States.side the families 
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The New York L’roduce and Exchange Commit
tee in Grain have ruled that barley, hitherto known 
as Canada No. 1, shall hereafter be classed as ex
tra Canada. No. 1 Canada shall be plump, sound 
and well cleaned grain, weighing not less than 48 
lbs. to the measured bushel, and in color not equal 

No. 2 Canada shall be known as

The Beneficial Effects of Snow.
Snow is no mean fertilizer of the soil, conveying 

to it ammonia from that well-supplied store house, 
the atmosphere. The great advantage of it to the 
fall crops is known to all. In some parts of North 
America, where little or no snow lies on the plains, 
they are wholly unable to raise fall wheat. But 
there is a service performed by it not so generally 
known; it tends to dc troy numbers of those in 
sects that are productive of so much evil to agri
culturists.

While we arc lamenting that this, our winter 
friend, has not visited us as much as in other 
years, they are rejoicing at the general fall of snow 
in Europe. In France, while the southern and 
eastern provinces and the Rhone valley have been 
most favored in this respect, the northern and 
western districts, although more tardily visited, 
have equally participated in the welcome snow 
cover. Reports from all parts of the country ex
press unanimous satisfaction in reference to the 
first as well as the last sown wheat plant. The 
rye plant, too, under the shelter of its snow cover
ing and arrested in its growth by the frosty wca. 
ther, will have more chance of escaping frosts if 
they occur later in the season. Moreover, they 
rejoice that the snow will tend to the destruction 
of ^injurious insects.

I

i
:

f;-to the extra.
stained, instead of slightly stained.

It will be seen from this ruling that there is a 
class of Canadian barley admitted by the Ameri- 

Board to be superior to the American, taking 
the rank of No. 1 in their markets; and as No. 1 
is the highest grade of American barley, their ap
preciation of the quality of that grown in Canada 
is noteworthy. Though tho duties levied by the 
American Government on all Canadian products 
may be said to be in many cases prohibitory of our 
having access to their markets, the quantity of our 
barley sold there is very great, 
eessary to purchase it at a higher price than any 
they can raise, and on the purchaser the duty pay
able is an extra charge to the high price.
Detroit market on Feb. 1, American barley was 
sold at from $1.80 to $1.85 per cental ; Canadian 
barley from $2 to $2.05. The total receipts of 
Canadian barley at United States ports for the 
seven years ending 1875 amounted to not less than

■ can
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$328.80
%

33.60 They find it nc-

ff. 00
m In thoTotal paid for labor

Drain pipes, 800, j inch, at $9.00 per m. ;
6,300, 2 inch, at $10.50; 1,520, 3 inch, 
at $16.00, and 480, 4 inch, at $20.00.. 107.39

$371.40 ,■
m

'

Total cost $478.79
The expenses to Mr. Thompson, already $100

is what few farmers would be inclined to ! 34,560,000 bushels.per acre,
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Warm stables and plenty of goodanimal eats.they give their stock." Suppose dairy 

cared for and fed in the same way, 
would be the result ? It would a tonish 
dairyman.

There is a great diversity of opinion as to which 
are the best kind of roots for cows. Some writers 
argue that carrots and mang’es are best, and that 
turnips are not fit to feed to cows, 
that they never have had any bad results from 
feeding turnips to cows giving milk, 
opinion they are all good for cows if properly fed 
and in the proper time. My firm opinion is, that 
the proper time to feed roots, particularly turnips, 
is immediately after milking, and upon no condi
tions to vary that time—better let them go with
out than deviate.
I venture to say that there will in no in-.tance ba 
any turnip flavor in the milk, 
come
did not bel eve in this practice) fed the cows when 
being milked, the result of which was that the 
flavor was plainly perceptible in the milk and but
ter. Let those who have turnips try this plan,

cows
what I water from a well or cistern in the yard, are great 

the savings of feed. There is no better investment 
that a dairyman can make than by put ing down a 
goof, large well or cistern, or both combined, 
beside his barn, so that the cows, and, in fact, all 
his stock, can be watered without going out of 
their yards. A very striking illus1 ration came 
under my notice a few years ago. There was a 
sma’l, low ravine that ran near the barn and stock 
yard, and which drained several of the adjoining 
fields. Into this ravine the owner put a tile drain 
with a number of feeders and lap drains, letting it 
come to the surface opposite his barn, so as to fur- 
i ish water for his stock. From this drain there

few rods of 
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Hints to Dairymen—No. 8.
WRITTEN FOR THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE BY J. 

. SEABURY.

care
were

Calving time is a critical one for the dairyman 
as well as the cow, and in which he will have his 
judgment and experience fully tested. Hence,the 
months of March and April will be a time of care 
and anxiety, and in which he will have to be on 
the alert and watch his herd with a keen, discern
ing eye, and see that they are all in a good, healthy 
condition. To every one who has one or more 

would say, Watch them closely during 
this period. Keep them as comfortable as possi
ble, and do not, upon any consideration, allow any 
of them to go back or stand still at this season of 
the year. By all means keep them thriving and 
in good heart. Every dairyman should know that 
it is easier to keep flesh on his cows than to put it 
on after they have lost it. g Negligence and inat
tention, and, the want of plenty of good feed at 
this time of the year, will be the means of his los
ing heavily the coming summer; for a cow will 
not and cannot milk well which is in a weak and

m

-

Others say

I am of
1

cows we

m
ran a nice stream all the winter, and never froze. 
To this the cattle went regularly twice a day, and 
sometimes oftener, whereas previous to this, when 
they had to drink from a hole chopped in the ice, 
they never went more than once, and, on cold’and 
stormy days, not even that.

The colder the weather the more plentiful and 
nutritious should the feed be in order to keep up

and they will be satisfied with the result. But I 3 and hea'thy circulation through the
they must not feed too heavy, and, when commen- Experiments have been tried m whack

J 1 the giving of milk-warm water to cows has largely
i’ creased the flow of milk.

If turnips are fed in this way,

Instances have
under my notice in which the feeder (who

thin condition; besides, her milk is nothing like as 
rich as one that is in good condition and healthy. 
The months of May, June and July will find her, 
instead of giving a good, heavy flow of milk, re
cruiting her system and putting on flesh which 
she should have previously during the winter 
months been putting on, and by the end of that 
time she will be more inclined to continue putting 
on flesh, and when cold weather comes in the fall, 
she will, in all probability, go dry. Hence the 
importance of keeping a close and watchful eye on 
your herd and see that they are all in a thrifty 
condition. If any are not doing as well as you 
would like to see them doing, find out what is the 
matter with them; watch them closely ; see 
whether they are eating their share cf feed. If 
their appetites are not good, or they are nice about 
what they eat, tempt their appetites with some 
roots, warm bran mashes, or some boiled oats or 
barley. Another splendid thing is boiled flax 

Every dairyman should have a bushel or 
A good handful boiled

cing, give a small quantity and gradually increase.
Another excellent thing for feeding cows is bran
and oil-cake, scalded, and fed warm. Bran is very In coming cows should be treated with great 
rich in the elements of milk, more so than com or <f e Ihey should have cooling and laxative food 
pea meal; especia'ly is this the case when cooked, Scalded bran and middlings will bs coolmg and 
bran being hard to digest in its raw srate. Many *iea 1 *
farmers and dairymen lose sight of the v^lue of I should be turned into a loose stall or into a quiet 
bran by feeding it in comparison with meal in bulk, | stable, alone, 
forgetting that a given measure of med will weigh 
not far from three t mes as much as bran. Two

When the calf is expected, the cow

Cheese Factories.
As the season for building cheese factories and 

making improvements in the old one is at hand, we 
give a few suggestions which may be of use to 
those who are not very well versed in th 
business.

quarts of meal would be thought a moderate feed 
for a cow, but six quarts of bran would be thought 
a large one.

It is a great mistake in feeding cows to give 
them all the hay that can be crowded into them.
If the hay has been cut early, when in the blossom, I Jn building, select a clean, dry, airy site, high 
or before, it will do very well, as well cured hay enough so that all the water, washings, &c., can 
at that stage digests very easily. But when cut be carried some distance from the buildings so as 
la-er on it is dry, and, being full of woody matter, | to prevent all bad odors and foul smell, which are

very injurious to the milk and cheese, as well as to
We think

m
seed. 1renders digestion slow, and they will not give as

much milk as they would on a more digestible I the health of a11 Iivin8 in the vicinity, 
diet. If cows are to give a good flow of milk dur- that if aolnc of the <>1(1 factories throughout the 
ing ,F e winter season, they must be aided in country were moved from their present sites and

placed on clean, fresh ones, and every precaution 
taken to keep the water, whey, &c., from soaking 
into the ground and laying about the factory, it 
would be one step towards their making a very

The owner of

two for that purpose, 
with two or three quarts of oats or barley for each 
cow, and mixed with as much or more cut hay or 
straw, make an excellent mess for a cow. If you 
have none, do not fail to get a peck and sow the 
coming spring in one corner of your cornfield, or 
some other field, and you will be pleased with the 
result. In fact, it is good for man and beast.—

This is
digesting their food by giving tin m such feed as 
will be easily digested and converted into milk.
The more a cow can digest beyond what is needed 
to sustain animal life, the more milk she will give 
provided she has tho proper milking qualities.
That is one reason why many promising cows fail
to make good milkers, beciuse their digestive I a thorough overhauling every spring before 
organs arc not powerful enough to produce much mencing operations, and see that every article in 
more than is sufficient for the sustenance of ani- aud about the building is well cleansed and
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much better article of cheese.There is nothing better for horses for keeping their 
coat and skin in a healthy condition. If you have 

roots, now is the time for the cows to get
every old factory should not fail to give his factory

com-any
them; but by all means aim to have them last 
until they are turned out on the grass. Cows that 
have had a liberal supply of roots for a length of 
time and are discontinued, will go back in their

sweetened; also, all the vats, hoops, presses, &c., 
Every dairyman should have some means of I should receive a coat of fresh paint. It will add 

heating or cooking feed for his cows, particularly greatly to the appearance as well as making them 
in the spring; he will find it a great saving of feed | ml,°h easier to be kept clean, 
as well as a great stimulent in the production of

mal life.

milk very materially, and that is a point which 
every dairyman should avoid by every means in 
his power, for when the flow of milk is checked, it 
takes time to bring it back again, and every quart 
lest in that way is like the hours and minutes of 

fives—they can never be recalled or regained.

Also, be sure and have a good supply of pure 
cold water, either from a spring or well ; this is 

Another important thing is water for the cow's. I very requisite, as no factory can be successfully 
Do not allow them to go a half mile or mile, as is | carried on without an abundance of water, 
often the case, to some creek or ditch, and there

milk.

our
If you have not many, feed a few—ever so little 
every day will do them good—but be sure they 
are fed regularly. No dairyman should be without 

or less r.ots of some kind—they are food for

Put up your building in a good substantial man- 
drink a quantity of water which is the next thing I ner, and finish off with some little taste, and put 
to freezing, if it is not mixed with snow and ice. on a little paint; also, plant a nice lot of trees of 
Cows that are not subjected to such treatment will some kind around the building and see that they 
not go to water till they are absolutely compelled grow. We believe that the temperature of curing 
by extreme thirst to do so, and then, when they rooms would be very much reduced in hot weather 
do go, they will drink too much and, by so doing, by their having a fine row of maple or some other 
they chill their whole system, and will, perhaps, clean trees around the factory. It would cause 
stand and shiver for hours. A dairyman who a circulation of air and keep the rays of the sun 
gives his cow's such treatment is wasting a (juan- from striking the building. Another important 
tity of his best feed, for they will have to eat that thing is to have the hog yard (if one is kept) a 
much more to warm up that ice water to the pro- long distance from the factory ; it should be 40 or 
per temperature. Every dairyman must know 50 rods away, or even farther. There is nothing 
that animal heat is kept up by the food which the I more disgusting than to see the hog yard within a

more
his cows, food for milk and food for the manure 
heap. Some farmers say that you cannot have 
good manure without them, 
know', and that is, the farmer who has plenty of 
-root* always has plenty of manure, and Invariably 
a good farmer. While on this point we would say 
— Keel your cows as you would feed yourself— 
regu’arly, and with a variety of good, nutritious 
food. Take, for example, our best breeders of 
thoroughbred s’oek—look at the attention and

One thing we do
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think we should keep the blood horse in his purity 
for this reason—he has been bred with such care 
as to speed, endurance and spirit that we should 
spoil him for what he is intended if we begin cross
ing. He is adapted to the road and for fast and 
long journeys; his spirit will not allow him to be 
ruffled in the way our farm horses are at times by 
bad drivers, almost worried to death. So I think 
he is better left as he is and to those who have more 
money to spend than our Canadian farmers. If we 

going to breed for sale in foreign markets we 
must use, as I said before, heavy draught sires on 
our heavy mares, as there is ne danger of getting 
too much weight either in England or the States; 
and for our own use the heavy horse on heavy land 
and the light horse on
general purpose horse of this country is nothing 

or less than a mongrel. The old Cleveland 
bay comes nearer to a general purpose horse than 
any other I know of, and he is now almost extinct. 
No matter what animal we are going to breed, we 
should use a pure-bred sire. This axiom I believe 
to be admitted as correct by all parties.

I will now offer one suggestion for the considera
tion of all horsemen in Canada, viz. : We find all 
classes but jthe horsemen to have an association; 
for instance^ the dairymen have their society, and 
the poultrymen their’s, and the wool-growers 
their’s, and so on. Why do not the men who have 
risked their lives and money in abundance by im

porting horses from England and Scotland, 
band themselves together for protection and 
form an association, so that a register may be 
kept, for one thing, and then apply to the 
Legislature to put on a duty of $100 at least on 
all stallions. Were this once accomplished, wo 
should find our horses a very different lot in 

year’s time, for this reason : A man 
starts with a broken down, blemished old mare, 
and ho will not or cannot afford to pay the 
price of a good horse, say $12, but he takes her 
off to some runt mongrel and gets the use of 
him for anything he likes to pay. If the duty 

put on that would not be,and soon all those 
ol 1 bro-ken-down, worthless ones would in a 
great measure be done away with, 
also add that no animal has done so much of 

late years to fill our farmers’ pockets as the horse. 
Look at the numbers sent from Toronto city and 
the counties of Huron and Perth to the United 
States. The old saying—“ What is every one’s 

If the former, we must buaine88 j8 n0 one’s business,” is in this case truly

Perhaps we may have patent cattle ere long, as 
a law passed the second reading in the American 
Congress to grant patents to protect parties that 
introduced new seeds, plants or fruits.

-------- ----------- -
Breeding Horses.

In your January issue you ask parties to 
Use the gan« presses. They are much more take part with you on the horse question. I also 

convenient and take much less room than the old find one signing himself “ Horace ” has this 
Lath and plaster the curing room on the month touched on the same topic. Now, sir, this 

sides and over head, making it as tight and warm is a subject worthy of consideration by everyone 
as possible. Put good, large ventilators in the who has use for that most valuable of our domestic 
roof with a number of small apertures through animals, and one on which a volume might be 
each floor, about a foot square, covered with a written, as opinion differs on this as well as all 
grate and slide, so as to be made close in cold and other subîects.
windy weather. Use tables for curing the cheese j quite ag,.ee w;th you in your January number 

They can be put in four tieis high ; the where
will be much the warmest in cold wea- ]10rses were lessened and the weight of the general

stock increased, it would be much to the advan
tage of our farmers as a general rule. Now, in 
your February number you suggest the idea of ex
porting horses to England, and you remark on our 
farm horses that they should have the spirit of the 

horse and the weight of the dray horse com- 
Now, let me make a few remarks on this

few rods of the factory, and in some instances ad
joining it. Put in a steam boiler, with or without 
the engine, as you may require; if water is needed, 
it is much the cheapest way to pump by steam. 
You have it when you want it, which is not always 
the case when pumped by hand ; besides, the 
hands generally have plenty to do without pump
ing water.

are
ones

light land. The present

more
remark that if the number of ouryouupon, 

upper ones 
ther.

We give below the plan of a convenient factory, 
the main building being 30 x 60, and large enough 
for the milk of 300 to 400 cows.

A—Making Room, 25 x 30 ft. ; B-Boiler Boom, 
10 x 30 ft. ; C—Presses, 12 x 15 ft. ; D—Curing 
Room, 35 x 30 ft.; F—Window and Platform for 
receiving milk; V—Vat ; S—Sink, 
should be near Presses.

The making room is large enough for three vats, 
and the curing room will hold 300 to 400 cheeses, 
so that with the room above, there is ample 
room for 1,000 cheeses, as the building should 
be two stories high.

The following is a list of the principal ar
ticles and materials for a cheese factory of 300

race 
bined.
and offer a suggestion or two, for it is only by the 
interchanging of ideas that we may hope to arrive 
at anything like a proper conclusion.

Ice House

eJto 400 cows: —
Boiler and engine, two 500 gallon vats, two 

gang presses, 8 to 10 cheeses each; one 600 lb. 
platform scale, weigh can, milk conductor, 
horizontal curd" knife, perpendicular curd 
knife, curd sink, scoops, bandages, agitator, 
rubber mop, two rennet jars, two thermome
ters, set testing instruments, graduated 
suring glass, milk book, tin pails, dippers, &c.

(To be Continued).
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flan of a cheese factory.

In the first place, we must take a look at the 
duty our horse is required to perform; is our land 
light or heavy ? Do we intend breeding tor expor
tation to England, the United States, or simply 
for our own farm work ? 
be careful to ascertain the class of animals which 
will meet the best demand and bring the largest 
price, for yon must remember that the freight is 
all the same whatever the animal may be, and

Line Breeding.
This is the term now applied to in-and-in breed

ing. The old theory of crossing has been so long 
in vogue and so highly commended, and such bene
ficial results have been shown on nearly every 
arm, that the new system of line breeding 
and-in breeding has scarcely been thought of as 
anything but injurious.. But the present high
recent 'practice °have01caused manytn intelligent if you send an inferior beast you will findl that the 

farmer to contemplate adopting this course. No freight at present will eat up the profit, if not 
doubt but hundreds of farmers in Britain and more The class of horse ,for the ant
America will adopt this course for a time, audit States’ market which will bring the best return at 
will no doubt be brought into practice by the present is the heavy draught, if of proper quality 
breeders of sheep, horses and swine. -a low, thick-set fellow, with large feet wide

To what extent this practice may be followed heels and plenty of bone and hair. They do not 
farmer will try to es- like too much daylight underneath ; a beast 16J 

hands high is quite tall enough. But in Glasgow 
a lighter class is wanted, as very few are bred in 
the neighborhood ; a beast fit for cab and omnibus 
work is in most request.

For our own farm work in general we do not 
want a horse weighing less than 14 cwt., but on 
stiff, strong clay land we must get them a little 

I do not mean in flesh, but jn bone and

or in- verified.
I do wish some one better qualified than I would 

undertake to bring this very important matter 
before the public, and try if something could not 
be done to improve generally our farm horses.

Look at the Shorthorn men and their Convention 
held in the city of Toronto in December last ; 
would that I could see one half the zeal in the 
horsemen of Ontario, and I well know what the 
result would be ; we should soon have the best 
horses in the world ! There is one thing we should 
do at any rate, viz., breed only from sound ani
mals on both sides, and pay most particular atten
tion to the feet and legs; these form the foundation 
of your horse, and if you have the best carcass in 
the universe and bad legs and feet, you have, in 
my opinion, only an apology for a horse. The old 
maxim that “ like produces like ” must not be lost 
sight of if you are breeding from a purc-beed 
sire, but if otherwiséUtUÿik it is of very slight 

in cross-bred animals on both sides

-time can only tell ; many a 
tablish a name and a particular breed. These high 
prices paid for Shorthorns that have been long in- 
bred will cause thoughtful farmers to consider this 
plan, and when they have stock as near perfection 

they desire,- they will try and keep to that class. 
There are fine cows and good milkers, that are sel
dom surpassed and not often equalled by animals 
with long pedigrees. Should any man now estab
lish a herd of large handsome cows, with uniform
ity of color and noted for milking qualities, he 
would realize a good return, as some complain of 
the size of the Ayrshires and others as lacking size, 
and some complain that the Shorthorns do not 
yield as much milk as common stock. There is an 
opening for some good farmers to establish a re
putation and a fortune.

as

heavier.
substance, for if a horse has to go too fast in the 
plough, no one can do work with him, nor can you

He must be master

importance, as
you cannot tell how far back they may go in the 
production of their offspring. They may go all 

would wish, and they may not ; there is no
askeep him in good condition, 

of his work, whatever you may want him for.— 
Now, as you have stated, our horses, as a general 

How can we do better than

you 
certainty.

.. I must close for this time, but hope to send 
another scribble on the management of our

D. M.
rule, are too light.

heavy draught stallions on our marcs !

I am inclined to

Now
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types, .unless we attempt something that is not And to this connection I submit to the candid 
essential to useful and profitable excellence. And judgment of gentlemeh, whether it is not true 
L think it must be admitted by practical men tint much of the reputation which has been made by 
the modern distinctions claimed for particular in-bred bulls has not been on account of these 
families are mostly based upon these peculiarities indications of high breeding and style in the pro
of fancy. geny, rather than their excellence m substantial

I have heard it asserted that a dark blue or green qualities? I do not object to breeding in the line 
colored horn was a great thing, because a certain so long as the line produces animals that are up to 
distinguished breeder was always partial to this the maximum in useful qualities. I know that 
color in the horn ! And, again, I have heard men we occasionally find an animal that is far superior 
speak of a peculiar shade of red color, with big in excellence to the average of the race ; and when 
white spots on the flank, as if they were character- the progeny of such an animal exhibits the same 
istics of importance. The gay and “ up standing” excellence they are of course reserved for breeders, 
carriage, we have reason to believe, has frequently and in such case we indulge in a little in-breed- 
captivated judges and purchasers, where the more ing so long as we are able to keep up the desired 
important useful qualities were very moderate excellence.
indeed. While a breeder can show me cattle that are su-

I admit that a certain degree of refinement is perior in useful properties, I have no right to con- 
essential to quick feeding and good quality of flesh; ,lemn his system for him. And on the other hand, 
but I insist that this refinement is generally found ;f j could show that his stock, though superior in 
in all well-bred Shorthorns, and so universally re atyle and refinement and of the most fashionable 
suits from pure breeding in this race that further blood, bred strictly in the line, are yet defective 
improvement in this direction is neither necessary ;n robustness of constitution, or in thrifty, growing 
nor practicable. kind feei1 i lg qualities, it is obvious that his system

But with useful qualities the case is very differ- as falllty and should be changed, 
ent; for, while this great breed is capable of de- j , the indulgence of the Convention, for a 
veloping the most extraordinary excellence in these momen| lon to ®dll a worA or two in reference 
essential properties, it is nevertheless true that t the blic registry of pedigrees, because I con- 
here, as with all other varieties of farm stock ceiv(j /to be s0 Intimately connected with a main 
there is abundant opportunity for the exercise of int , have attempted to urge in these observa- 
all the skill and care of the most intelligent and to-wit : the practical utility of our vocation
experienced breeder in bringing up our average to breeders of Shorthorn Cattle, 
the maximum of excellence and keeping it there. As we have geen succe3aion of good ancestors 
Therefore as in all efforts to improve we can only insurea excellence in our stock, and the account 
advance with a limited number of characteristics f auch aucceaaion ia furniabed by the pedigree, 
at a time, it is of the highest importance that we The written jigres and its registry, tlioufh of 
have a clear understanding of the relative value of recent orl in ^hic°h have been found very import
ée properties we wsh to develop. ant aids in the improvement of live stock. The idea

Much has been written in reference to judging tut the puhliahelr of auch register had the right 
cattle by a scale of points, and a though I suppose t deten,fine what was and what was not thorou|h- 
the system in the minute details hat have been bred) is ite modern; and it is amazing that a 
suggested is mpract cable especially as a guide to { ’ individual should assume such authority, 
the judges in awarding prizes, it is believed that f h b }nni the pedigrees of all animals that 
some general scale may be devised that will aid the were clai^ed t£ ,)el(!llg to the race were recorded

Volt! 8 -Ve ValUe °f the without any other condition of restriction, and
C Si ,, , r ni',,.,,.',, ... that they should be accurate and truthful. But

»„■? 5,7 f-~"y «'y "”US"divided into four parts the value of each to be wer,e Presented as shown good breeding-say four 
indicated by numbers, as follows : " five, crosses of bulls of recognized merit. And [

17 thus, by a sort of general consent of the breeders,
1st. Robustness of constitution, with good this number of crosses came to be regarded as the

growing and feeding habits...................  20 maximum that would justify the application of the
2d. Proper form of carcass, low, deep, cylin- term «blood,” in the sense before explained. The

drical, barrel-shaped, wide and level, espe- same custom was observed in the registration of
cially the loins and hips. ..... ............ . 40 the lineage of the thoroughbred horse.

3d. Quality thick,mossy and abutldant hair, This liberality resulted from the judicious method
hide mellow and elastic, but not thin, well so often observed by our British friends in dealing
marked and tine grained flesh, which must with public questions. That is, instead of pressing
he evenly distributed over the carcass.........  20 arbitrary enactments in advance of public neces-

4th. (iOod milking quality.................................. 20 ajty, their practice has been, in many instances,
to allow custom to ripen into law, thus insuring a

c™...................................................  *00 code, founded upon great principles, deducible
These divisions may be subdivided to suit the from the ne:essity of the people. In this case the 

fancy; but in this general form they indicate where custom was based upon the most intelligent under- 
we are to look for the real value of the animal,and standing of the public policy involved, 
how we should aggregate and balance tlie char- practice of keeping written pedigrees and their 
acteristics in judging the general excellence. And public registration was found to have a marked 
it seems to me that some method that shall direct influence in stimulating improvement in the care 
the mind to what arc the substantial and con- and management of stock, and, therefore, it was 
trolling points of excellence is absolutely essential obviously important that as large a proportion of 
it guiding the practice of the breeder, so that, in- breeders as possible should be encouraged to record 
stead of looking at the form of the horn, the pecu- their pedigrees. It was also known that every 
liar mold of the face or muzzle, the gay carriage of animal of approved excellence, and of such breed- 
the head, etc., and selecting his breeding animals ing as would penetrate that excellence, ought to 
with reference to his model type, in these and be reserved for use as a breeder, 
similar characteristics, which can only be valuable Here, then we had two powerful reasons, found- 
as they indicate the presence of more useful ed upon consideration of public policy, demanding 
qualities, he shall rather insist upon the presence the adoption of the most liberal rule for the admis- 
of these useful qualities themselves. sion of pedigrees to the public record. Experience

I fear I have detained the Convention too long, had demonstrated that four or five crosses of the 
Gentlemen will understand that I am not opposing blood of an established race would insure the 
beauty of form, with style and elegance in their presence of tlie cnaracteristics of such race, with 
general appearance—not at all. On the contrary, reasonable uniformity, in the subsequent progeny.
1 have as keen a relish for these things as any man, This, therefore, was established as the maximum 
and for many years I attributed to them more im- from which the recorded pedigree should begin, 
portance than they deserved, as I think more men The breeding, of course,advancing with each subse- 
who have a taste for the breeder’s art are apt to do, quent cross, nearer and nearer, to the absolute 
especially in the beginning of their career. My purity of blood that is so much talked of, but is 
plea here is for the useful qualities, these we can- never realized !
not dispense with ; and I plead for that system The Great Shorthorn Society of Britain has 
and practice in breeding that will establish and recently, by unanimous vote, indorsed and ap- 
mamtain them. proved this liber.tl rule, and resolved that it shall

I object to incestuous breeding, especially where apply to the publication of National Herd Book, 
it is practiced merely for the purpose of continu- now owned by the Association. It is possible that 
ing in the line; because, when it is thus practiced, any considerable number of American breeders, 
as I have attempted to show, it tends to impair in the face of all this, will insist upon or defend 
constitutional vigor, and the growing and feeding the harsh requisition, in all crosses, of connection 
properties, although it produces that high refine- with imported animals, though it require a gena- 
liient oi lorm that is so fascinating to stock fanciers, logy of twenty generations, and consign one half
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Shorthorn Breeding.

CONDUCTED AS A SCIENCE, WITH A VIEW TO MAIN
TAINING TIIE HIGHEST EXCELLENCE IN 

USEFUL QUALITIES.

[Address delivered by Judge T. C. Jones before 
the American Shorthorn Breeders’ Convention, at 
Toronto.]

(Concluded.)

Indeed, I insist that the argument, that by con
tinuous incestuous breeding, we have a “ concen
tration of blood,” as it is called, which increases 
the hereditary power, is a mere assumption, which 
has neither reason nor experience to support it. I 
admit that incestuous breeding tends to produce 
certain characteristics, which are, as a rule, in
herited by the offspring, such as to diminish the 
size and add beauty to the form of the head and 
extremities, as well as to improve the general ap
pearance of the animal in style and elegance; hut 
to assume that the power to transmit these, or any 
other qualities, is increased by the fact of in
breeding, is a grave error.

According to the teachings of science and experi
ence, the hereditary power rests upon health, vigor 
and robustness of constitution, quite as much as 
upon purity of blood; and surely I need not add 
to what has already been said to prove that long 
continued incestuous breeding will impair these 
essential qualities. How far in-and-in breeding 
may be safely carried is a matter of dispute, but 
that thé tendency of the system is to diminish tlie 
vigor and robustness of the constitution, I think 
the great mass of intelligent breeders admit.

Coming now, sir, to the very pith and marrow 
of our subject, 1 propound to this association of 
American breeders the question—what is, at this 
day, the pressing and all-essential matter to be 
attended to in our practice ? Is it not true, as 
stated by the great British naturalist already 
quoted, that we have carried refinement tar enough ? 
And has not the external form been brought to all 
the perfection that art seems capable of communi
cating to it.

Have we not been wrong in assuming that we 
are to follow Bakewell and follow ( 'ollings, without 
considering the wonderful difference in the material 
we are working with ?

If wo are to credit the unsatisfactory and meagre 
history of the proceedings of those men, and the 
accounts given of the character of tlie stock in 
their neighborhoods, we must conclude that the 
tendency had been, as in the early history of Ken
tucky breeding, to increase the size without much 
regard to quality, and that in consequence the 
cattle were inclined to he coarse and indifferent 
feeders.
refinement increased the fat; and he carried tlie 
practice to such an extent that it was said that his 
sheep were all fat, and another improver would be 
required to breed sheep that would produce 
flesh.

In the days of tlie Gollings an animal with light, 
long structure, line, delicate and well placed head, 
with beauty and compactness of form, was the 
essential model required, because the mass of the 
smck was coarse. Therefore, those characteristics 
were matters of real importance, as they were also 
in those days, in the absence of extended pedigrees, 
the material indications of good breeding.

But, sir, we find ourselves in a different era alto
gether. We are dealing with a 
and highly developed breed?-idn
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Bakewell in breeding sheep found that

The

well established
1regard to whose 

purity of blood we qrc no longer required to guess 
by inspection of characteristics, but which, never
theless, produce these characteristics with such 
uniformity that little or no attention is required 
to improve or perpetuate them. We have no well- 
bred Shorthorns in our day .yfitii coarse, ill-shaped 
heads and legs, Jt is rare indeed that we find a 
hide too thick, if it is only yielding and mellow. 
So that these indications of high breeding have 
come to be regarded as little else than mere matters 
of style and fancy.

And so it is, I respectfully submit, in regard to 
what is called “ family type.” We hear a good 
deal of the distinctive type of this or that par
ticular strain, and of what is done, or may be done, 
to establish new types; What is usually meant by 
this ? The form of the model Shorthorn—tlie 
level, round, cylindrical and deep carcass, with 
wide back, level hips and deep quarters, would 
seem to admit of very little variety in the way of
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ravages. It is a mere ques’ion of tiie introduction 
of the parasites,.as their eggs and embryos will live 
in almost any soil, and increase in proportion to 
the number of systems (sheep and goats) in which 
they can pass the adult period of their lives. The 
m st important points arc that not only do these 
worms live in their embryo condition in water, 
soil, vegetation and fodder out of the body, but 
when once introduced into the system they will 
reproduce themselves without limit throughout 
the whole lifetime of the sheep without any new 
ingestion of worms or eggs; and, as they rarely 
prove fatal to old sheep, one infested animal may 
stock any number of fiêlds with these destructive 
creatures.

Treatment.—Turpentine may be given in oil 
for the intestinal worms, and tulphur fumes in
haled for the lung parasites. The affected sheep 
should be put in a close building and a pinch or 
two of flowers of sulphur burned on a piece of 
paper laid on an iron shovel, the sulphur being 
added pinch by pinch until the air is saturated 
as far as can be breathed withput violent irritation 
and coughing. The administrator should remain 
in the building with the sheep, and thereby avoid 
the risk of an over-dose. This should be kept up 
for half an hour, and should be repeated at least 
once a week. It is only partially successful, as 
eggs and encysted embryos still escape destruction 
and are ready later to start a new brood. Abund
ance of nourishing food, including oil-cake or dry 
grain, is an important e'ement in treatment. A 
tonic mixture of equal parts of sulphur of iron, 
ginger, gentian and common salt, may be given 
daily at the rate of an ounce to every five sheep.

Prevention.—1st. No inflated sheep should be 
allowed to leave the pasture alive. They should 
all be fed off and slaughtered where they are. If 
any loss is incurred, it ought to be met by t’o 
state, as the object is to prevent an extension of 
the parasite to other grounds. The propriety of 
this will be seen when we consider that the killing 
out of the lung parasites in a single animal is a 
long and uncertain process; that if the sheep arc 
kept on the old pastures the worms are perpetually 
finding their way into the system from without, 
while if turned on new land they stock that with 
the parasites from their own lungs. 2nd. No 
other sheep or goats (camels nor dromedaries) 
should be turned out on that land for several 
years, nor allowed access to water which has run 
through it. 1 he land may be safely pastured with 
horses and cattle, for they do not harbor the lung 
parasite of the sheep. Hogs were also supposed 
to be exempt, but Mr. Saunders’ experience seems 
to throw doubt on this matter. It would be bet
ter still to plow up the ground, and sul^'ect it to a 
rotation of crops. 3rd. The carcasses of those 

4s. 4d. to 4. 8d. per stone of eight pounds, dying of the affection should be deeply buried or 
In the same “dry, cold room of the vessel which better still, the head, throat, wind-pipe and lungs 
brought this beef were the carcasses of 20 pigs, may be carefully removed and subjected to pro-, 
which were, like the beef, good in quality, and in ionged boiling. 4th. Hay roots or other aliment 
first rate marketable condition. They met with a grown on the infested pastures should on no ac- 
ready sale, at about 6d. per lb. count be supplied to sheep or goats, stored near

This does not refer to Canadian meat, but if the fodder or litter designed for them, or in any place 
experiment be succe.-sful of shipment of fresh to which sheep may afterward have access. Su oh 
meat for New York, we may look on the question would be the main elements in the absolute 
as solved for our meat as well as for others.

Shorthorns to the condition of mere grades, 
and, consequently, to slaughter ? And this, too, 
wh$n it is admitted that a large portion of this 
stock is equal in excellence, and, as breeders, to 
any Shorthorn in the land !

Standing as I do, as a humble advocate of 
the best and most liberal policy for the improve
ment of our stock, I am bound to state here 
that we as breeders are driven to face this question 
—whether this restriction and the extraordinary 
avowal that it is the criterion of what constiutes 
“thoroughbreds” will not exercise a powerful in
flu nee in retarding the progress we are making 
by the diffusion of the blood of this matchless 
race in the improvement of American Cattle ?

Mr. President, in view of what has been accom
plished by the enterprise, intelligence and liber
ality of the American breeders represented by 
this association, it seems to me we have just cause 
for saying that we are “proud of cur constituency.”

When in all the world’s history has so much 
been done in the same length of time to improve 
and add to the value of the farmer’s stock’ And, 
sir, looking at these grand results, whatever may 
have been the necessity for increased care in keep
ing and recording pedigrees, there can be no cause 
for adding restrictions to the registry of pedigrees 
that must exclude such a multitude of animals of 
substantial merit, whose increase we are bound by 
every consideration of public policy to aid and 
encourage !

the cabbages are planted the root grub commences 
at the surface of the ground and gnaws in two the 
stem of the plant. To guard against this, place 
around the plant a piece of paper two or three 
inches square, half of it under the surface; the 
grub will then leave the plant untouched. The 
alack fly attacks the plant as soon as the seed puts 
forth the first leaves, and until the rough leaf is 
fully formed the plant cannot be safe from its 
ravages. To guard against it, sprinkle wood ashes, 
soot or bone dust over the plants while the dew is 
on tiiem, or after a shower. The wire worm lives 
and works beneath the surface, and is very injuri- 

When the lower leaves of the plant turn 
yellow and die you may be sure the wire worm has 
seen at work. Mix hen manure, one part with six 
parts of water, pour the liquid mixture from a 
watering pot around the root of each plant, taking 
care that it does not drop on the leaves. Large 
York, Early York, Jersey Wakefield, Oxheart, 
Winningstadt, Australian, Flat Drumhead and 
Flat Dutch are among the best varieties of cab
bage.

our

ous.

American Meat in London.
Good market for Canadian beef necessitates 

beeves of good quality, improved stock, well fed, 
and improvements in agriculture, all depending on 
each other. From our last receipt of English 
papers, we clip the following article from the 
Farmer, London, headed as above:—The last re
ceived cargo of American meat, treated by 
the dry cold air process, did not reach London un
til Wednesday last. It was evident that the sales
men in the market were much interested in what 
must still be called an experiment—-the attempt to 
contribute stocks of fresh meat for London con
sumption from New York. Only one opinion was 
expressed on Wednesday, and that was that, with 
respect to the meat then seen, the experiment was 
perfectly successful. As the quarters were strip 
ped of thsir canvas wrappers, and hooked up, the 
people gathered about, looked and handled, and 
hud to admit that,

Cabbages for Stock.
Cabbage are rich in nitrogen, and for making 

milk or flesh are valuable. In gathering a patch 
of cabbage for market, there will always be more 
or less soft heads, which are unsaleable, but will 
answer for stock feeding, and where heads are cut 
off and sold instead of being pulled up by the 
roots, the leaves make go d feed. It is very hard 
work to induce farmers to change their practices, 
but we think that if they would try the experi
ment of raising an acre < r two of cabbages for 
stock-feeding, they would be so well pleased with 
the result as to make it a part of their system of 
farming. When cabbages are high, the larger, 
firmer heads could be sold, and the poorer, with 
the leaves, fed.

The above clipping we take from the Rural 
Home on “cabbages for stock feeding.” Cabbages 

very highly valued for' this purpose, and 
in European countries are planted in large quanti
ties. The quantity of food for stock from an acre 
of cabbage is greater than from almost any other 
vegetable. Some farmers plant acres of cabbage 
and feed them to horned stock and pigs, and they 
say they pay them better than any other crop on 
the farm. When given regularly to milch cows, a 
feed once or twice a day, they serve to increase 
the quantity of milk, and at the same time im- 

the condition of the animals. There is no

in quality and in clean market
able condition, the meat was equal to anything 
else then on sale. The consignors had prepared a 
small surprise for their friends here. It is in
tended to send carcasses weighing an average of 
about 800 lbs., as that is supposed to be about the 
best weight for this country. But with the last 
four carcasses, weighing an average of about 12 
cwt., were sent, and the meat was exceptionally 
firm. The fore ribs of one of these was sent to 
the Lord Mayor, and Mr. Sheriff Knight also had 
a portion for his table. The whole weight of the 
American beef in the consignment was about 50 
tons, and it met with a quick sale to dealers at 
from

are

prove
more healthy food. We have known them to be 
used medicinally, and with good effcci, as in the 
following instance :—A horse had taken a bad cold, 
and, from being neglected, there was a mucous dis
charge from his nostrils. He was induced to eat 
cooked cabbage by mixing it, at first in small 
portions, with his food, and afterwards increasing 
the quantity given. After continuing the use of 
it for a short time the mucous discharge ceased, 
and the horse was restored to health. It was so 
seiious a case that, a veterinary surgeon having 
been called in, he expressed his fears that it was 
incipient glanders, and yet, with no lmedical treat
ment further than the feeding with cooked cab
bage, he was soon as well as ever. •}

The only obstacle in the way of growing crops 
of cabbage as extensively here as in some parts of 
Europe is the severity of our winter, which pre
vents us sowing the plants in the autumn and leav
ing them in the plant beds through the winter 
months, in the open air, and transplanting them 
early in the spring. This obstacle, however, can 
be got over. The seed can be sown, as it is now, 
in small quantities in spring, and the plants pro
tected till the time for transplanting.

A heavy, sandy soil, from which the water 
passes freely, is most sui: able for the growth of 
cabbages. To grow them to perfection a large 
amount of time is required. Whin thus in the 
soil, the cabbages are free from disease, mature 
earlier, and form larger, closer heads. Where 
there is no lime in the ground it should be applied; 
and the ground, when dug for this crop, should be 
subsoiled. Cabbage planted 24 feet by 1G will 
grow from 12,000 to 13,000 plants per acre. The 
root grub, black fly and wire worms are sometimes 
destructive to the plants, but they are harmless if 
the following remedies are applied. As soon as

pre
vention or stamping out of this affection, but if a 
restriction of the increase of the parasites only is 
aimed at, and not their extinction, then suggestions 
may be obtained from the conditions above named 
as favoring the propagation of the worms:—1st. 
Let salt be eaten at will; this destroys the young 
worms if brought in contact with them. 2nd. 
Avoid turning lambs on land occupied or vacated 
by the old sheep. 3rd. Avoid overstocking. 4th. 
Drain wet land. ■ 5th. Don’t sow clover for sheep 
pastures. 6th. Shut out from water coming 
through infested pastures. 7th. Keep lambs off 
pastures when covered with dew. 8th. Give arti
ficial feeding 
health. 9th
young, with the fumes of burning sulphur.

The Lung M orins of Sheep.
11. H. Saunders, of Illir ois, writes to the N. Y.

Tribune on this subject, having lost from five to 
eight per cent, annually for three years of his 
lamts fr m tape-wc rm, and sheep from one to eight 
years o’d from parasi’es in the lungs, the latter 
being the more difficult to contend with. His 
flock, he says, are all in excellent condition wv h 
He exception of those affected. The affected sheep 
shov no symptoms of parasi'ea in the bronchial 
tut es, but are suddenly taken with dullness and 
loss of appetite; the wool becomes loose, many of 
them pine away and die in a few weeks; others 
become poor, their appe ites.return, and tiny live 
several months. In the latter stage of the disease 
a watery serum appears under the root of the 
tongue and dysentery sets in'." Upon examination 
after death he finds thread-worms, from two to 
four inches long, coiled up in bunches in the air 
passages of the lungs. Do these parasites, he 
asks, have a separate existence, and do the pas
tures or water become infected, or are they due 
to the condition of the sheep ? He has observed 
the sheep to have been more infected when con
fined several years to the tame pasture.

In remarks in the fame paper by Prof. Jas.
Law, he says that 20 years ago the lung-worms of 
sheep were almost unknown in England, whereas 

| to-day there is scarcely a ti- ck in the southern and 
I midland counties but suffers severely from their ' him.

when nceessary^to keep up vigorous 
i. Fumigate frequently, both old and

I
A series of carefully conducted experiments lias 

shown that boiled sugar beets, tops and all, fed to 
hogs three times daily without the addition of 
other food, caused |an increase in weight at the 
rate of two pounds'per day.

The Western Rural says: “The noted Devon herd 
of William Mattoon, of Springfield, Mass., was 
sold at Sheriff’s sale, Dec. 27. The cattle sold at 
very low prices. fclThc bull, Duke of Hampden, 
famous as a prize-taker, brought only $55.” Pity 
this “noted” animal and “famous prize-taker” was 
not sent to Kentucky or the interior of New York, 
where, according to published statements, many 
thousands of dollars might have been obtained for
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the whey. 5th. The curd should be cured ia an 
temperature, the atmosphere of which is ^

000 lbs., which, at an average of 10c. per pound, 
would amount to $4,580,000. This was 180 per 
cent, of an increase over the make of 1872.

Mr. W. H. Fraser addressed the convention on Prof. Wetherell, editor of the “Boston Cultiva, 
matters respecting the sending of dairy products tor,” then addressed the meeting on “Dairy Stock, 
to the Centennial Exhibition, explaining the ad- and how to Breed It.” He claimed that the shot? 
vantage that would result from having a good horns were in every respect the aristocracy of tite 
representation of dairy goods there, as the exhibi- cattle tribe, and referred to a number of cases in 
tion would tie visited by large numbers from the which large returns of butter had been made by 
West Indies and South America, and they would cows of the shorhorn breed. He gave some very 
be only too glad to open up a trade with Canada, interesting statistics of the sales of shorthorn cat* 
Large quantities of our products go there, being tie, both in England and America, and the enor* 
first sent by us to Liverpool, and then reshipped mous prices that have been realized for certain 
back again by Liverpool houses to these countries, strains of fancy or fashionable blood. He also 
He hoped the dairymen of Ontario would do all in compared the yield of milk from the various breeds 
their power to assist the Board in making a good 0f milking stock, giving some of the enormous 
exhibition at Philadelphia. yields that had been obtained from particular ones

The subject of butter-makiug was opened by among them, thereby showing how fine milkers 
Prof. Arnold reading a paper on “Gilt Edged But* could be obtained by careful attention to breeding 
ter.” He presented several diagrams, showing the and feeding. The best authorities claimed for the 
udder of the cow and the milk veins and arteries shorthorns the largest returns in proportion to the 
through the same, and how the milk and butter expense of keeping them. He did not think they 
globules were formed. Good treatment, food and could get a good herd of cows without close breed* 
breeding had much to do with the production of ing. The best strains of shorthorn blood, such;as 
good milk, and hence good butter. Frightening the Duchess and Princess families, had been oh- 
and irregularity of milking and feeding had a most tained by close breeding. Stock, besides, should 
injurious effect, both on the quantity and the breed from none but animals of a fixed and ascer- 
qnality of the milk. A mi ture of linseed meal, I tained type, bred in a line for years. An impor-
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Young, of this city, and is a good representation of 
the animal. This is one of the most valuable 
bulls in Canada, and is the property of Richard 
Gibson, Esq., London, Ont. Mr. Gibson is estab
lishing a fine herd of the purest bred animals 
procurable. Mr. G. is the gentleman who was 
manager of the celebrated New York Mills herd. 
He has some stock advertised for sale in this paper.

Ontario Dairymen's Association.
NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

The Ninth Annual Convention of the Ontario 
Dairymen’s Association assembled at Ingersoll on 
the ninth of February. The attendance was 
large, although the inclement weather kept those 
in the immediate vicinity, who usually drive in, 
from attending.

Among the American gentlemen present, and 
who took part in the addresses, were L. B. Arnold, 
of Rochester; Hon. H. Lewis, of Herkimer Co. ; 
Prof. Wetherall, of Boston; D. H. Burwell, of 
Little Falls; J. M. Peters, of New York; L. S.
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Harden, of Kentucky; also Prof. Roll, of Belle- corn meal and the refuse of flouring mills
Advi'sory^Boaixl, ^ ^ ^ ^

rp. . ■ ,. . , . , Thursday morning the convention was opened
Hie Association was organized in 1867, and since by Prof. Arnold reading a paper on “Fancy Cheese 

that time it has steadily improved and increased, Making.” He remarked that to make a nice nuttv 
until the present membership is about four him- “salvy” cheese it must contain all the cream as 
died and fifty. 1 here was a deep interest and that was what contained the aroma of the cheese 
good feeling pervading the whole attendance. This aroma was from the essential oils of vege-

over for *ables and was entirely distinct from the cheesey 
the third day’s proceedings. The managers de- tiavo.r which was communicated through the ren- 
serve great credit for their judgment in selecting net m curing. Hence skim milk cheese had the 
the subjects and the talent which they secured for clleesey flavor but not the nutty. Cheese curing 
the occasion. was simply a digestive process. He urged upon

dairymen the importance of carrying milk to the 
factory in ventilated cans, as it was impossible for 
the factoryman to make a clean, nutty cheese out 
of poorly-ventilated, impure milk. Curing rooms 
in general were altogether too dry—they should be 
moist enough to develope mould to a certain ex
tent. He concluded by saying there were several 
important points requisite in the manufacture of 
farst class cheese:—1st. Use nothing but the milk 
of well fed and healthy cows. 2nd. It should be 
free from all kinds of impurities. 3rd. None but 
clean and healthy rennet should be used. 4th 
i he action of the rennet should take precedence 
ot acidity by the early removal of the curd from

taut point to be observed was the selection #f 
bulls from herds of good milking qualities.

In the evening, the Hon. H. Lewis delivered an 
address on “Dairy Cows—Their Care and Food.
This address was delivered in a genial and amus
ing style, full of practical common sense ideas, and 
was listened to with the greatest attention. He 
said that a mean, close-fisted man should never 
own a cow. Grass was the natural food of the 
dairy cow—the perfection of cattle food. Pas
tures upon which cows were turned early in the 
spring would support more stock than those 
upon which they were turned later in June. Cows 
should be kept perfectly clean, it made them happy 
and healthy. They should be carded once a day, 
and always treated with kindness and gentleness.
The law of kindness was as applicable to cows as 
human beings. Milking should be done at regular 
intervals by the. clock, and they should always be 
milked in the same order every day. .

Mr. Fanington moved a very important resolu
tion, and one which, if carried out, would bring 
about some very good results. It was as follows: 
“That this Convention recommend that clubs be 
formed in every dairy centre to discuss questions 
that may arise in connection with the practical 
work of dairy manufacture, and that each chib ap-
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Bro. Bell gave the opening address, which was 

good, there being some very valuable information 
in it. He referred to the state of the past season’s 
markets and the state of trade in England, and 
strongly advised dairymen to accept the market 
price for their goods when they were fit to ship 
let the price be what it would, and not attempt to 
try and regulate the price of cheese in the English 
market, for the trade was too extensive to be modi
fied by their operations.

He also reviewed the make and shipments of the 
past season, and gave the shipments from the Pro

of Ontario

I

to be 744,229 boxes, or 48,580,y nice
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The Naturalist.point delegates to the Annual Convention to im- ment of young sheep, they only bui'.d up the ... „ „ ,

part the results of their experience and conclu- bones, not the flesh. The Lynx, or Wild Cat, as it is generally called,
«inns ” If Mr. Fanington’s ideas were carried ------ are still quite numerous in the northern parts of, > i-c* .-SE.: %sfaiArsss?iris;isi 
as* r £ br«ï ■sïsæss:<« -avrmS st sas “sf-nttaft sgt .is
laying down rules1 for the guidance of everyone straw is then treated with corn imeal « d or 3 feet long-to the base of the tail, the
sending to the factory, we venture to say the result mixed in about equal quantit es as to weight s u »er being y inches to the end of the hair. The 
in that section or factory, would be as marked asthey that each horse has about a bushel of cut feecl ana »nd arched; jaws short; eare short
are fro^the-Daïrymen’s Association,” which has three quarts of the meal ™ and erect; fore feet with five toes, and hind feet
done a créât work in improving the make of cheese day. Sometimes hay is cut instea l of mvt straw f with retractde nails; tail as long as or
clone a great w 1 8 0r both are mixed. It is found that 200 pounds than the hea,i; body short and stout The

per week of this mixture of corn meal and bran, ujar ears have an erect tuft of coarse, black
added to the cut feed, will keep a pair of working general color is gray above with darker
horses in the best condition This he is> satisfi^ ljghter beneat£ the feet very large,
from experiment, is less than two-thi.ds of the naked pada underneath, densely furred in
cost of keeping them on uncut hay and wli le . d th making a tract in the snow nine
grain. The corn meal alone is not so good for ™ ^^ almost « large M that of a black 
horses as when mixed with bran. ^11 excellent b the eyes large, nose obtuse, ears with a nar- 
meal is made of ground oats. 1 he fodder is cut margin of black, whiskers stiff and chiefly
by horse-power, qp stormy or spare days, an w]dte. j® summer the fur is shorter and more 
stored away in large bins, so as to furnish always a rufoug’ -pim Lynx lives in the deepest woods, 
supply on hand. rarely approaching the habitations of man, and is

most abundant in the re 
gions north of the great

eg____  lakes, its thitk fur ena-
- -ry, bling it to resist the great-

*“ est col l. It is very strong 
and active, an excellent 
climber ana a good swimmer 
Its flesh is eaten by Indi- 

hnngry trappers, 
and its fur is prized for 
robes, muffs, collars, &c. ; 
it is most often caught in 
steel traps, which it îeadily 
ent. rs. It feeds principally 
on grouse and birds of sim
ilar size, and other hoi th
em rodents.
pressed it will attack as 
large an animal as a deer, 
and sometimes prowls 
a out the pioncei’s cabin in 

lambs, pigs
poultry, and annoy the 
early settle is considerably, 
to which many Canadians 
can bear testimony.

out

in the factories.
The Convention, op the whole, was a most 

interesting and instructive one, and a deep interest 
was taken in all the debate3, and we -only wish 
that it was within the reach of every dairyman. 
The general conclusion which was brought home 
at each debate was, that to make the dairy busi
ness a grand success the dairyman must be made 
to understand the importance of his keeping noth
ing but the best cows, feeding and caring for them 
properly, and then sending their milk to the fac
tory in the best possible condition.

Typhoid Fever in 
Pigs.

—r.The best of veteri
nary surgeons have given 
the diagnosis, or in other 
words a desripti- n of the 
disease among pigs known 
as the typhoid fever. One 
of the fir t symptoms of 
this fever is, that the hogs 
refuse their food and seem 
to be very thirsty. They 

lly taken with a

$

ans and

are usua 
diarrhœa, "the discharges 
being of a dirty yellow 
color. The external indi
cation are red patches or 
s ots on the .kin. In some 

the redness varies 
from small spots to very 
large ones. A post-mortem 
examination of hogs that 
have died of this disease, 
shows the mucous mem
brane of the stomach to be 
ulcerated, the ulcers being 

less covered with 
thick layers of effused 
lymph. The top of the 
large intestines, as well as 
the e ds of the small ones, 

less ulcerated.

When hard

2s.iSarai» $msHmis
andseai eh ofcases

vsà tW ml1
ilÏÏÂm

tù
Warts on Cows Teats. 

—Waits at the end of the 
teat ire occasionally found, 
a> d are a great annoyai.ee, 
not only obstiucting the 
milk, but from their soic- 
ness causing the cow to be
come fidgety and uneasy 
wh le milked. In such 
cases they must be remov
ed, either by the kn fe or 
by a ligature of fine silk 
tied round it; the latter is 
the preferable mode, 
warts when sloughed off, 

not so liable to return 
when excis.d off with

more or F1m ■p/M■■W/Mmh,
-,

are more or 
The lungs are more or less 
com-olidatcd and covered 
w.tli black and blue spots, 
and the liver is more or 
less congested, 
amination of the parts 
named, as soon as one of 
the hogs dies, will enable 
you to determine pretty 
closely whether it is the 
typhoidjfever or not.

IAn ex-
as

3
7b are

as
the knife.rnE lynx.

Season and Crop Report-Frozen Milk. -A chunck of milk, “solidified 
by the Hooker process,” and weighing about one February sixth up to the present time the 
hundred pounds, and which “has been exposed to winter has been the mildest and most changeable 
the action of the air for four years and three ev(T know by the oldest inhabitant. We have had 
months,” was lately shown at the rooms of the very little snow; very little lumbering or teaming 
Society of Art in London, and the Agricultural q{ any kind has been done. A considerable portion 
Gazelle, of that city says: “Its quality was stilbso of lagt year>s crop remains on the farmers’ hands, 
excellent that in a few minutes it was resolved by pr;ncipaily on account of bad roads in back town- 
churning into good fresh butter. ships. Much damage has been done to the clover.

A great deal has been destroyed by freezing and 
thawing. The winter wheat we hear is injured 111 
some localities—on our farm a field badly exposed 
does not appear to have lost a plant, but the color 
of the blade is getting rather brown.

St. ck have thriven well this winter as the 
wi ather has been generally dry. Some dairymen 
anticipate lower prices, because buyers have lost 
between one and two thousand dollars this year, 
but we do not consider dairymen should relax 
their operations, as the demand will be as great as 

Reports and careful estimates from all the hog cvcr, though buyers may act with‘ «n01® a ‘
districts of the west confirm our previous state- Heavy cattle and heavy horses will pay better than 
ment that the hog crop is much below that of last light ones. Shipping wheat to Europe willincreMC. 

and good prices may therefore be expected. Clover has been 111 good demand for shipping.
1 A great deal will be required to re-seed in spring.

one of bran, and half a pint of flax seed I he 
oats are first placed in the stable ’ .
which is placed the linseed; add boiling w< t ,
then the bran, covering the mixture with an old
rue and allowing it to thus rest for five I ours, 
Sfn stir the ml well up. The bran absorbs, 
while retaining the vapor, and [the Uns 
the oats and bran together; a greater quantity ol 
flax seed would make the prepartion too oily and 
less relished. One feed per day is sufficient; it is 
easily digested and is specially adapted to young 
animals, adding to their volume rather than to 
their heighth—giving substance to the frame. 
Prof. Sanson reminds us not to overlook the food, 
in the nourishment question in connection with 
the amelioration of live stock. He considers oats,, 
as so eenerally given to sheep as objectionable 
and approaching the unprofitable; rams gem 1 ay 
receive one pound of oats daily, e ‘ 
quantity. Oats, forming an exciting food, are cs- 
neciallv suited to rams during the season when 
they are to serve, but for hastening the develop-

over

Meat is much better for family use when at 
least one week old in cold weather. The Lnglish 
method of keeping meat for some time has great 
merit. Experts ray hang up a quarter of meat 
w-ith the cut end up, being the reverse of the usual 
way, by the leg, and the juice will remain in the 
meat, and not run to the cut and dry up by evapo
ration.—Col'ege Gardener.
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After the ground is prepared for the seed, about 

all the work and weeding is done with Harring
ton’s patent seed sower and hand cultivator, of 
which Mr. Farnham speaks in the highest terms. 
After harvest, his land was thoroughly plowed 
and cultivated and laid down to grass in Novem
ber. Mr. Farnham keeps two cows» from which 
he has sold, the present season, $50 worth of milk, 
two calves for $4, and made 240 lbs. butter, be
sides what milk and cream has been used in his 
family of five, and they are “good livers.” He be
lieves cows do quite as well in the winter on good 
hay and roots as on oil cake, cotton seed meal or 
shorts, which no farmer can afford to buy—we can 
raise roots much the cheapest. In feeding, Mr. 
Farnham makes a change in roots each day, 
feeding turnips, wurtzels, and carrots alternately.

It must be remembered two calves were kept to 
the age of four weeks, and 1,200 qts. of milk sold, 
besides what was used in the family, v hich would 
take the milk of one cow at least. He has made 
two cords of excellent manure from his pig, which 

applied to the land before l»ying it down to 
November.—Rural New Yorker.

When to Sow Clover.
Harris, of the Agriculturist, writes as follows on 

this subject :—
My own practice is to harrow the wheat three 

times in the spring. We go over the wheat both 
ways with the harrow, and then sow the clover 
seed and follow with the harrow to cover the seed. 
If the ground is very hard, the harrows do not 
break Up the crust sufficiently to afford a good 
covering for the seed, and if dry weather follows 

have a poor catch on these hard spots. I have 
my doubts as to which is the better plan, but am l 
inclined to think that so far as securing a good 
catch of timothy and clover is concerned, it is bet
ter to give up harrowing winter wheat in the 
spring and to sow timothy seed in the fall and clo- 

sëed very early in the spring. It depends very 
much on the soil and season. The harrowing helps 
the wheat and kills a good many weeds, and on 
sandy loam the harrow leaves a good seed bed for 
the clover, and if we are favored with a few 
showers, we are pretty su'e of a good catch of 
clover.

Last year all my clover failqd. My wheat also 
is a poor crop. And I do not feel like giving ad
vice. I am enjoying a short spell of humility. I 
have to whistle and keep working. I try to look 
at the bright side. I have thirty two acres of 
capital barley seeded down with clover and timo
thy, which seems to be a good catch. But my clo
ver last fall was just as promising, and yet it was 
all winter-killed except along the fences and dead 
furrows, where the snow protected it. I do not 
like to own it even to myself, but I think I 
weakened the young clover plants by letting my 
sheep and pigs pasture it too close last fall. 1 shall 
at any rate keep them out of my clover this fall.

I had an old timothy meadow which I pastured 
last fall pretty close. This year the hay was not 
over half a ton per acre. I had another meadow, 
which, owing to the fact that we sowed part of the 
field to rye, we could not pasture after the first of 
September. The grass on this meadow was as 
thick and heavy as it could grow. We got more 
hay from one acre of this meadow than from four 
acres of the other. 1 have always thought that it 
did not hurt meadows to pasture them in the fall, 
but last winter was so unusually cold and the soil 
so dry, with little or no snow to cover it, that a 
slight coat of grass was of great value as a protec
tion from the severe cold winds, and also probably 
proved useful as a mulch during the dry weather 
of spring.

I have also twenty-two acres of good rye seeded 
down last fall with timothy and the dryer portions 
sown also with clover in the spring. The field has 
a cheerful look. Three or four acres, where I 
manured heavily for mangolds four years ago, is a 
particularly pleasant spot to visit during a fit of 
the blues. The rye is six feet high and as stout as 
it can grow. It is the cheapest and most profit
able crop I have raised for years. It, was a rough 
piece of low land which we sowed with oats two 
years ago and seeded down. But the seed did not 
take well, and so I concluded to plow it up and 
seed it down again early in September with timo
thy alone. But after the field was all prepared, 
the Deacon persuaded me to sow rye and seed down 
with it. I am glad I took his advice, though I am 
not sure hut 1 should have done better to have 
sown timothy alone.
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Mingling the Manure of Cattle and
Horses*—

There are few practical farmers who are not 
of the benefits derived from the different 

made in the barn yard, but ft is well to

j
aware

m manures
recall betimes the very first principles of the dif
ferent branches of agriculture. All farmers have 
not the knowledge, of which the best teacher is 
experience, and it may not be amiss to jog the 
memory of others on what they know by theory 
but may not have reduced to practice. Among 

clippings from our contemporaries the follow 
ing on the subject is pertinent and seasonable:— 

The accumulations of the horse stables, and also 
of the stables of cows and other neat cattle, should 
always be mingled together in the yard or compost 
heap. Hence stables should open into yards 
which the litter from the horses and cows should 
be regularly spread every day. By this means 
alone will a good result be obtained. The respec
tive merits of boxes and ioldyards for fattening 
cattle in a great measure depend upon the quality 
of dung they turn out;. The box is economical in 
the matter of straw, and will be esteemed for this 

in suburban districts. It is also favorable
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m Old Wheat for Seed.

Several years ago, when I lived in Saline county 
Mo., my attention was called to an article in 
the Rural World, which set forth that the previous 
years’ growth of wheat, was 1 letter for seed than 
that grown the season of sowing. Also, that it 
would mature sooner and produce several bushels 
on an average more to the acre. 1 have given it a 
trial and found it to be the case. I consider old 
wheat for sowing worth one-third more per bushel 
than new wheat. Particularly so this season, as 
we had so much rain during the period of har- 
vesting.

Wheat, in order to produce a healthy plant, 
should be sound. This season the wheat, most of 
it, has been wet and then dry several times, and 
the vitality of the chit, which has thus been fre- • 
quently swollen and shrunken, has been seriously 
impaired. In purchasing old wheat, be careful 
to ascertain whether it has been in large bulk or 
not. It would be a good plan to test a sample, say 
a pint of the seed, and see what proportion of the 
seed fails to sprout.

If the seed is perfectly sound and rains are fre
quent, when the time comes for sowing, I think 
one bushel of seed will be enough to the acre. I 
intend to experiment some in this direction, 
take particular pains to sow only the largest and 
plumpest grains, and run my wheat through the 
fan—turned rapidly so that only the heaviest 
kernels work down into the discharging spout. I 
use a drill, which gives the wheat plants ample 
room in which to tiller and spread. Where my 
fields are exposed, say to a strong southwest wind 
during the winter, I run my drill from the south
east to the northwest regardless of the fences which 
surround the field. This is a little more trouble, 
but it pays, for then the dirt on the little ridges 
between the drill rows, is blown toward and upon 
the roots of the wheat plants.

A word about the management of wheat in the 
shock in wet seasons like the present one. After 
the wheat is shocked and capped, no matter if it 
does begin to grow, let it alone and not be continually 
spreading it in the sun to dry. My experience is, 
if wheat is let alone, there will be a greater pro
portion of sound wheat when you come to thresh 
it, thm there will be if you keep all the time to 
work at it. I think my experience this season 
has convinced some of my neighbors of the cor
rectness of my practice. I hope other whvat 
growers wfill send their views for publication—it 
is by a comparison of the views rf practical far
mers that progress can be made.—A’. W. H., in 
Rural World.

1 '
IÎ

Ireason
for the manufacture of good manure, as being 
under cover, the liquor is wetted by the droppings 
of the animals only. The byre, says the Agricul
tural Gazette, is still more economical of straw, but 
it is not favorable to the manufacture of good ma
nure, owing to the animals being tied up. Litter 
from byres ought to be thrown out into courts and 
trodden down with young stock. Foldyards re
quire much litter, as they are always more or less 
open, and are for this reason preferred in rural dis
tricts, where the value of straw is not yet felt. 
Excellent manure may be manufactured in small 
troughed folds, with a considerable proportion of 
shedding. Cattle will do well in any of these 
forms of accommodation, but if tied up in byes it 
will be humane, as well as profitable, to have them 
brushed and curry-combed daily. It must be re
membered that animals thus confined cannot lick 
or rub themselves, and that they are deprived of 
the cooling effects of air and rain. The skin under 
these circumstances becomes irritable, and especi
ally where, as is often the case in byres, dirt ad
heres to the animal. Brushing and clensing the 
skin and attention to the state of the feet cannot 
be too strongly enforced.
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Orchard Grass.
The high opinion we entertain of orchard grass 

for soiling, hay and pasture, is known to our read
ers ; but though we have ere now spoken of its 
value to the farmer and of its culture, it may be 
well to know what is said of it by other agricul
tural writers.
Country Gentleman :—

Two bushels of seed to the acre (14 pounds to 
the bushel) is not too much; hut 20 pounds of nice 
clean seed will insure a good set. 
than 20 pounds is “penny wise and pound fool
ish,” for less than 20 pounds will not produce a 
perfect sod, and all the ground not sodded over is, 
of course, lost. . I believe August to be the best 
time for sowing orchard grass. I sowed this year 
a small lot in August to rye and orchard grass. 
About the 25th of next April 1 shall mow the rye, 
which will make a fine lot of feed, and by mowing 
so early it will not interfere with tin grass, and 
will protect it during the winter. I believe this to 
be even better than sowing the grass alone. Most 
farmers wish to sow grass seed with wheat or oats; 
if orchard grass is sown with either of these, it 
should be sown in March. 1 soil all my stock,and 
consider orchard grass the best of all grasses for 
soiling, for the following reasons : its earliness, 
lateness, rapidity of growth and the preference 
stock have for it. All these qualities combined 
make it the best of all grasses for soiling. It does 
not make as much feed as cot n fodder, but it does 
not require the work that corn fodder does, and 
you are obliged to manure your corn fodder land 
to keep it up, while orchard grass improves land 
every year. Stock never tire of the grass as they 
do of the fodder. If sown about the first of 
March, it is not necessary to harrow the seed in, 
although a light harrowing will do no harm.

i W

!The following we clip from the .

To sow less

A Farm of 35 Acres.
Mr. B. F. Farnham, of Bucksport, Me., has a 

small farm of 25 acres, five in tillage and the rest 
in pasture. He cut, the present season, eight tons 
of good hay, and raised from eighty-nine rods of 
land, 2,500 lbs. of squash, 80 bushels Mangold 
Wurtzel beets, 40 bushels calhrots, 40 bushels po
tatoes, 5 bushels beans, 00 bushels rutabago tur
nips, besides sweet corn, pole beans, green peas, 
&c., for summer family use.

1

-MStraw and Hay.—Good clean straw, carefully 
stacked, is supposed to represent a value, in 
parison with the best meadow hay, of three to 
one. That is, an animal must eat three pounds of 
straw to get the same subsistence as would be 
afforded by one pound of hay. Now, since it is 
required that ca.tle must consume all the hay they 
can cat to bring them through the winter in the 
same condition they were in at its commencement, 
it is evident that, if wintered largely on straw, 
they must subsist largely upon the fat and flesh 
previously stored up; but, if fed with 
other concentrated food, 
widely different, since it acts as a devisor to the 
other food, and at the same time furnishes what
ever nutriment it may possess to the animal,

t ■ The first ten rods was planted with squash, hills 
8 feet apart, made broad and deep with the 
spade, and potatoes drilled between the hills, from 
which he raised 2,500 lbs. squash, and 15 bushels 
potatoes. Twenty rods in Wurtzel beats yielded 
80 bushels; nine rods in carrots, 40 bushels; six
teen rods in potatoes, 25 bushels; twenty rods in 
turnips, 00 bushels; fourteen rods in beans, 5 
bushels; seed planted, 6 quarts. No fertilizers 
wore used except stable manure, and he believes 
we should make our own fertilizers in 
stables.

com-

our own
He has used phosphates in years past by 

way of experimenting, but believes good hard wood 
ashes as valuable as the phosphates we generally 
purchase.
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Plaster and Salt.
r"f; “T “1 »i to^ r Siîtfrïïï •
velopment not only a proper preparation ot tne .ou atructure before you every day. Take, for in- l)efore jle bad finished he was driven from the 
for the seed, but the presence of the mineral or I stance, chalk and marble, they have the same d(dd by a shower of rain. After the shower he 
earthy matter, which enters into its structure m cbemical composition; the one is hard and com- returng,j and finished the piece, but those rows 
sufficient quantity, otherwise the agriculturist has ^ tjle other soft, and disintegrated by the wbich received the dressing before the shower 
no reward for his labor, time and capital. slightest t )uch. were very much benefited by the application,

From every spear of grass, from every grain of Farmers, individually and collectively, should I while the others were not. 
corn, the animal derives the mineral portion of its g£ve ^fie strictest attention to the use of bone ma- jg gaR mannre ? If the testimony of distin- 
structure; the excess necessary for continuance ot 1 nUre—an important source of wealth to them—for I „u;sbefi agriculturists, both English and Ameri- 
life is again voided and returns to the soil, or, I tbe improvement and continuance of the fertility can -8 ()j any we;„bt, then common salt used as a 
when the final dissolution takes place, each,throng 0£ the land. To this end the strictest care should ma[’mre ja not sufficiently appreciated, 
the process of decay, is resolved into its elemen- Kg given to having them properly and finely ground Sinclair whose nractical knowledge
tary or simplest form to be again re-assimilated in under their immediate supervision, as a guarantee | g()Und judgment are well Lown, wrote at the 
the other. of obtaining them free from adulteration. In the commencetjien| of the present century as follows;

Experience has taught you all that by the con- indiscriminate collection of bones, especially those (<It ,g ed b a variety of experiments that 
tinuous cropping of your soils without the applies- obtained directly from slaughter houses and galt A. rly applied acts a# a manure.” “It
tion of the excrement of animals m some form, butchers in our large cities, is particularly useful when mixed with a dung
they become rapidly exhausted and cease to yield, adhere to them. This should be p y bill or strewed over farmyard manures, at the time
yet the land may apparently have the same appear- moved, the fat having no agricultural value, and, ar0 carried out into the field.” It in-
ance as when in its most fertile condition. unless extracted, the bones are deteriorated, being ^ of mangolds two or three tons per

These remarks are particularly applicable to the so completely impregnated that no matter how ^
agriculturist of this country. Vast tracts of land finely ground, they resist; ^nlBoinds foun§ Mr. John Johnston, the celebrated Scotch farmer
but sparsely inhabited, in comparison with Euro- action of the moisture and saline compounds found weatem New Yorki Baya, in regard to an experi- 
nean countries, are kept in the highest cultivation; in the soil, for a number of years. ment with salt: “The line of demarcation between
large crops are harvested far beyond home con- Bones contain, on an average, 45 per cent, plios- thg sajted and the unsalted portion is very dis-
sumption; they are transported to our seaports, phoric acid, and one per cent, of ammonia. tinct throughout the whole length of the field; it
and sent in ships to foreign countries to feed mil- 1 Abridged, from the Michigan Farmer. ;6 80me four or five days earlier.
lions of the old world. Each crop removes a cer- ___ Other instances might be given to prove the bene-
tain per centage of fertility from .the soil, and if fit of using salt, either on mowing or pasture lots,
this fertility, as it were, was not replenished, our Seed Per Acre and Seasons For and ft i8 the testimony of others that it is especi- 
land would be a barren waste. Every bushel of Sowing. ally adapted to wheat crops, giving a brighter and
wheat, of corn, of oats, each ton of hay the farmer , „„ w:ti. 4.;mp stiffer straw and heavier grain. The quantity re
sells contains a certain amount of mineral wealth The table annexed, as a y , fQund commended to the acre, both in England and this
of his land; he is actually selling his land in an- for sowing and quantity per a , n country, varies from three to twenty bushels,
other foim—its fertility. The country containing valuable for reference. Ihe letter a sigmhes | 3. -----
people or cattle consuming this grain and hay are the month when they may be sown .____________ 1 0lover.8iok Soil.—In treating of “clover-sick
not only sustaining life but replenishing the tertil- -----------------—----------------- —---- —-------- ;------ soil,” Mr. Bruce, an Aberdeenshire farmer, states
ity of their soils. I I I I §1 that in some districts of Scotland the clover plant

The mineral constituents or plant food proper is I •§ | * dies out after taking root. Having noticed in
generally distributed over the surface of the earth, Æ g. several fields where this occurred that there was a
although in limited quantities. Two important P seed j . % . >■ g0od growth of plants near the gate, and head,
ones—the phosphate and potash—are rapidly ex- c. Ij . »§!j> '■§ and end ridges, which was much trodden upon, Mr.
hausted. These must necessarily be returned after 1 ^ g c | g> o. 2 2 Bruce procured a heavy roller and rolled the field
each crop is grown, or the land soon becomes bar- I K -< < 'I © & I tw;ce before putting in the grass seeds. The ex-
run; less so, however, in grass producing districts,------------------------------- — - périment was perfectly successful, a full plant of
from the fact that grass roots penetrate to a great 0Q Red clover............ a • ■ - ......... f to 10 llx, clover being the result, although the field had for
depth, absorbing their food ten or fifteen feet 45 Timothy............... ^ a ' ' a a ' t to * b“ years beforl shown signs of siclt
below the surface, and by the fine capillary tubes Gra83 ; [[ a a .. a a...................... : got a roller which weighed fifteen cwt., and rolled
or sap cells is brought to the surface, held m solu- 50 Hu garia>n Grass.... ■ ■■ a a .................. j to î bushels jdg fleid8 leaving in one field a ridge which was
tion in the sap, there to develope the weed. 1 60! Millet.................... ■ a a............. i } bushels rolled, in order to prove the efficacy of the
Hence, very poor lands are, in a great measure « Sorghum^..; ; ■ ■■ a ;; bushel, operation. The result was that, while there is
regenerated il allowed to remai in grass during ....................i.. ft a a .. .. .. .. 4 to0qts. abundance of clover where the soil was rolled, on
many seasons. On the other and cereals and R ■ .................... a a............... |a a l to 2 bushels y ridge that was left unrolled scarcely a plant is
roots grow and mature rapidly, and must have 60 wheat....................  » » a ' " a * ' ri to 2 bush to bs seen.
their food on or°2rnttaLntitieTNonlhe,irycom- 32 Oats"' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! a a a . 2 to 3 bushels Removino Slumps. - A friend asks us what can
Seitedevelopment?016 Thi^^axacter^if food* being I ^ potatoes** '• » » » t Mbi " tTta'M be done to get rid of stamps in fiehls-whether
immovable has to be returned to the soil by the KÎ^White Beans!. ......  - a a - ito rbushel crude oil would not cause the stumps to burn
^Svh^^c=^sc^°bïnr^ t^reXïwir^ï^

tunmd^hrouuh the medium of the atmosphere, Below we give the weights per bushel of other that purpose, and burn ^pUted etumns^
according to the immutable laws of reproduction, Leeds and products, which will be found convenu sired. It is slow work burning isolatedl stumps in 
for The continuance of life in both the animal vege- ent for reference : a «eld ^h^mem^of t^pentmup-
taphoSricmacid is an important constituent of Brall........^ T .^0 Fine Salt.. team-Vrses or oxen-with a stump machine will
ii i Pnt/lanrl imnorfca annuallv from 250,- Castor Beans ..............4ti Hemp Seed....................44 clear quite a space of ground in a day, and if theMTs 0T?T mTerialfat the co’t c“a^SaT.V..'.:.............50 M»lt.P............................. 3s groun(f be stoney, the work maybe further pro-

000 to 3,000,0UU tons ot ’ , I Com Meal....................... 48 Onions........  ..................eressed bv filling the holes where the stumps came
Id return to' he Toü^the excrLents, human 1 ! .V.V.V ! ! ! !^ —.V/.â from with stones to within'oighteen inches or two
n 3 animal nroduced not only from the food she Ear Corn ....................70 Unslacken Lime............... so feet of the surface. Crude oil is not very inflam-
cuitivates, but added to it, the large quantities of It ahould be remarked here that in forming a TTsT clTr' tTsi
grain imported from the United States and other tab;c auch as this the range of season for sowing i r]ian it otherwise would Rural New
countries Not one atom of material, valuable as can oniy be given. Thus the larger quantity of it l ist longer th 
a manure, is allowed to go to waste there. A con- d should be sown on very rich land; and, also, xorner.
trast to husbandry here. where the lint for fine weaving is wanted. If a Fall Oat Threshing-Last week Mr Alex.

Bones are the most available source of phosphoric o{ Beed js wanted, the smaller quantity of Graham threshed for John Campbell, lot il, com
Every farmer has it within his power to Hungarian and millet should be sown on clean 8, Caradoc, 3,300 bushels of oats in 24 hours

save this valuable fertilizer, provided he exercises ianflf or, better, drilled in. So, potatoes should work. The machine was fed by_ D. McK-eUw-,
a little care, and has the importance of doing so not be planted in June, except very early maturing “Pompey. Ihe work is so well done thatthe 
imp essed upon his mind. As it is, thousands of tg. and our experience is that these are surer oats are sufficiently clean for marketing. Ihe
tons go to waste in this country, while our lands int’ed jn March or Apiil. So, also, the quantity oats are of the Norway variety, and are for sale
are becoming rapidly exhausted. Manufacturers 0£ pea8 given is for sowing broadcast ; if drilled for seed,
of fertilizers have to resort to insoluble minerals £rom one t0 0ne and a half bushels only will be re-
and fossils for their source of supply, and to con- qU;red

ÏÏÜÜL bsr». 3-5*»':L
ravina the same chemical composition. For rule will apply to any crop in the West for the
instance the mineral apatite, the Charleston phos- earlier we seasonably sow any given crop here, the
nhZrock and bones Ce the same combination better will be the return; for instance, it is better
o phosphoric acid and lime; the first two are in- to plant any variety of potato in March or April
soluble in the so even if ground to an impalpa- ! than in May, but with turnips and buckwheat the
ble powder and^ applied to the land, would reniain 1 later they are sown-so they will mature-the bet-
SeriTor two years, while the bone placed under ter, for both of these require cool weather to ma 
the same condition would be immediately avail- turc.— W. Farm Journal.

ness. The farmer

acid.

“A proposal is now before the Prussian Minister 
o i Agriculture to award prizes for well-managed 
small farms, as is the custom in East Flanders, as 
a means of encouraging high farming among small 
proprietors.” This is just what ought to be pro
posed here, among our country societies, and we 
hope that it will, with other reforms that are in
dispensably necessary to make these societies valu
able to the general interests of agriculture.

I have seen the application of a liberal dressing 
of muck give that part of a field on which it was 
applied a decided appearance of fertility over the 
rest of it thirty years after the application was 
made.—N. F. Farmer.
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quence, the work will be well ripened and a fruit- 
fui tree be formed. Little pruning is necessary ; % 
few over-luxuriant shoots pinched back slightly 
once in summer, and a neat and th n regulation of 
ita branches in autumn and winter is all that is 
required. Avoid too much summer pinching and 
mining, otherwise your trees will become ugly 
ittle stunted scrubs, with their skins so tight that 

the life is strangled in its ascent, arid deformed 
abortions will be all you will have. Be generous1 
to your trees; do not overpinch, overprune or 
overload them, and they will repay you with in- 
terest. —Scott’s Orchardist.

warm,” but rather fordtarpurpose of keeping them 
cold; and it will prove more efficacious, perhaps, 
if the protecting material be applied not until the 
ground has become well frozen, or not, indeed, un
til warm weather threatens to thaw the frozen 
earth. The temperature of the earth is not 
changed by external covering, which merely offers 
an obstacle to the communication of a different 
temperature. Flannel blankets about ice interpose a 
non-conducting substance that tends to exclude the 
warmerair without and to confine the colder within. 
Snow, except that it furnishes water to the earth, is 
in no way valuable, only as it preserves the existing 
temperature and prevents the disruptive action of 
alternate freezing and thawing upon all roots and 
herbage beneath it. It may often be seen that 
shrubs and trees have passed through an excep
tionally cold winter without injury, that. are 
harmed or killed by the vicissitudes of spring. 
They defied the steady cold, but they succumbed 
to the alternation of winter mornings and even
ings and summer middays.

Plarits vary in their powers of withstanding cold 
the same as animals—and cold of itself suffices to 
account for the death of shrubs and trees which 
are not hardy, as we term it, in the situations to 
which they have been removed. The evidences of 
a constitutional adaptation in some plants to vari
ous climates, though obscure in some parts, is ap
parent enough in others. In the horse-chestnut, 
Lilac, Magnolia, Grape vine, Beech and Hickory 
for example, the terminal bud is enveloped by 
downy or gummy scales, that serve to mitigate 
the effects of sudden changes upon the tender 
leaves within, though ineffectual against a pro
longed uniform 
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How to Promote the Hardiness of 
Plants.

In the following article from a c rrespondent of 
the A. Y. Tribune, he justly remarks that all that 
we can do to promote the hardiness of plants is, 
by all needful care, to induce perfect health. The 
numerous instances of valuable trees having been 
killed by frost, throughout the whole country, the 
last few years, makes this article on the effect of 
frost unusually interesting.

FREEZING AND THAWING HARDY PLANTS. 
Nordmann’s Silver Fir was discovered on the 

summit of the Adshar Mountains, 6,000 feet 
above the sea. Thuiopsis Borealis — Cupressus 
Nutkaensis of some authorities—is found along the 
north-west coast of North America. Perfectly 
hardy in those situations, it may be supposed that 
they would prove hardy with us, if the endurance 
of cold alone constitutes hardiness. Both, how
ever are sometimes injured, sometimes killed by 
our winters. Evidently neither freezing nor in
tense cold is the cause of thi» injury, since their 
native habitats are colder than the localities to 
which they have been introduced. The same may 
be said of other evergreens, and many deciduous 
shrubs and trees might be added. It is not un
common that, during the mildest of our winters, 
those shrubs arid trees—natives of what section 
soever—that we have grown to look upon as among 
our hardiest, are those which have suffered most. 
We have often noticed that, as a rule, it is the 
southerly portion of such plants that suffer most— 
we speak now of evergreens—while the northerly 
portion remains quite fiesh and sound. Dead 
patches of bark, and sometimes corresponding sec
tions of the wood underneath w on the south side 
of the trunks of fruit trees and willows may fre
quently be seen in the spring, 
hardy bulbs, such as tulips and hyacinths, if stored 
in an ice house and preserved frozen until the time 
of spring planting, will grow and bloom the same 
as if they had been planted in the fall, while, if 
permitted to freeze and thaw they will speedily 
rot and die. Of two heaps of boggy earth—the 
one exposed, the other concealed from the sun— 
the former will be found, in the spring, ready to 
crumble to pieces, the latter comparatively 
Water percolating through the fissures of the hard
est rocks will, after repeated freezings, split them 
asunder. It is very evident that many plants are 
not injured in the least by being frozen alone. 
Unlike a rock, their tissues are susceptible of dis
tension without rupture. But they are not sus
ceptible of unlimited distention. A single instance 
of freezing swells the wood-cell just in the propor
tion that the bulk of frozen water is greater than 
that of liquid water, and if, after thawing, the cell 
has time to contract to its natural caliber before 
its contents again freeze, no injury is wrought. 
But if a tree or shrub is frozen this morning— 
thawed to-morrow—frozen again the next day, and 
so on, the cells have not time to resume their nor
mal dimensions. Part’al vacuums induce by en- 
dosmatic action a flow of sap, that tills the en
larged tissue, which, when again frozen, is again 
further distended until rupture must result.

It is in this view that the value of outer bark is 
apparent. One of the best of non-conductors, by 
its porous, corky structure, we are indebted to it 
that the liber and alburnum are not lacerated by 
excesses of heat and cold, even of brief duration. 
Thus we see that lr.te shoots of last season are the 
first to suffer. While their substance is more elas
tic than older wood, for which reason, taken alone, 
it should better endure the effects of frost and sun
shine —its thin skin renders it sensitive to every 
change. The newly-formed cellular tissues are still 
green and soft, aud, gorged with sap that has not 
had time to thicken and harden their walls by con
centration, are the more readily frozen and thawed 
by extremes of temperature. There is seldom a 
winter in this latitude but what the roots, as well 
as the stems of plants, are frozen through and 
through. Though roots are far more tender than 
the stem, it often occurs that while the latter is 
killed by the winter the former are uninjured. 
But while the stems of plants are frozen and thaw
ed many times during the winter, it is seldom or 
comparatively seldom, that this alternation occurs 
with the roots. The earth, when once well frozen 
in the fall, usually remains so until spring, and,the 
frozen roots, though still affected by increased cold, 
are not exposed to a temperature above freezing. 
We place manure, or litter of any kind, about the 
roots of trees, not for the purpose “of keeping them

Sulphur for Grape Mildew.
W. J. Flagg, Freestone, Sciota Co., Ohio, re

cently stated at the meeting of the Ohio Grape 
Growers’ Association, the following reasons why 
those who have tried sulphur as a remedy for mil
dew on grapes have failed, without their failures 
proving anything against the value of the remedy 
when properly applied. \

1st. The applications may not have been timely 
or sufficiently frequent. They should be made - 
either immediately upon the appearance of the 
disease, or before it has been able to work serious 
damage, or, if such appearance cannot be early 
enough detected, then there should be a sulphuring 
every twenty days, beginning as early as any mib 
dew has ever been observed to show itself on the 
particular vines to be treated, and continued till 
the grapes begin to change color. Howevdr much 
sulphur one may blow upon his vines, if he allows 
the fungus to get the start of him by a few days, 
there will be a failure of the experiment.

2nd. The sulphuring may have been carelessly 
done, or, being well done, rains may have washed 
off the powder before it had time to work its pro
per effect.

temperature. They are not pro- 
gainst being frozen but against being froz- 
hawed in quick succession. We need not 

hope, by any care dr by any attempt at acclima
tization, to make a tender plaut hardy -or, in 
other words, to change its organization by gradual 
steps, so that it shall endure in an uncongenial cli
mate more than it could have endured in its na
tive home. A seedling apple, Juniper or Hem
lock, will prove no hardier if reared in Maine, than 
if reared in Florida. All that we can do to pro
mote the hardiness of plants is, by all needful 
care, to induce perfect health. It seems absurd to 
state that if two men were exposed to cold that 
neither can long endure, tte less healthy man will 
first freeze to death. &fd yet how often is it 
deemed strange that, of two trees of the same 
variety, one of which is noticeably more vigorous 
than the other, the latter should be killed by a se
vere winter, the other in no way injured! If al
ternate freezing and thawing will 
partial or total destruction of trees that thrive in 
colder climates than ours, it will account for the fact 
that our mildest winters are sometimes the most 
fatal to those hardy trees and shrubs which we 
know have passed through our most rugged win
ters in safety. For the rest, plants are so consti
tuted that, like all other living things, they can 
endure just so much cold and no more; and this 
ascertained in individual instances, we have but to 
select them accordingly. If we would provide 
against the effects of freezing and thawing upon 
the hardy plants to which we have 1 eferred, a 
northern exposure suggests itself. If planted in 
southern exposures, a temporary shelter against 
the winter sun, leaving the north quite open, 
would perhaps answer the same purpose.—E.T.C.
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. After properly dosing his plants, the vinfr 
dresser may have been frightened by the appear
ance of “black rot ” (which su pliur will not cure), 
and confounding that with .die fungus disease, for 
which alone sulphur is prescribed, abandons the 
remedy in despair. That is not the malady that 
some call the oulium, which, however named, is, I 
insist, perfectly curable with sulphur ; if we can 
control it, the black rot will scarcely hinder our 
irogress. And yet, with certain varieties, on low 
ands, on compact and undrained grounds, badly 

aired and subject to fogs, the black rot alone, in a 
very wet season, may nearly destroy the entire 
crop.
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Grape Rot.
The Alton, 111., Hort Society have been dis

cussing this subject. Chas. V. Riley, State Ento
mologist of Missouri, thinks the rot in the berry 
may be attributed to some constituti nal defect in 
the vine. Mr. Starr, of Alton, does not believe it 
due to any constitutional defect in the vine, nor to 
the mode of preparing the soil, as some believe. 
J. M. Jordan, of St. Louis, a successful cultivator, 
said :

“I have lost all confidence in the statements of 
our scientific men. I have seen grapes grow where 
onr scientific men say they can’t be grown. I do 
not disapprove of scientific investigation, but I do 
disapprove of stating as facts what are merely sup
positions. I have grapes growing this year where 
you could not pick a handful of rotten grapes. I 
believe I can take any vine and make it produce 
rotten grapes, or I can make it produce sound fruit, 
free from rot. Close pinching is the main thing. 
Keep the foliage in check. The soil should be well 
underdrained, as I don’t think one can grow fruit 
or vegetables with the feet of the plants in water. 
The rot this year is extensive, but on underdraineu 
soil, where a careful system of close pinching has 
been followed, we find the grape nearly exempt 
compared with those vineyards where a different

account for the

Dwarf Apples.
On my Pommier de Paradis stock, apples may 

be planted eighteen inches apart each way, and 
when they begin to touch each other may have 
each alternate tree removed, leaving the planta
tion at three feet apart each way. At this dis
tance they will do to stand many years. I had 
nearly 1,000 sorts in the season of 1868 in fruit,
many of them bearing six to twelve apples, the system has been followed.” 
trees being twelve inches by eighteen inches apart,
and most of them only one foot to one and a half Pots Of Forced Flowers.
"ii u The great thing with this stock is that The Garden says:—Among the prettiest things 
all the large apples, which are generally strong we have ever seen in the London flower mar- 
growers and slow bearers, bear abundantly in two ket are small pots containing growing plants of 
or three years, and produce fine, handsome fruit, forced lillies of the valley, and a few crimson 
generally better flavored than when from the Crab tulips, growing with a healty little tuft of maiden 
or oucin stock. The management of these trees hair ferns. Again the same journal says:—Among 
U,ny i.eaSy al-d simple—that is, if any of them the most beautiful of all pot plants now brought 

it 1 n’lan lncl'nat!?n t0 grow too luxuriant, to Covent Garden market is the little Siberian 
Zarefi,it.them,0"t of the ground, tread doion the quill, with drooping flowers of the clearest and 
so tS anJ then ,place the tree on the part most vivid blue color imaginable. Nothing could 
of the Rnrrti c®.vermg its roots with a few inches be prettier than the pots of the lillies of the W 
little mound ‘“g e°il- thus raising the tree on a ley and tender young ferns, neatly but not too 
too deep into the coTl cSsoil aml.t “l regularly margined with this beautiful litUe Alp
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, sS?;5=BtSm SSSSSfcttj#?
sure by all, for all have an interest in the preser- , The drst examination of the bands seem paradoxical, but let us examine the philoso-vation of ihe trees that shade our ho.es in town j tLTdte mal thTLsTweek of July Every phy ol it. On the hillwherethe W 
and country; and there are none who do not prize varieties of apples are first,attacked'bytoemoth, Wyrfl
the mellow or delicious magnum bonum or Duchess ?;“^^^on the^Eady H^e e^ami^ation should liable to sharp frost as are still valleys. When the 
Dangouleme, beautiful and luscious, fresh plucked ^ at intervai3 nnt greater than ten days, as air is cooled it becomes heavier, and, roUl“8 down
from the trees. The following letter to the Prairie £ ^ £ the briefesgt period of preparation. the sides of the valleysforms^“

farmer tells us of a successful application of kero- Experiments made ^tt^relvetayl o\ fr^totow peaces S^dtesststSfnr^ 
sene for the preservation of trees. We would like lutimmm wa8 tooVng, as many ther increased by the dark and porous nature of
to hear of further experiments for the purpose. « skin8 w'ere found. As the first brood the soil, in low places, radiating heat faster to the

■< The borers have been troubling us here for ^dSped by the last week of August, and as clear sky than more compact upland A know^
several years, more particularly near Chicago, the secondVood do not leave the cocoon until the ledge of these properties, therefore teachesust
where the maples have been destroyed in great next year, no examination need be made after the importance of 8e^c !n8n"Xb^ to be ciT0ff bV 
Quantities. It remained for the jear 1874 to show ™ t Jeek’ of August, until nearly winter, when for fruit trees, and all crops liableitobe out ofl by 
T elipir destructive power. You remember that „ vprv careful examination should be made by un- frost; and it also explains the reason w y 
year'was^th^hottest^and dryest on record. The aJnZg the b-T and crushing all larvæ and muck or.peat, oi
AUethemounteiJeashe we dts^yQÏ abZt tour- PXtZÏt“removal of the rough bark bv fore corn and other tender crops 
frfths of the soft maples, two-thirds of the elms, soapimfand washing, the bands cannot be effectual, soils must be of the earliest npemiug,knd ,
“d one half o the ash-leavcd maples. The true ^removal of all rubbish from beneath the trees to escape the fjpsts of spring by Tate planting 
^hes widows and poplars were not attacked. A important. Those who have not yet used and those of autSton by early maturity.
ereat’many trees were killed by the dry weather. the bands should seek out and destroy the larvæ -----
I think not a single tree of the kind they attacked un(jer the rough bark, and in all other places where

or counteract the bore?, or that we must stop && Riley’s third repo-t on injurious in- I P“‘ef TVcents ^ L^heto of pLCÎ$2
Pl“wegtouend that in this section the mass of eggs QvSfyàr; ^second^asTs the winter per bushel; 13 bushels of pears at |2 ^ b«hd ;
were laid from the last week of May to the first Sn the cocoon’in the larvæ state. Use sheep 30 bushels of cherries at $1; 3 bu»hels of plums at 
week of July (inclusive), on the south and south- hogs on the orchard whenever it is possible to «LoO; 250 bushels of grape $ , • hnsh-
west side of the tree, seldom on the east and never Put n0 confidence in lights or bottles but beans at $2; 700 bushels ^mons a ^ 200 bush-
on the north side. A shaded tree they do not rely on bandages. Have these in place by June els of beats at oOcents. 225 bushel
attack, unless it is dying or dead. To shade all 20th, and destroy the cocoons, larvæ and pupa ^5 cents, 500 bu t p 6() bu8hels of cu-irsrui
-îâîarÆf restas «s-.would be^effectual, we deteimined to try it, but as trees were not bandaged the previous year. Urge the value of «3,492, being over «145 pe

*«“ -***«• *> o.-bb1w,«h,o„you, w.,S. TraDsplallthlg E,.,g,e«»».

while others thought not, we concluded first to TWO Requisites for House Plants. Why writers on horticultural topics should, 
test it with two soft maples, just at the time the Qne q{ Qur lady readers remarkably successful with almost one accord, advise planting evergreens 
leaves were starting. We cut the bark of one of -th her houge plant in the winter season, gives us later in the season than deciduous trees, is some- 
these in several places, the other we left entire. points in their management. Every gardener thing that I cannot understand. The frost is
We saturated them with kerosene on the south and and^florist knows the value of what is called barely out of the ground, but I have begun to 
southwest sides. During the first week the kero- «bottom heat. ” A warm atmosphere—especially transplant evergreens; this has been my practice 
sene was distinct to taste and smell; during the { a , 0ne—is often sufficient to bring about for the last twenty years, and I do not believe any 
second week a slight trace only could be perceived, j oajthy growth, and is sometimes injurious. What advocate of late planting was ever more sucoess- 
which entirely disappeared the third week. The wanted for many kinds of plants and flowers, fub Trees put into the earth in time to receive the 
buds which were touched by the kerosene were moig< }ieat at lhe roots and fibres, where growth benefit of heavy spring rains in settling the soil 
killed, but new buds at once pushed out and grew e, gtarts and from which the stimulus is con- about their roots, are more likely to live than if 
vigorously, and the trees grew as well as others U to every other part of the plant. A thrifty the operation is delayed until later in the season, 
in the nursery. We applied kerosene the midole ^wtb beiow the ground is sure to be followed by aR the fine theories to the contrary notwithstand- 
of June to over tour thousand trees, with appar- * am, flowers above. ing.—Cor. Rural New Yarker.
ently good results. The trees grew well and have Qur lad friend8 accomplishes this by filling the
commenced healing wherever previously attacked. gauccra of her flower-pots with hot water This is, , „ Downs —The face and legs of an
There was no sign of a borer on trees washed with - absorbed and carried up to the roots I Uxfokdshir - • ,, , » «lo-rkthe kerosene; even where the trees were dead, the Tivtog the required bottom heat. Un- Oxfordshire Down sheep should b® of a nice dark
bark was stripped off and no sign of the borer seen. thrift plants, in addition to this, she places on e P° (heccdmuld be thick on the skin, of
We shall continue the exp riment this year (1876), mantle-piece over the kitchen range ; keeping ^ehead the fleece s aver*
and note the result. A number of trees were m o{ course, weU watered. It supplies moderate length, but not too c y g
planted on the north and east side of a board fence ^here it is most wan‘ed-at the roots-and the of » wel1 ^1&^ A “ nnfrequently
and some directly opposite on the south and west ^ marked. In warm rooms the higher fleece rams of thm breed wfl
side; those on the south and west side were at- te ftture ia at the top, and the coldestnear the c P as mwb « i generally con-
tacked in proportion to those on the north and floQ£ where the pots are. This reverses the proper lanSîmd imm^e substance of frame,
east side as three to one, yet the only difference Qrder> mV;tig the roots of a plant the coldest place. I sufficiently wealthy in grazing character-

the partial shade afforded those on the north Another important matter m hmse Pj^nts^is to J ofteP to develop carcasses weighing from 20
give them the morning «n W,n ow, vhere rnt # arter ere‘ twelve months old. The
flowers are kept, should, therelore, lacevne east. nartakes of the closeness of texture and
The reasons are not known, perhaps but the fact of the Down, while in bulk it well

Bn...»». .» n»».s- ir'srr setssssî
In the village of Union Springs, New York, a owing to some increased electrical action at that ^ & ducJve 8ort in fuU development. Ox- 

tree planting society was formed many years ago, time.— Practical ttarmer^^ fordshire Downs answer best for mixed soils, con-
and several hundred trees of the Sugar and l.ed „ p _The Goat’s I sisting of good heavy, or light loams, but with
Maples were planted along the different streets. Curing Habits ^omb Plài - pand itB management and tolerable high feeding, they are
Nearly every autumn these make a gorgeous dis- Beard, Iragopozon pretensis, w*11 £ f bit pf adapted to prove more remunerative than most
play of crimson, scarlet, pink and orange, in anal- flowers in cloudy weather .from ts hab’ts^ P under bfcher circnmstances, and over rather 
most endless number of shades and different modes closing its flowers at noon liJim reçe d t ^ a wide diversity of districts. I fully expect to see 
of blending. The absence of frost till late in au- of Go-to-bed-at-noon, and “ Dngla , them extend, ere long, much further than they
tumn, owing to the proximity of Cayuga Lake, uv places, the farmers boys régulât th d * havehithert done, as they answer so fuUy the 
creases the effect. There are two or three trees of hour by the closing of the flowers b]uf eves wants of English farmers, in combing large quan-

rising splendor, which maintain this distinc beard. The lovely OentmrwUa opens blue eyes ^ q{ hJ meat and wool ; to be ob-
tien every year. Why would it not be as de- to greet the midday sun, but closes tne g tained) too, without any detracting features in-
sirable to give a brilliant termination to the foliage a shower. The * d 8r0wing more volving either loss of time or sacrifice of food.—
of the season, as to plant for the two or three day. approach of ram by Wtog and growing more | 8 ^ ^ j. /oMrna,,
of the blooming season in spring’-Cuft.rator. upright than at any other time.
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was
“ Notwithstanding the foregoing facts, would 

not recommend the indiscriminate use of rosene 
until the experiment has been more thoroughly 
tried. C- Thomas.
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New Seeds, &u.—I am going to tell my last , 
year’s experience of new seeds, &c., erf potatoes. I 
planted the Snowflake, Brownell’s Beauty, Comp, 
ton’s Surprise and Green’s Seedling, the latter a 
long, red variety with large tops, hardy, white 
fleshed and well flavored. Of these, for our swale 
land, Green’s Seedling stands first, Snowflake see- 
ond. I am not sure that 1 have the genuine 
Brownell’s Beauty, as they look very like Garnet 
Chilies. I âhall, however, try them again, as l 
find potatoes can look very much alike and yet be 
different, as I found out, too late, about the Early 
Vermont. Compton’s Surprise is, I have no doubt, 
a good keeping potato, but they grow too small to 
suit me. I think the Climax a better keeping po- 
tato and a better yielder. W e have the good for
tune to be free from bugs here. Of wheat, I sowed 
only the Golden Globe or Red Fern. It succeeds 
well on our land. It requires early sowing, is 
hardy, stands up well to harvest, and makes splen
did flour. The heads are very long; one raised by 
Mr. James Gibson, of this township, contained 
ninety-eight grains, all plump and good, even to 
the “top pickle.” Our greatest ditiicvlty in this 
part of the country is in seeding down. I have 
nothing to say about it except that every plan that 
I have ever tried has very often failed. I am now 
trying the plan of seeding to timothy, in Novem
ber or December, on the frozen ground; and, even 
if it succeeds this time, I shan’t be sure that it 
would again. Clover is more apt to grow than 
timothy, and, on that account I sow clover of 
some kind everywhere I seed own. Unfortu- 
nately, red clover is very liable to kill out in the B 
winter, while the Alsike clover seldom does so; 
and, if sown in low land favorable to it, it will in.

until it takes possession of the ground— . - 1 
seeding itself. My plan is to sow a mixture of 2 
lbs. of Alsike, 5 lbs. of red and 15lbs. of timothy 

acre of clay land, the object being to have 
the Alsike to take the place of the red clover when E
it dies out, which it does often in a year or two. I;
In our swales I sow a mixture of 2 lbs. of Alsike 
to 15 lbs. of timothy. This does well, when the 
timothy grows ; but Alsike does not do without a 
good mixture of timothy to support it, otherwise 
it will lay down, and cannot be cut cleanly. The 
latter mixture makes the best of hay; the graft I

take warning by the errors of their Californian 
brethren, and not meddle with ^peculation in any 
shape or form. Meantime, I am glad to fm l that 
then- numbers are fast increasing, and if they 
faithfully act up to their principles, they_cannot 
fail to produce an enlightened spirit and more in 
telligence amongst our farmers, who, taking them 
in the mass, are their own worst enemies, in too 
many cases driving their sons away from home by- 
hard work and hard living, and hoarding up their 
money in banks, with the risk of loss if a panic 
should occur, instead of investing it in improving 
their farms, in under-draining, wherever necessary, 
and the judicious use of artificial manures, there 
by increasing the quantity of avadable produce, 
and consequently profit, and making home what a 
farmer’s home ought always to be-attractive in 
its surroundings and comfortable within, so that 
when the children come to be settled in life they 
may still have pleasant memories of the spot 
where their early years were spent ; or else our 
farms will be continually changing hands, instead 
of remaining, as they might do, in one family for 
successive generations. Sarawak.

Qtomspnfitnct.
[The Editor does not holdhtoself responsible for all articles 

that appear under this department. ]

Artificial Manure - Superphosphate. - 
Knowing that yon feel a great interest in all mat
ters connected with the advancement of agricul
ture, I send you my experience in the use of arti
ficial manures—a subject which I think will not be 
Uninteresting to your readers. I rented the farm 
Which I occupied last year, as is the usual custom 
in England. I was much pleased with the super
phosphates and the bone meal I had from the 
Brockville Chemical and Superphosphate W orks 
last year. These articles gave me good satisfac
tion. I have had large experience in England m 
using artificial manures ; have used as much as lo 
tons in a year ; have used G. B. Larvi s manures 
and dissolved bones, and also guano, and I find the 
Brockville Chemical Works manures as good as 1 
ever used during an experience of 30 years. I 
look upon them as being equal to Peruvian guauo.

"toVlSfo! tC to,™ Î hid6 M Stump h„, been infom.d.h.t
SnaViftla and of the latter 900 to the acre. These by boring holes in the stumps of trees and filling 

green sod that did not said Ivies with saltpetre, and then plugging the 
, a. i AAA Roy to the acre. I holes tight up again, the stumps will decay and
plantedAO rods with Early Rose potatoes, and used rot in 12 months’ time. Have any °*
100 lbs of superphosphate on same ; 1 had 100 respondents ever tried this plan, and is it effectual. 
bushels to 400 bushels to the acre). These I should also like to be favored with any inform a-
were a beautiful sample of large, sound potatoes; tion likely to be useful with regard to the speedy 
not one was rotten I tried barn-yard manure and extraction of stumps, and also in regard to stump 
Iraperohosphate side by side on a crop of oats, and machines - especially the least expensive 
I found thPe saupe7hosphate to be the best. I used J• B. Picton, Port Carling, Ont.
last season of artificial manures, on my coursé root [We have somewhere seen a statement that salt-
crops, only 300 lbs. to the acre. The coming sea- tre t in hoies jn a stump will cause it to rot
son I intend to use 500 lbs., as they do in Eng- in a ahort time, and some time afterwards we read 
land. I intend to purchase a large supply of arti- a contradiction of it in an agricultural journal. In 
fieial manures to use next season, as I intend to a late nmnber of the Advocate we gave, in reply 
use them largely on roots and other crops. I have to t[ie qUery of a correspondent, two methods for 
a machine which I have had made after an English gating rid of stumps, both of them strongly re
patent, which sows the turnip (or other seed) with comm“nde<l. A writer in a Southern agricultural 
the superphosphate. The machine, with one man, er reC0mmends another method—boring an 
a boy and a horse, will drill in six acres in a day. aT1„er l10le in the root of the stump beneath the 
T am sure if this machine were known it would he Burfac0) barod for tho purpose, and then setting 
found to be of great service in Canada. fire to the root; the hole made acting as a flue, the

John Dymond, East Dunham, 1. Q. 8tump, it is said, will burn out freely and en
tirely.—Ed.]

crease

on an

and clover are fit to cut at the same time.
Why is it, that while we in Canada are nearly 

a'l farmers, we allow our legislators to make laws 
which are unjust to the farmer?—that we allow 
them to encourage rings and monopolies at our ex- . 
pense, placing protective duties on industries that 
do not need them, such as coal oil refineries, &o., 
retarding the settlement of the country by their 
niggardly action to the poor settlers in so called 
“ free grants,” in withholding from them the tim
ber growing on the land, thereby, in many cases, 
making it a worse than useless gift ?

Wolf Island, Feb. 7, 1876.

Canada for Canadian Cattle—Importance 
of Agriculture.—The exclusion of stock regis
tered in the Canadian Herd Book from the Cen
tennial Exhibition is only another instance of the 
unfriendly and exclusive spirit in which Canadians 
have always been treated by the American authori- 

-■'■ties. When they could not refuse to admit 
ilohsters free of duty, they took advantage of an 
vaccidental omission in the fishery clauses of the 
(Washington Treaty, and levied a duty on the tin 
cans in which the lobsters were packed. Our 
merchants and millers are allowed to import wheat 
and flour duty free, whenever a difference of price 
makes such importation profitable whilst a heavy 
duty is levied on our exports. We want no Amer
ican cattle imported into Canada. We can raise 
enough cattle and sheep to consume onr own root 
crops and coarse grains, if we can only obtain a 
good price for them—not only for our own use, but 
also to supply the English market, and for this 
reason no American cattle—Texan cattle especi
ally—should be suffered to pass through Canada, found to do well when sowed with it. Sheep pre- 
not even for exportation to England ; but I fear paring for the butcher for the Christmas markets 

Governments, both Dominion and Local, think throve and fattened well on it. For soiling we fed 
of obliging the great railway companies than it to cattle late in October and through Novem- he paid for the seed, 

of assisting our farmers in building up a prosper- her. We fom.d it very serviceable at that season, on 10 acres, and had about 110 bushels.
future empire. The late Emperor, Napoleon especially for milch cows, when other soiling was might be n.entioned, some perhaps getting more 

III, rightly obs rved that “agriculture was the getting to be scarce and turnip-feeding had not and others less per acre. Now, the common oats 
foundation of national prosperity, and that on its commenced. It may be sown broadcast and liar- yielded on an average last season, in this section, 
success or failure depends the rise and fall of Em- rowed, or drilled—the method generally practiced about 50 bushels per acre, or 4 bushels for 1 ot 
pires.” What caused the rapid decay of the great now. A few pounds of seed per acre - little more the Bohemian’s, and allowing them to weigh 50 
Empires of the Old World, the Babylonian, the than of turnip seed - are enough.—Ed.] lbs. to the bushel, they would not be worth more
Assyrian, the Grecian and Roman Empires, but _ ------r than a bushel of corn or peas would be for feed,
that they were military powers only. They were Plow for New Land.—Would you please in- and 4 bushels, or 136 lbs., of common oats at the 
engaged in continual wars, so that the husbandman form me through your valuable Advocate, whether présent low price would be worth about as many 
could never be sure that he should reap what he you consider a metal or a wooden beamed plow thé cents. Now, from the above facts every one can 
had sown, and consequently paid little attention to most durable for new land? Also, what size bar- draw his own conclusion. But the most that 1 
h.is business. To the destruction of life caused by row is best for the same? Any information or re- can make out of it is that Bohemian Oats will soon 
continual wars add the frequent and extensive commendation will be thankfully received. be a thing of the past, and I am sure that even the
famines, caused by neglect of agriculture, and you T. A- Rothwell, Colpoy’s Bay. coming season there will be very few, if any, sown
have ample cause to account for the effect pro- [We would prefer the wooden beam to the iron ’n this section. In fact, those who have them 
duced. Agriculture demands and will always re- beam plow for new soil, and a V harrow with teeth would be glad to dispose of their stdek at a price 
ceive encouragement from a truly wise and pa- standing backwards. In new soil that is newly that would fairly remunerate them for their outlay, 
ternal Government. I have noticed that several cleared, there is not the same necessity for thor- tor my own part, I would not sow them if the 
failures have occurred amongst the Granger stores ough plowing and tilling as on laud some time seed was furnished for nothing, and there are many 
on the Pacific slope. This only confirms the under cultivation, the surface soil being, in great others of the same opinion. The above is written 
opinion which I have Repeatedly expressed, that part, vegetable mould,formed from decayed leaves, in good faith, that it may be the means of saving 
co-operative stores are never likely to be beneficial needs to be stirred a little—enough to get the hundreds of dollars to honest farmers.
*o farmers, and 1 hope our Canadian Grangers will | mould to cover the seed.] Abingdon P. O Ont

Rape Sowing.—Will you inform me through 
your next number when is the best time to sow 
rape, how much it will take per acre, what is the 
best way to sow, if it is as good for milking cows 
as for sheep, and what is the best way to feed it 
off? We wish to sow about five acres. You will 
oblige by giving the fullest information at y (in
disposai. Also, the price of seed, and where lean 
get the best. I want to put it into wheat next 
fall.

our

S. Going.
[Mr. Going’s communication on having and har

vesting we have reserved for tjte^jfntnre. He 
sends us a bouquet of clover from his hay-mow, 
remarkably well preserved and fragrant.]

H. Best, Dearham, Ont.
[Rape is as good for feeding milch cows as for 

sheep. It is extensively sown in Europe, and 
mowed for soiling for horned stock as well as for 
sheep pasture. We have sown it in large quanti
ties for both purposes, nd also as a crop to be 
harvested for the seed; and in every instance we 
found it fairly remunerative. We prepared the 
ground as we would for turnips, and sowed the 
seed in June. Grass and clover seeds we always

Bohemian Oats.—We have heard a good deal of 
blowing about Bohemian Oats. The greater the 
humbug, the more wind it takes to blow it on the 
market. A number of my neighbors grew them 
last season. One sowed 25 bushels, for which he 
paid §250, on about 20 acres of good land, and 
reaped aboir, 300 bushels, and I am sure lie could 
not sell the lot in the neighborhood for the money 

Another sowed 10 bushels 
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Orchard Grass.—We esteem your Advocate Potato Pest.—List spring, as a practical test, 
very highly, and wish you every success in the I planted one pound of each of the following vari- 
future. We received some time ago samples of eties of potatoes, The soil was a gravelly loam, 
grain from British Columbia; fall wheat and spring and had a light dressing of barn-yard manure, 
wheat the best I ever saw ; two kinds of barley The seed was selected from tubers of the medium 
and two kinds of pea', and one kind of oats. The size cut to s:ngle eyes, and one set in each hill, 
names of the different kinds we did not get. We They were planted on the tenth of May, and given 
also have some potatoes, called Monson’s Prize, ordinary cultivation, 
brought from England in 1875 ; they are much 
earlier than the Early Rose. We also received 
several kinds of seeds, such as turnip, carrot and 
mangel wurzel, of which we will send you a fuller 
account at a future time, if the seed proves to be 
superior to what we have been using. The Or
chard Grass we got from you last spring has not 
caught very well. We sowed some this fall with 
the wheat and some without wheat. How do you 
think it will turn out ? We sowed one bushel.
Are carrots good for breeding mares ? What is the 
best feed for young pigs this season of the year, as 
ours have failed to do well on shorts and bran ?

Walker Bros.

Seed Report.
The Scott wheat I purchased from you did exttft 

well with me, it averaging 23 bushels to the acre. 
Had Treadwell in the same field, sowed at the same 
time, and it only went ? 0 bushels to the sere. It 
was all badly winter-killed. I think the Scott 
wheat an extra variety. Sowed all Scott wheat 
this year. The Clawson you sent me seems ajiice

From 1 lb. of Early Rose, the yield was 65 lbs. wheat.
“ “ Late Rose, “ “ 70 “ Dunn, Jan. 1st., 1876.
“ “ Early Vermont 55 1 j sowed seven bushels and a peck of Scott

Compton s Surprise 53 wheat, and I had 217 bushels from the threshing
“ “ Brownell s Beauty machine. It shelled bad on account of its being
“ “ Pearless 70 badly lodged, but, on the whole, it was the best
“ “ Snowflake 70 crop I ever raised.
“ Early Champion 75 Ingersoll, Dec. 29, 1875. W.C. A. CRAWFORD.

The last mentioned is an entirely new variety, of j sowed tbe pound of Red Fern wheat you sent 
which I am the originator. I suppose you remem- me> and had 56 lbs. of first quality wheat from it. 
her last spring I sent you a few as a sample, and j BOwed the pound of Australian oats, and had 76 
to have them tested. They originated from a lba from it)So 1 think I am well paid for my dollar, 
seed ball of the Excelsior potato, which were The package of Trefoil or French clover that you sent 
growing beside some of the Early Rose, and were me |n ig74, was sown as you requested, half of it 
no doubt fertilized from the pollen of that variety. -n t^e fai^ but it was killed out in the winter and 
In general appearance they very much resemble gp^™ The other half I sowed in the spring, 
the Early Rose. Upon comparison of the latter / - ^ of w that waa sown with wheat. W 
variety they are found to be more of a whitish, j wag cutting it some of the clover was 18 inches 
russety tinge, and their eyes somewhat deepei jong It looked delightful when in blossom. I 
indented. And there arc certain tubers which part- am6well pleased with it. How could I obtain 
take more of the characteristics of the Excelsior var- I some more 0f 
iety, being oval in shape,and the eyes quite deeply T Jan. 4, 'l876.
àndevigorou?ielves3raïhe°r brolde?than those° of . The Egyptian wheat, as far as my present expe- 
the Early Rose, and of a light green. The tubers nence of it goes, I consider of no value, but shall 
are compactly clustered around the base of g1™ another trial this spring, with salt as a 
the stalks, which is quite an important considéra- manure.
tion in digging the crop. In regard to earliness, Fergus, Dec. 31, 18/o. Isaac Anderson. 
they surpass any of the American varieties that I received the seed last spring in good order.—
I have given atrial; being from six to nine days One bushel of Black Tartar yielded 34 bushels; 10 
earlier than the Rose. As to quality, nothing can lbs. of White Emporium oats, 7A bushels; 10 lbs. 
excel this new variety; flesh white; very dry Emporium wheat, 2J bushels, 
and firm, and possessed of a pure, delicate flavor I N. Augusta, Dec. 27, 1875. Jas E. Lkwars,
that stands unrivalled as a table potato. Another From the Farrow Spring wheat I obtained 20
decided advantage over most other early sorts is its bushels from 2 bushels. I sowed the 20 bushels in 
good keeping qualities, being very hardy ; samples IQ acres of land; 7 acres were summer fallowed 
which were kept till the middle of June did not and 3 acres plowed. In the fall I obtained 360 
show the least deterioration in quality. The Early | bushels off the 10 acres, which was 36 bushels per 
Snowflake is a good cropper ; quality, very dry acre.
and meally, and of a splendid flavor ; it is a first- Chippawa, Jan. 4, 1876. Richard Walsh.
class potato in every respect Brownell’s Beauty The j lb of Clawson wheat was sown rather
were not so productive, but of very good quality. lat and iittle came up, but what did stood 
T do not consider the Surprise entirely fit for culti- Winter well. I threshed it and got 24 lbs. of
VaV,°nA T> Au8tr»lian °ats. °"fc good wheat. It was shrunk a little. The 1 lb.
well; the five pounds sown yielded 6è bushels ; »f Emporium wheat turned out only 24 lbs. of 
they were a very good oat, weighing 38 pounds to good wheat_ The ; lb. Emporium oats turned out.
the bushel. ___ __ I three bushels and thirty pounds. I should have.

Thamesford P. O. William Goble. bad morej but a storm knocked it down, and it did.
[We consider the above of importance, as Mr. I not rise again. The Clawson and Silver Chaff I, 

Goble is a very enterprising young man. He may bad from you this fall is outgrowing the Scott, 
have a potato that will do honor to our country.— Enniskillen. H. Wheeler.
Ed-] I The Red Fern turned out very well, and thq

Emporium oats did likewise and will be profitable. 
June Grass.—As there are a great many farms Brock, Jan. 5, 1876. Philip Shier.

troubled with this June grass, 1 beg leave to relate From ^ ten pound„ of Red Ftirn wheat wh,ch
a few thoughts that may perhaps prove useful, j Q d j reueived in return five bushels of good 
First I take and plow it the latter part of July; wb ;,]uch : congider was a very good return.

up rough to eatch the frost, and it will trouble you cn?P; n . T - ,Q7(.
If farmers troubled with couch grass f/80™’ 0n‘- ‘!“• 7’ °7b' _ . .

would try this experiment, and be kind enough to Mr. \Vrm. Potticary, (,lanworth P. O., from one
state through your valuable paper how it succeed- pound of Emporium oats receives 99 lbs. Who 
ed I would feel very much obliged. I can beat that . Also 61 lbs. of Red Fern wheat

Clarendon, Feb. 11, ’76. F. Wilson. | from 1 lb.
The Red Fern Wheat did very well; I 

threshed about two bushels and a half of it. The 
Australian Oats did pretty well ; I threshed about 

As if was rather late before I got 
them, and therefore did not ripen very well, but 
did not rust.

Cumberland, Ont.

Peter Grant.

Brampton, Ont.
[Orchard Grass having been but lately intro

duced into this country, a definite opinion can 
hardly be formed yet as to what may be the suc- 

of the experiment; but we have good grounds 
for expecting that it will turn out well. It is 
hardy enough for even our climate, and it has done 
well in every place where it has had a fair trial. 
Even a partial failure, if there be such, should not 
discourage us in our attempts to introduce new 
plants that are likely to be of great general benefit. 
We have had a letter from another person who has 
sowed it. He sowed part in the fall and part in 
spring. The latter did well, though that sown in 
the fall was a failure. Carrots are good food for 
horses, but mares with foal should get them spar
ingly. Young pigs at this season require other 
food than shorts and bran. Diminish the bran, 
and give instead some meal and milk.—Ed.]

, on 
hen

cess

Alex. Speer.

To Prevent Cows Sucking Themselves.—I 
have noticed in the February No. of the Parmer’s 
Advocate Mr. J. S. Bruce’s letter, asking for the 
best way to prevent a cow from sucking herself. 
Now, I think I can give him a plan that will an 
awer a little better than the one you gave. It is 
simply a “ poak,” as I call it, and any one at all 
can make one if he has an auger and an axe. In 
the first place get four pieces of an inch and a half 
thick and about two inches wide, of elm or some 
kind of timber that won’t split or break very easy; 
then four more that will reach four inches on each 
side of her neck. Take your auger and bore holes 
in the corners of all the sticks ; then put pins of 

tough wood through them so as to fit on the 
neck; then fit pin on each side of her neck, close, 

not to let the frame turn on her neck. The 
side pieces must be exactly the length of her neck, 
or it is no good. Now, if this poke is made right, 
there is no fear of her sucking herself, and if she 
is not very bad, it will break her of that practice

J. M. McKellar.
[We have another communication on this sub

ject from Elma. As the principle in them both is 
the same, differing only in the details, we give in
sertion to but one, with thanks to Mr, B. Ed. ]

some

so as

altogether. 
Belmont, Ont.

Wm. Stovin.no more.
Bokhara Clover.—I would like to know whe

ther Bokhara Clover seed requires to be sown with 
grain, and the grain best suited to a sandy but new 
soil. If you favor me with a reply through the 
Advocate I will be much obliged.

Wasbago, Feb. 7, ’76.
[We have had no experience in growing Bokhara 

Clover in Canada, nor do we know if the cultiva
tion here would be successful. We have seen it 
grown in Europe—not with grain but by itself as 
the growth is so luxuriant that it requires the en
tire ground for its growth. The produce W'as very 
great, but the stems were as strong as those of 
sweet corn, of a medium size, and branched 
shrub. It was, however, highly esteemed for soil
ing, and its blossoms are said to be unequalled for 
affording food for bees. When in blossom, it is a 
beautiful, fragrant plant,]

J. H. Bohemian Oats.—Please state in your next 
issue of the Advocate whether the Bohemian Oats 
have been introduced into the States or not; and 
further, are they a safe investment, and what sort 
of meal do they make ? Daniel Bean, Ratho.

[We presume they are known in the States. The 
oats may be valuable to farmers living fifty miles 
from mills, railroads or water communication ; do 
not consider they would be profitable in old settle
ments. We have partaken of porridge made from 
them, and never ate better.—Ed.}

four bushels.

John McDonald.
I sowed twenty pounds of the Emporium Oats 

spring on turnip ground, partly not man
ured, and harvested by some misfortune 38 bushels 
of clean oats. I sowed 25 pounds of the Red 
Wheat on wet lands, it did not turn out so well, 
both grains have clean straw and no rust nor smut. 

St. Jacob’s P. O. Peter B. Bowman.
The half bushel of Oats I sowed arc very ordi-

last
as a

Yes; such an instance of “leaves coming to life 
again” is recorded in our volume for 1841. The nary grained. I gave them plenty of room to 
whole of the leaves of a bay tree a appeared in grow; we got 20 bushels by measure, and 24 bush
spring to be brown and apparently dead, from the els by weight. The potatoes we got from you— 
action of frost. As the spring advanced many of I the bugs hurt them much.
these leaves fell off, and the branches graduaUy I Odessa P. O., Ont. Donald Fraser.
acquired new leaves, while many of the brown The bag of Emporium Oats I got from you 
and to all appearance dead leaves gradually re- last spring did splendid ; they, were fully one 
covered their green color, and in some cases were fourth heavier crop than the Sovereign Oats in 
completely restored to life.—London Gardener’s I same field.
Chronicle. 1 Concord.

Query—Milkhouse. —I wish to know if you or 
any of your correspondents can give me a plan of 
a milkhouse, to be built on the_ surface—one that 
would suit a dairy of from 15 to 20 cows—and 
•what kind of machine you would recommend for 
churning. A Subscriber, Arnprior P.O.

[A plan of milkhouse such as asked for will ap
pear in the Advocate as soon as we can obtain the 
cut from our artist. We know of no better churn 
than the Blanshard. ] Thomas Leasdale,
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The tubers were cut, some of the
Dissolving Bones. —Would you or tmy ° , being divided into as many as seven se s.

readers have the kindness to inform m , 8 ted one set in a hill; under each hill a small
the Advocate, how to dissolve bones for manure, riante^ ^ & mixture 0f one barrel of lime, one

Robt. Lamb. bushei salt water to slack the Jime, five bushels 
wood ashes, on this a shovelful of well-rotted chip 
manure, in which the sets were planted. One- 
fourth of a pound of bone dust was well mixed 
with the surface soil around each hill. Two bush
els of hen manure had been plowed under on each 
square rod in October, 1874. When the plants 
were two inches high, sprinkled with land plaster; 
continued to sprinkle with plaster at inte vais of 
one week until Sept. 1. Worked well 12 inches 
deep while the plants were young, hilling them 
considerably. When the young potatoes were 
formed 1 to U inches in diameter, covered the 
vines to within 5 or 6 inches of the tops, making 
very high, broad hills—the rows were five feet 
apart, and the hills in the rows 30 inches apart.

Another of the successful competitors used as 
manure decomposing hen manure, 3 parts; com
mon salt, 1 part; unleached ashes, 1 part. When 
cultivating between the hills, made a compost of 
unleaclied ashes, 4 parts ; salt, one part; sprinkled 
this on the hill, one handful to each.

The planting by all the competitors was done 
between the 10th and 26th of May, and one-fourth 
of them dropped the seed on the 10th of May.— 
The fertilizers used comprise every known manure, 
and the quantities applied are no less enormous 
than the crops raised. About the value of wood 
ashes, hen manure and plaster, there seems to be 
no doubt, and they have been used by nearly all 
the competitors.

A comparison of the distances between the hills, 
with the average yield per acre, is given as follows: 

2x3 feet gave a yield of 378 bushels per acre. 
2x4 “ “ “ 462 “ “

The eight bushels and three pecks of wheat

last season, as all gram in this locality had far (Break the bones as small as you can, then pile
too much straw, the season being so remarkable ^ in a h with wo- d ashes in alternate layers;
for luxuriant growth. As it was, the wheat went Qn the pUe> fr0.„ time t- time, the suds from
down badly, consequently it ls a litUe slirunk ^ laundry This is the simplest and cheapest 
I believe if it had stood up until it had thod and saidto be thoroughly efficacious.-Ed.)
it would have yielded thirty-five or forty bushels 
per acre. There was a very great waste in liarvest- 
inc- vet after all it turned out twenty-eight bush- 
elf to the acre. We sowed it on the same day as
the Red Chaff or Fife Wheat, and it ripened fully 
a week before it, and it is far finer wheat and 
makes a very superior quality of flour. The oats 
are a very fine, plump grain, and they aU grow on 
the side of the stock, the same as the Black Po
land Oat. They yielded sixty-five bushels to the 

„ and weigh forty pounds per bushel. lhey 
are sowed on ordinary land, not being very rich.

Wm. Aybrst & Sons, TalbotviUe P.O.
P S. I might mention that we took the first 

premium on the wheat at the East Elgin Agricul
tural Fall Exhibition.

Australian Oats — 50 pounds of seed re
turned 33 pounds to each pound of seed-1650 
pounds; 275 pounds to the chain, which is 27oO 
pounds per acre I think. 8 pounds of Red Fern 
Wheat on poor soil and sod at that, returned l-o 
pounds. It was sowed too late and too thin. Brow
nell’s Beauty potato did well; Snowflake potato 
did better.

The 33 pounds of Emporium Wheat I got 
last spring yielded 15 bushels of 02 pounds per 
bushel.

Dunbar P. O.
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How to Dispose of Cheap Potatoes.
In a letter received lately from a business man 

in New York he speaks of the profits he is realiz
ing in manufacturing potato starch. In conse
quence of the heavy yield from the potato crop of 
1875, he has been able to purchase at low prices—
25 cents per bushel or thereabouts; and the cost of 
manufacturing he finds to be not more than twelve 
cents per bushel. The yield of starch, he says, is 
12 pounds per bushel of potatoes. This produce 
seems to be so high that we are inclined to think 
there must be some error in his calculations, as 
there is not, so far as we know, in any varieties of 
potatoes, whatever may be their quality, one-fifth 
of their gross weight of starch. He is, however, 
making a good profit from the business. The manu
facture of potato starch has been carried on in 
blew England for some years.

In Nova Scotia, a province noted for potato 
growing, the manufacturing of this article has been 
carried on for some time. There is, in ordinary 
years, a good market for much of the surplus po
tatoes in Boston, but the crop of 1875 was so 
abundant that the demand for them for table use 
has greatly fallen off and they are sold at about 25 
cents a bushel. The starch factories of the pro
vince, however, afford them a market, and they 
have been doing a considerable business. In 
instance, the factory of Hubbard and Randall, near 
Aroostock, there were converted into starch, last 
autumn, 15,700 bushels of potatoes. The quantity 
of starch produced was seventy tons, almost 9 lbs. 
per bushel. This may be considered the general 
average yield, though it varies a little, according 
to the favorable or unfavorable season, to the soil 
on which the potatoes are- grown and to the va- 
riety of potatoes used. Potatoes that are host for 
the table are likewise most productive of starch, so 
a moderately dry season and light dry soil are 
most favorable for .the growth of potatoes for 
starch. \

Of the potatoes used in the Aroostock manufac
tory, 3,000 bushels were raised by one of the firm, 
Mr. Randall, on twelve and one-half of
grouni; and of these 2,050 were raised on eight 

of new ground. The cost of these is shown 
by his accounts to have been, for seed and labor, 
but eight and one-half cents per bushel—2,050 
buahe's at a cast of §174.25. In his account he 
makes no charge for the use of the ground on 
which they were grown, as this he considers ought 
to be debited, not to the potato account, but to 
improvement, the ground being improved and pre
pared for succeeding crops by their cultivation.

Perhaps the Grangers might discuss the pro
priety of finding a market for their productions by 
manufacturing starch, and cultivating more po
tatoes in some localities.

m
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Off 20 acres of fall wheat I had 630 bushels 
of Barley; off 7 acres, 370 bushels; sowed on the 
23 May. Of Oats, 10 acres, 480 bushels ; sowed 
21 May.

The Red Fern Wheat, Emporium Oats and 
Gooseberry Bush did well; but the Oats extra. 
From 23 pounds of wheat sown, I had a yield of 
ten bushels. The straw was strong and free from 
rust. From the same quantity of oats I received 
in return forty-six bushels, making two bushels 
to the pound. The straw is strong and they aie 
not bad to shell in harvesting. You deserve great 
credit from all farmers for the introduction of this 
new variety 

CoUingwood.

m441
372
342
332
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At the Annual Meeting of the South Essex 

Agricultural Association, lately held at Amherst- 
burg, the President, Mr. J. H. Morgan, of Ander- 
don, dwelt at some length on the injustice that is 
done the farmers in our present customs arrange
ments with the United States, and called attention 
to the necessity of the farmers to bestir themselves 
and see that, as they composed four-fifths of the 
population of this great province, their interests 

not neglected by the men whom they sent to 
represent them. He then read the following reso
lution, passed by the Manufacturers’ Association 
at T ronto:—

“Be it therefore resolved:—That, in view of the 
fact that no duties are imposed on American pro
ducts of the soil entering this country, while 
nearly all Canadian products are heavily taxed 
when sent to the markets of the United States, 
we do most emphatically protest against the inter
ests of our farmers, millers and other producers 
being sacrificed in this way; and that, while desir
ous of seeing a fair reciprocity of trade in these 
articles between the two countries restored, Cana
da cannot suffer American products to enter her 
markets untaxed, as long a heavy toll of custom 
duties is levied on all our products seeking a mar
ket in the United States.

It was then moved and seconded that the first 
resolution adopted at the Convention of Manufac
turers, held in Toronto in November last, deserves 
the approbation of the members of this Society, 
and that any legislation that protects any other 
branch of industry, without considering the farm
ing interest, is partial and unjust.

After some opposition from two manufacturers, 
the resolution was adopted.

Imf
m
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Chah. Lawrence.

The seeds I got from Emporium last year did 
One pound of Emporium Wheat yielded 

90 pounds; one pound Emporium Oats yielded 99 
pounds: The flowers which I got from the six 

of seed were the delight and wonder of the 
The one dozen Cheney straw-

were
well. acres

Rapapers
neighborhood, 
berries all grew, and I had a few very tmn delicious 
berries of such a beautiful color that would make 
a person long to eat them. The Janesville Grape 
and Gooseberry bush both grew and did well. But 
the best I got was the Schweinfurth Cabbage, some 
of it was nearly as large as a half bushel measure. 
Instead of selling a York Cabbvge for five cents, 
those brought from 15 to 25 cents,and were nearly 
as early.
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S. H. Mellow.
L, B. D. Lapierre of Paris, condemns the Red 

Fern wheat; it did not yield well with him. He 
considers the Australian Oat a common kind, but 
Bays they yielded well.

Extraordinary ,Yield of Potatoes.
PRODUCE ONE THOUSAND FOLD.

Were it not for the indisputable testimony to 
the yield of potatoes planted as trials in the United 
States, we would be strongly inclined to disbelieve 
the reports of oue thousand pounds from one pound 
of potatoes. From 25 to 30 fold we have consider
ed good produce for a field crop, and that twice 
that increase might be raised with more than usual 
care and a double allowance of fertilizers, we 
know; but now the seed plant, d is returned more 
than one thousand fold. From the report of a 
committee appointed to de ermiue who raised the 
larg st produce lrom one pound of seed (Snowflake 
and Eureka), we see that not less than six c unpe- 
titors each raised from one pound over 1,000 lbs.— 
from 1,417 to 1,0091 lbs. of the Snowflake, and 
six competitors from 1,6001 lbs. to 1,0061 lbs. 

(Lucerne is a plant of recent introduction into Eureka. P. C. Wood, who raised the largest 
Canada, but we have reason to hope that it w ill be quantity, thus desc ibes his soil and labor:—The 
found hardy enough for the climate, and, if so, soil is a stiff, black loam, with a stiff and cl ly sub- 
we have no doubt it will prove a valuable addition soil, not underdrained, but well surf ce drained, 
to our forage plants. Try but a small quantity at enriched by about hree inches of well rotted barn- 
first—sow in spring. A communication from a yard manure, and wood ashes at the rate of one 
farmer who has tried, tells the results, as far as and a-half bushels to the square rod. Plowed and 
yet known, of his experiment.—Ed.) \ harrowed until thoroughly pulverized fifteen

The peck of Emporium Oats 1 received from you 
last opring I have just threshed. They yielded 
ten bushels and three pecks. I sowed them on 
the 18th of May, in the same field with wheat. 
The wheat rusted very bad but the oats were not 
rusted the least; therefore, I think they are rust 
proof.

Columbus.

—#

$50 Lost.
Wm. B. Grey. One of our subscribers, for some trivial cause, 

stopped his paper last year. The next issue Mr. 
McOallum’s advertisement of Norway spruce 
appeared in the Advocate. Two months after 
the former subscriber saw the Advocate at a 
neighbor’s and said, “I have just lost fifty dollars 
by not taking the Advocate. I have paid fifty 
dollars more for Norway spruce than I could have 
purchased them for.” We procured some trees from 
Mr. MeCaUum last year and were quite satisfied 
with them—his advertisement is in this issue. We 
know of no better tree than the Norway spruce 
for wind breaks. Every farmer should plant a lot 
of them, both for use and ornament.

Lucerne.—Can you inform me whether Lucerne 
will answer in this country as a forage plant, and 
whether it is tenacious of life or not.
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on the twenty-fourth day after the egg is laid. 
Much depends upon the strength and heat of the 
colony, which should be about 70 lah., for their 
speedy development. They lie in rather a dilatory 
state for several days after they hatch, before tak
ing wing. . .... .

The worker bee spins its cocoon m thirty-six 
hours. After passing three days in the egg m this 
state of preparation for a new life, it gradually 
undergoes a great change, and becomes armed wit 
a firmer body scales of a brownish color and some- 
what fringed with light hairs. On its belly it has 
six rings or scales. After it has reached the 
twenty-first day of existence-reckoning from the 
egg—it comes forth from the cell on the twenty- 
first to the twenty-second day a perfect msect^and 
is termed an imago. This is the simple stage of 
the worker bee. As it is fully developed when it 
comes forth, except in size, it soon becomes a 
sportive inhabitant of the air, and ready to enter 
upon the duties of gaining a livelihood, which vanes 
from six to eight days from its birth, then all 

to be business the remainder of their exist-

$50 on fifty hens. We have concluded eggs pay 
pay better than poultry. Unless one can get chicks 
into market when they are bringing 40c. to 50c. 
per pound, it does not pay to raise them for 
ket. Of course one must raise enough for Ms own 
table; which he would natu-ally do, as many must 
be hatched to get 30 or 40 pullets. I keep only 
two k'nds, and think I shall keep but one another 
year; that will be the Light Brahma. I now have 
Plymouth Rock, large and handsome, but can see 
no advantage in keeping them, as eveiything to be 
asked for in fowls is combined in the Light Brah
ma, and they have one great advantage over the 
Plymouth Rock, namely, picking so much whiter 
and looking very much cleaner and handsomer 
dressed.

$

mar-Poultry Shows»
Chicago Poultry and Dog Show, which took 

place in January last, proved the largest that has 
ever been held m America. We understand there 
was over two thousand entries of fowls, besides a 
good many entries of dogs, cats, rabbits, etc. Be
low will appear a list of the winners from Canada. 
Messrs. Wright & Butterfield, Sandwich, Qnt.; 
Lamb & Jarvis, London; F. Sturdy, Guelph; Dun
can Kay, Galt; A. Allen, Galt; R. McMillin,Galt; 
H. M. Thomas, Brooklyn ; W. H. Doel, Don
caster.

t

Canadian Poultry at the .Detroit Show.— 
A very fine exhibition has been held. lately in 
Detroit, under the auspices of the Michigan State 
Poultry Association. Mr. Wm. Wright, of Petite 
Cote, Sandwich, is President. There were quite a 
number of Canadians among the competitors, and 
they attained great distinction in the prize list.

A Poultry Show has been held in Brantford. 
It was a good exhibition, and was a credit to the 
Brantford Poultry Association.

Condiments for Poultry.
A moderate quantity of cayenne pepper, mustard 

or ginger can, with great benefit, be added, to the 
food of fowls to increase their vigor, and to stimu- 
late egg production. This diet, although apparently 
artificial, is really natural; for wild birds of the 
gallinacean family have access to very many highly 
spiced berries and buds—articles that give the 
“game flavor” to their flesh. Although there is 
more or less of an aromatic principle in wheat, 
Indian com and other grains consumed by the do
mestic fowl, yet the quantity is not sufficient to 
supply the place of the stronger spices, a taste for 
which is inherited by the fowL

seems 
ence. —Ex.

Bees on a Small ScALE.-There are many 
householders whose means will not enable them to 
buy a cow, or provide keeping for her were they 
in possession of one. But they may be equal to 
the purchase of a colony of bees, and to provide 
hives for the swarms resulting therefrom. Uees( 
like other stock, require pasturage, but, unlike 
horses, cattle and sheep, they are free commoners, 
ranging at will in search of stores, nor can they be 
arrested and punished for their intrusion upon pre- 
mises alien to their owners. A smgle colony of 
bees, in good condition in the spring, may be 
counted upon to double or triple their numbers in 
a single season, securing ample stores formater 
consumption, while supplying a grat'fymg surplus 
each autumn for household use. Tins accumula
tion will prove most acceptable in families, espe
cially while the price of butter rules so high as to 
place it beyond the reach of those not blessed with 
elongated and plethoric purses. Try » colony of 
bees as an experiment. —Farmers Union.
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Lime.
to be deeply 
need no food

Some of our farming friends appear 
impressed with the notion that liens 
but corn in some one of its forms. But we ought 
not to forget that “food” means the material for 
everything that comes out of the system, and that 
if any particular race takes up any special branch 
of manufacture, they must have the raw material. 
All animals consume more or less of lime; it is one 
of the principal elements entering into the compo
sition of the bones, but the hen needs an extra 
supply.

The domesticated hen also needs more than wild 
stock of any sort, since she is stimulated to a 
greater production of eggs. In consequence, we 
must give her more than is contained in the various 
grains.

The most useful forms in which to give lime are 
pounded shells, pulverized mortar and crushed 
bone. On the whole, we prefer the former. Its 
preparation makes a good stint for the boys. We 
object to bone meal if not perfectly sweet, but a 
good, sound article is a tint rate thing for this use.

Feed lime most abundantly at the time when 
hens are laying most freely, and anticipate, if pos
sible, by beginning early in the season, lest your 
fowls eat a shelless egg and acquire bad habits.

» binary.«
Honey Resources.

Let every bee-keeper prepare a sheet of paper as 
follows:—Head it with Honey Resources; draw 
four vertical lines on it, thereby making five coi- 

the first column write, Name of Re
source; over the second, Commencement; third, 
Quality; fourth, Quantity; and over the fifth, 
Duration. As soon as you find your bees are 
gathering honey in the spring, ascertain the source 
and quality of the honey being gathered, and enter 
them in their respective columns, together with 
the date of commencement. When they cease 
gathering from this source, note the quantity, and 
write the length of time which has elapsed since 
its commencement,the column marked ‘ duration. 
Continue in the same manner throughout the en
tire season to record each source from which your 
bees gather honey. The quantity of honey gath
ered can be very nearly ascertained by weighing 
the hives each day and noting their weight.

When we judge of the quantity of honey secret
ed by different varieties of flowers, by the quanti
ty which is gathered while each kind is in blossom, 
we must take into consideration the strength and 
condition of the colony, as it works upon each va
riety for its numbers are liable to vary greatly 
during the honey season. Much also depends 
upon the weather.

At the end of the season, in looking over the 
table in which you noted down the different 
weights of your hives, you will find there were 
times of scarcity, during which little honey was 
gathered; and, by referring to the table which we 
have just described, you can very readily toll what 
kinds of flowers were in blossom at this time. 
This would be a hint for you to cultivate those va
rieties more extensively another year; or if they 
were wild flowers or weeds which you did not wish 
to cultivate, let it be a hint for you to ascertain 
what kinds of field crops or ornamental flowers are 
in blossom at time of the year, also for you to cul
tivate them.

All this may seem considerable trouble, but it 
will pay.—Bee Journal.
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Catalogues Received.
,lames Vick’s, of Rochester; new cuts, neat and 

He cuts into the United States Govern- 
Read it.ment agriculture affairs lively.

Briggs Bros., Rochester; very neat.
B. K. Bliss & Sons, of New York; catalogue 

much improved.
J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass. ; gives ac

counts of a fresh importation of a melon and other 
novelties.

. D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, send us the largest 
of American catalogues; it is well got up.

Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, send three cata
logues; they speak highly of a new pear.

Stoors, Harrison & Co., Rochester, fruit, bulbs, 
&c. They are celebrated for the sweet chestnut.

Fleming, New York ; Vanderbilt’s, NewJYork ; 
Hawkins’s, Gosheu, and II. Michel s, St. Louis, 
all contain useful information.

CANADIAN CATALOGUES.
G. Keith, Toronto. He sells more seed than any 

other house in that city.
J. A. Simmers, Toronto. His greatest specialty 

is dowers. He has his name up in that city.
W. Rennie, general list of seeds and implements. 
XV. H. Maroon, Guelph, seeds and superphos-

A. Bruce, Hamilton, have the largest and 
best seed store in Canada.

McColl and Child, of London, both send out 
good catalogues.

XX'e consider Sutton’s Amateur Guide, sent by 
Sutton & Sons, England, is the best catalogue of 
the season. We thank each of you for your kind-
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We believe in due caution in applying the needs 
of one kind of animals to another, as the most out- 

blunders are sometimes made in so doing.rageous
Yet we wish that poultry breeders would take a 
hint from the experience of breeders of other Stock 
in the matter of cooked food, particularly for deli
cate, sick and valuable fowls.

Cooking adds to the amount of nutritious mat
ter in some kinds of food, and in all, or nearly all, 
softens it and renders it easy of digestion. (Cook
ing, indeed, is not the only method of softening 
grain. It is sometimes fermented, thus advancing 
ft one staze in the process of digestion before it 
enters the stomach. )

The evidence for horses, cattle and swine is 
greatly in favor of cooked diet, both as to the 
health of the stock, and the per oentage of grain 
in weight.

XVe boil com in the kemal, or even in the ear, 
not letting the ears rest against the bottom of the 
kettle. Mush is, of course, just as good, but you 
must grind it and stir it while boiling.

If you use cooked food, alternate it with raw, 
for the sake of variety, but do not give them to
gether, as the hens will not, as a general thing, 
touch the boiled corn if the uncooked article is at 
hand. J
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Ages of Bees
The queen passes about three days in the egg 

and five a worm; the workers then close her cell, 
and she immediately begins to spin her cocoon, 
which takes her from twenty to twenty-four hours. 
On the tenth and eleventh days, and perhaps a 
nart of the twelfth day, she seems to be exhausted 
by her hard labor. She now remains in almost 
complete repose; she then passes four or five days 
as a nympha, and on the fifteen to the sixteenth 
day a perfect queen is attained. Much depends 
upon the strength of the colony and the heat of 
the season, which will vary from one to two days.

The drone passes three days in the egg and about 
six in the worm, and changes into a perfect insect
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Notice'—As our greatest loss consists in the

paper; and, as the credit system prevents onr pro- 
gress/we intend striking off the names of those 
that are m arrears, and charging those that con
tinue in arrears a higher rate, to make up for the 
losses of dilinquents. After this date 124 centa 
per month will be charged, and all costs of collec
tion will be added. The cash system is the best.

Editor,

m
Is Poultry Keeping Profitable?

■The above question has been asked me many 
times, and, I am sorry to say, 1 have heretofore 
been obliged to say “I did not know.” I can now 
answer very decidedly in the affirmative, having 
kept a correct account of profit and loss from Dec. 
1, 1874 to Dec. 1, 1875. ... .

As a minute statement of statistics is uncalled 
for, I will only say my profit for the year has been

U
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860, Glanford. Wm. Older, M., Glanford; Wm, Findky,

361, Svdenhara. Arch. Lindsey, M., Alviuston; Peter *c- 
Lean, Sec., Alvlnaton.

362, Woodbine. Tllten Stephesona, M.. Orangeville; Wm. *
Fidder. Sec., Orangeville. „ ti ,

D ,Rerin. Irwin Anderson, M., Relesiey; Valentine 
Dynes, Sec., Relessey. , „

364, Hawthorn. G. Harkness, M., Annan; James Cannon,
^S&fst.^leleus. Robt. Lochart, M., St. Helens P.O.; Bolt 

Murry, Sec., St. Helens P. O.
360, Blue Bell. John L. Brown, M., Danfortli; James U*. 

hie, Sec., Danforth.
367, Plains. Henry Tulîord, M , Brantford; Thee. Luck, 

Sec., Brantford.
368, Smithfleld. R. P. Jones, M., Smith field; Hemy 8, 

Young, Sec., Trenton.
368, Luther. Thos. Wardrobe, M., Luther; James McBUm, 

Sec., Luther.

•g££a£3sSSr
of this Committee. T

Adjourned to meet at Napanee, June id.

Pelham Grange.—At a recent meeting of 
Pelham Grange, the members presented Mr. tv. 
Pemberton Page, on his retirement from office as 
Secretary on his appointment, to be Dominion Sêc- 
retary, with a handsome secretary worth eighteen 
dollars, with an address thanking him for the effi
cient manner in which he had discharged his duties 
as Secretary to the Pelham Grange. Mr. Page 
replied in suitable terms, thanking them for the 
testimonial of their respect, and assuring them 
that his duties were always made pleasant by the 
hearty assistance they had at all times given him, 
and the consciousness that he was aiding in some 
measure to carry into effect the object of the 
Order.
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Meeting of the Executive Committee.
Brantford, Feb. 2, 1876.—Executive Committee 

met in the Kirby House. Members present:— 
Worthy Master S. W. Hill, and Bros. Manning, 
Payne, Daly and Page.

The committee appointed at last meeting report 
that, after due consideration, they would suggest, 
for the present, that books with music be pur
chased of R H. Thomas, Secretary of Pennsylva
nia State Grange.

On motion, the account of Colcock & Durnan for 
printing, and that of G. H. Burgar for stationery, 
were ordered to be paid.

At the afternoon session, Bro. Gifford was also 
present.

On motion, the'subject of Manufacturing Co. in 
connection with McLaughlin & McCormick, was 
laid upon the table.

Resolved, That the sum of $10 be allowed depu
ties for organizing Granges in Quebec, Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick, until Division Granges are 
formed there; also, tiiat deputies organizing in 
Ontario, outside the limit of Division Granges, be 
allowed $5, and 8 cents per mile, one way, for 
actual miles travelled.

Resolved, That where Granges have been organ
ized since January 1st, 1876, forwarding $15 with 
their application, such Granges being within the 
limits of Division Granges, the sum of $5 for each 
Grange so established be paid to the Division 
Grange, within the jurisdiction of which such 
Grange is established, upon application of said 
Division Grange. Carried.

Resolved, That Granges in Quebec that have 
not been in working order for some time, be re
lieved from the payment of back duos, commencing 
their reports with present quarter.

Moved and resolved, That the forms for reports 
from Division Granges be furnished by the Domin
ion Grange free; also, that reports for Subordinate 
Granges to Division Granges be furnished Division 
Granges (for distribution among the Subordinate 
Granges in their jurisdiction) at cost price. Car
ried.

363.
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Government Agriculture and Politics.
We notice in a political paper an advertisement 

of seed grain for sale at the model farm,.at Guelph, 
We would ask the question, Is the Government 
intending to establish a seed shop? also, Do they 
know what has been the results of such experi
ments in the United States? 2nd., Should not

A convention 
Missouri is prop 
the 1st Monday 

At a sale of Î 
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$1,775, one at 5 
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Five promii 
purchased fre: 
Compton, Ont 
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the Government patronage be given, in agricultural 
matters, to agricultural papers? or is their very ex
istence to be ignored? Should not information be 
given, at brief intervals, to the public, in place of 
writing for musty blue books. We saw the Bo
hemian Oats growing on the Government farm. 
We have asked for information regardng the prac
tical results, &c., but have received no information 
about them—either good or bad, the public should

Dear Sir,—We have started a Grange on this 
island, and, on account of onr isolated position and 
to some extent separate interests from the rest of 
the province, some of our members think we should 
have an independent Grange here. I should very 
much like to have your views on the subjec\ We 
have left it to a committee to decide. Their re
port will be handed in at our next meeting.

Wolfe Island. S. Going.
Shirley Going, Master; Arthur H. Dawes, Sec

retary.

know. I rfc*||

An interesting report of the progress of this ex
hibition will appear in our next issue. It will de
tain particulars of our display, and information jto 
intending visitors. As the time for opening drawl 
near, increased efforts are being made by our faM 
era, breeders and others to place Canada i^.jS 
best position possible, -and to win laurels for oar 
Dominion. : • • •• •

Sir,—There was a Lodge formed here lately of 
the Patrons of Husbandry which professes to be in 
connection with the United States National Grange 
and not the Dominion Grange.1 
know why there are two distinct organizations. I 
went to the meeting with the intention of joining, 
but I declined when I discovered it was not a Ca
nadian affair. Some of the speakers, among others 
Mr. Turner, of Saugeen.said the advantages would 
be far greater to be in connection with the States, 
such as interchange of products, &c. The second 
reason I did not join them was that two-thirds of 
the members calculated to get rich out of the pro
ceeds of the Grange, the social or moral aspect 
being no advantage to them, which, I think, should

Jon Carr.

I should like to

«3
We would call the attention of our subscribes I 

to the notice in this issue of the meeting «I the 
Agricultural Investment Society and SavingsDank I 
of this city, and have pleasure in recommending 
borrowers, as well as depositors, to this Institution.
The society is well supplied with funds, and is 
loaning on as easy terms as any similar institution 
in the province. Depositors in the Savings Bonk 
are getting 6 to 6 per cent, interest, with ti». 
satisfaction of knowing that their money is is 
secure as if deposited in the Government Saving! 
Department.
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On motion, the preparation of blanks for busi
ness reports from Division and Subordinate 
Granges was laid over until next meeting of Ex
ecutive Committee.

It was resolved to postpone further proceedings 
for the present in the matter of petitions to Par
liament asking for a protective tariff on agricultu
ral products.

Resolved, That whereas several Granges have 
been organized by Masters of Subordinate Granges 
since the 1st of January, contrary to by-laws 
which came into effect at that time, placing the 
work in the hands of deputies, applications thus 
received be sanctioned by this Committee and laid 
before the next meeting of the Dominion Grange 
for ratification. Carried.

Bros. Hill and Manning were appointed a com
mittee to attend to the application to Parliament 
for incorporation.

The communication from Grange No. 197, ask
ing assistance for a member who lost Ins buildings 
by fire, was taken up, and, after due consideration, 
the following resolution was adopted:—Resolved, 
That as fire is a casualty against which all may 
provide by insurance, this Committee do not feel 
at liberty to take any action in the matter, unless 
reasonable cause can be shown why such provision 
by insurance was not taken.

The report of the committee appointed to revise 
the Parliamentary Guide (a book of instruction for 
the use of Granges) was read, each section taken up 
separately and duly considered.

Evening Session.—On motion, the Parliamentary 
Guide as revised, was adopted, and the Secretary 
ordered to have 2,000 copies printed; also, to send 
one copy to each Grange already organized, and 
one to each new Grange organized in future.

On motion, the appointment of a committee, 
with instructions to proceed with the application 
for incorporation, was re-considered, and, in view 
of the expense attached thereto, a resolution 
passed laying the matter over for future consider
ation.

Moved and seconded, That Bro. Gifford draw up 
a plan for conducting a manufacturing company in 
the interests of the Grange, said plan to be laid by 
the Secretary before the Subordinate Granges, to
gether with blanks to obtain stock for said 
pany. Carried.

be the greater part. 
North Bruce.

New Granges.
333, Excelsior. W. Miller, M., West Lome P. O.; Jacob B. ACCORDING to notice given in the January num- 

Miller, Sec., Rodney. her, the Farmers’ Advocate and Agricultural .
ArohibabiHUott Sct"MarkdateT^o M’’ Markllale P' 0,; Emporium are carried on separate fromeachother.

335, Waterloo.’ Robt. Williamson; M., Preston; Edward Letters on business connected with the p»P®J
Washburn, Sec., Preston. should be addressed W. Weld, or FARMER»

336, Farmers’Hope. John Kitchen, M., Delhi; James Bain, ADVOCATE Office ; if in regard to purchase or Bal»
SC337Dievy!' Thos. Parker, M„ Ivy; James II. Lyons, Sec., °f 8eeds orA implements you should address -

Brown, or Agricultural Emporium. Mr. JWW 
is from the Lawson Seed Company’s establish
ments, of London and Edinburgh, and has ti 
thorough knowledge of the seed business. See 
advertisement in this issue.

Ivy. 1338, Walton Union. Wm. Bell, M., Walton; James Murray, 
See., Walton.

339, Mon-en. Jacob Rombough, M., Morvcn; W. R. Gor- 
danier. See., Morvcn,

340, Bruce. Robt. Begg, M., Tiverton; John Tolmic, Sec., 
Tiverton.

341, Baltimore. Ira Brisbin, M., Baltimore; T. Parsons, 
Sec., Baltimore.

342, Naven. D. McEacliran, M.; Wm. Darvillc, Sec., Al- 
vinston.

343, Genoa. John Boa, M., Genoa, Quebec; James Gordon, 
Sec., Genoa.

344, Farmers’ Home. Wm. Watson, M., Knatehbull; John 
Ramsey, Sec., Eden Mills.

345, Col. Wm. Button, M., Belford; Wm. M. Miller, See., 
Green River.

340, Teston. Neil A. Malloy, M., Teston; James Mallov, 
See., Teston.

347, Wexlord. Henry Duncan, M., Don; John Ladlay, Sec., 
Wexford.

348, Morris. J. Salter, M., Wingham P. O.; Wm. B. Mills, 
Sec., Wingham P. O.

349, Riverside. Peter McVannel, M., St. Mary's; Wm. 
Ford, Sec., St. Mary’s.

350, Northumberland. J. F. Malloy, M., Cobourg; J. J. 
Johnston, Sec., Grafton.

351, Allandalc. Thos. A. Walker, M., Carluke; Peter Ren
ton, Sec., Carluke.

352, Ash Lodge. Fred. McPherson, M., Harpley; J. Agar, 
Sec., Moray.

353, Grove. Edward Robinson, M., London; Wm. Belton, 
Sec., London.

354, Lyncdocli. Wm. Cowan, M., Lynedoch; E. M. Cryslcr, 
Sec., Lynedoch.

355, North Dumfries. James Wilson, M., Galt; James 
Wallace, Sec., Galt.

356, Ninth Line. John Scarf, M., Harriston; Joseph Mont
gomery, Sec., Harriston.

357, Canfield. Wm. E. Walker, M., Canfield; John Walters 
Sec., Canfield.

358, Harvest Home. Samuel Garry, M., Mitchell; James 
Hislop, Sec., Mitchell.

KoVttSvoliu;

A correspondent desires to ascertain the 
relative value of the beat seed drill as compared to 
the best broadcast seeder, worked on the same 
principle, except that the seed is scattered ova ■ 
the ground and cultivated by the cultivator’s teeth 
— both sowing peas and grain. Will some of our I 
correspondents please answer.

1Fruit from Nova Scotia.—A Nova Scotia fantt 
er who sent a barrel of apples to the fruit exhim- ] j 
tien at Birmingham, England, has been informed r 
officially that though there was an exceptionally 
good show of English apples, his fruit beat them 
all in size, and were very fair indeed in color. §

The third volume of the Canadian Shorthorn 
Herd Book is now published. It is well got up, 
and contains the representation of many very fine 
animals. They can be procured by applying to H. 
C. Thomson, Secretary Agricultural Association, 
Toronto, Ont.was

Persons desirous of procuring Shorthorns, Her- 
fords or Suffolk breeds might find it to their ad 
vantage to apply to F. W. Stone, Guelph. See 
advertisement.

We would call the attention of our] readers who 
require really good cattle or horses, to those 
advertised in this number.
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the FARMER’S ADVOCATE

S&t gtary*

March, 18,7$
“But you will if the lady gives security," says my wife

» »iSillpSii 
IS? asHss iSSifeüüs ssB^Sittiaassîs
man with thousands . I < „ t he don» and 1 should be ruined.

I was at my wit's end for something to do, and sat nibbling t ^ ashamed of, yourself, Tom, she said.

mi in the next room that fidgeted me terribly, i stock and In the bank a "

^sssf»SSSA h, ^ r“
• ‘Middling,” I said, for 1 was fond of pulling clocks to piece «« w1aa\hen going into the house.

jlS ssSr»'S“ “ rr » 5SES|«5^hr."urs
lïAJïÆüSiîtt raagSSsa Tl“5hÆ’.r- »« >—-1—»
worklngn pretty steadily, though, with my clumsy Angers, I »„ me; and » vrav^aset er°I spoke to thelal “You go over 
couldn’t have done it myself. I in as sa % y Holly’s to keep a strict look-out on thoso

r hQ1i mv hit of dinner and tea with those people, and to morrow and tell non> »
they forced half-a-crown upon me asvjjl’Vren thaTbUti says looking me full in the face,‘ 1 couldn't
feeling like a new man, so refreshing had been that bit of “Father ‘VL^'ug^uZa thine,” when, without another 
work • ,. ‘ ,, • „ 1,,9U 1 hl'walkL qutotly out of the Shop, leaving me worse
jsWïsaïatfg;ffÆ!Sa_________

ïs,sss‘ûk»-SSÜSs
SKSSSSpSS^ffi b^SSSîS&ffSise*—-

■Fisis.ms*tu&zJsa asj^SKStwjar*-7
at,rhat nretty girl showing and explaining the machine to a I i wns donc. ^«df^'u hour” WM tyingbaek with my

n,wi.rdtea"heyC^r|» ‘ “^^wl

EuT5> IbeVïïo^Vee^è Lt^^  ̂ -t -

___________________

~ tf«SE33Ss«s?e f*5» tltl 
IëlSSS|Sr«^
would take the money by inade a vow that I'd • «Tliey paid you the first mont)
hour before, by oiir shou'dock, 1 very rough with | y„ (,« Continued.
««1^ S ^"nVsaid, “No.”
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Live Stock Notes.

ra$5i«?H£
and eleven months old.

Mr. James Graham, of Carlisle, has sold two 
polled Galloway bull calves at 50 guineas each.

The sale of Mr. McCulloch’s herd of Shorthorns 
was held at Essendon, Australia. The herd of 
cattle, consisting of 11 bulls and 57 cows, reall“J* 
£16 285 10s. The highest price paid for a bull 
was 650 guineas. Easthope Lady 6th, was sold 
for 640 guineas, and Pink, 775 guineas. Three 
brood mares, two twO-year-old colts, and one year
ling realized £2756 5s. Two imported brood mares, 
witk foals at foot, wore bought, one at 800 guineas, 
the other at 850 guineas.

A convention of the Shorthorn breeders of 
Missouri is proposed, to be held at Broon ville on 
the 1st Monday of April next.

At a sale of Norman-Penheron horses at Chicago, 
Feb. 10th, there were sold one at $2,200 ; one at 
$1,775, one at $1,800, and one at$l,2ol).

The Gounrlv Gentleman, noticing a sale of Ayr- 
ahires, remarks :-The breed is rapidly growing m 
favor in that cheese producing country.

At the late sale of short-horns, the property of 
Mr J M. Bell, of Atha, thirty-five head were sold 
at an ave.age price $240. Of these 6 were bulls 
at an average of $267. The highest prices realized 
were, Kate Miller, $850, and Nisklan 6th and calf,

nl; Wm, Plndhy, 

inston; Peter He- 

Orangeville; Wm. « 

elcs.cy; Valentine 

>; James Cannon, 

Ideas P.O.; Bobt 

forth; JamesUm- 

ford; Thoe. Lu*, 

ithfield; Henry g 

ir; J. mes McBlioe,
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$300.
Mr. A. Whitman, Mass., has sold from his 

Shorthorn herd 33 cows and heifers with the im
ported bull Bean, of Oxford, 2nd, for $26,000.

Mr C M. Laning, Lansing, Niagara, Ont., has 
G. W. Miller, Grantham, the Groynne

tfg: -1
gross of thiaet- 
me. It will ci n- 
t information#! 
r opening drail 
ado by our faig^ 
e Canada il) th 
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ve It

sold to
ShFiw°promking heifers of Booth breed have been 
purchased frcm the breeder, Hon. M H. Cochrane, 
Compton, Ont., by Mr. A. H. Brown, Northum
berland E. It is said they cost 3,500 guineas. like that before, and

«3nd Duke of Airdrie.
The 22nd Duke of Airdrie, 16695, is a dark red, 

with little white, bred by A. J Alexander M ood- 
burn, Ivy., the property of Rieuard Gibson, 
London, Ont., onlved Sept. 9, 1871; Kot ty. RoyA 
Oxford (18774), out of 6th Duchess of Airdrie by 
Clifton Duke (23580), gr. dam 4th Duchess of 
Airdrie, &c., &c., and so on through 16 crosses of 
the celebrated Duchess family. ,

His sire was the last pure Oxford living and 
was very celebrated as a stock getter amongst the 
most prominent being the 13th, 14th, 15th, 17tli 
19th, 22nd and 23rd Dukes of Airdrie and the 
Sth 9th 10th, 11th, 12th Duchesses of Airdrie.

The 8th was exported to F.ugland. the Jth was 
the dam of the 24th Duke, lately sold for $1-,000, 
and 20tli Duchess sold for $18,000 to Mr. hox,

1 ”lhe 10th, now owned by M. H. Cochrane, is one

tr.t’s Sïïdi a irfc
5,ffmhA^“^D2L ..id t. „

ly, 000. The 17th has also gone back to Kentucky 
with $4,500 on bis head, though mne years oh . 
The 19th was lately purchased by L- Cobb. m-Jor 
$9,000, and t’ e 23rd as sold for $9,600 to J. 1.
Sanborn, Port Huron. himself a very supe
rior sire; but 3 of Ins stock have been offered in 
the sale ring, and they have realized good prices, 
viz.: Duchess of Huron, 20 months old, made 
$2,900; Duchess of Cambridge, 19 months, $2 750, 
and 12th Duchess of Sprmgwood, 2 years and 2
m<Hehis the only Duke bull in Ontario, and, for 
Rnmp time the only one in Canada, until M. H. 
Cochrape purchased the 2nd Duke of Hillhurst for 
$14,000.

The Duke of Aibdkie, a cut of which appears in 
this paper, was drawn and engraved by Canadian 
ArtistsP Our Canadian artists, we feel satisfied 
from the improvements they are making, w‘ll, m 
future he able to produce works equal to any other ÎK. Stould luy ,1.., .«l»7‘tThehv*”SI

regarding them.
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Marôh, 1876FARM-EH’S ADVOCATE March Su;60 THE
evening, with a lady, remember my words. Ÿoung 
girls arc human ; they require rest and sleep ; they 

amenable to benefits of domestic system and 
order; they have a precious heritage of strength, 
health, and good looks to guard.

Don’t go too late, and don’t goby inches. “Good 
bye, is the flower of a welcome. If you wish to 
retain its aroma, the fewer leaves it sheds the 
better.

if until the glove—if white—looks of a dingy yellow, 
though dirty, appearance ; if colored till it looKS 
dark and spoiled, lay it up to dry, and old gloves
will soon look nearly new.

Stella Flock, Hamilton.
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Honaekeeping Suggestions.
A few words to our readers concerning two good 

requisites.—Patience and dispatch. These are two 
good requisites for successful housekeeping, and 
thejr are often sadly wanting. Young lames should 
discipline their fingers to work rapidly—it is tire
some to watch some people work ; they don’t seem 
to have any ambition, but do it as if they were 
unwilling, or did not care whether it was (lone or 

. when sewing, you will see them put the 
needle in so slowly, and draw the thread out as 
leisurely; just as if they were afraid of breaking 
it. A garment is on hand so long one is tired of 
seeing it, and a dress seems old before it is finished. 
Now, girls,the opposite habit is easy to learn ; just 
try ana break yourselves of slow going habits. If 
you have a pair of stockings to mend, or cakes 
and tarts to bake for tea, see in just how little 
time^you can do. it. 1 remember visiting at a 
frySnd’s house' once, after breakfast, she excused 
herself for few moments, and in e, short time she 
returned, having made a delicious pudding for 
dinner and a cake for tea. The same dispatch 
characterized all her movements. The need of 
patience in making small resources go a long 
ways, and is very essential to many of our homes. 
With patience and economy we can turn our old 
clothes and make look fresh and new; many a 
hasty cook can also make an excellent dinner from 
yesterday’s remnants, while others would throw 
away, as being quite too little to be of any use. 
The same rule applies to many things which ought 
to be studied and practised. Minnie May.

ii i
11 ■. 
ii

BEEFSTEAK PUDDING.
Prepare a good suet; crust and line a dish with 

it; put in layers of raw steak with onions chopped 
fine; season with salt and cayenne pepper ; add a 
table-spoonful of tomato and mushroom catsup 
and a cup of water; cover with crust and boil two 
hours. Lizzie J., Chicago.

E. Walsh.

Should not Mothers be More Motherly 
We are often asked the question, “Do you think 
it is right to correspond with a gentleman without 
my parents’ consent ?” Human nature will be hu
man nature always. Girls will fall in love—or at 
least form predilections—earlier than they ought, 
and their affections will not always take the bent 
their parents would prefer. But what cannot be 
wholly prevented—what is idle to prohibit—might 
be regulated, restrained, guided, and controlled 
far more than it is. The great reason is that mother* 
do not cultivate terms of sufficient intimacy with 
their daughters. Young girls are afraid to confide 
all their thoughts and all their acts freely to their 
mothers. They have too much reason to fear that 
if they do so, instead of sympathy and kind
ness, they will be met with rebuke and reproaches, 
A mother cannot make a greater mistake than to let 
her daughters grow up in fear and awe of her. She 
should study always to win the confidence and 
love of her children, to make them feel towards 
a fond sister, rather than to regard her as a stem 
ruler. In this way many a secret correspondence 
and many a sly flirtation, not conducive to the 
daughter’s happiness and welfare, which now occur, 
would be avoided.

.? • '■
.1 '■
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» ITO MAKE HOP YEAST.

One handful of hops in two quarts of cold water ; 
let boil for fifteen minutes ; take one tablespoonful 
of salt; one of flour; two of sugar ; five or six 
potatoes; mash fine; pour on the hop water; mix 
and let stand till luke warm ; put in a cup of yeast; 
let stand about 24 hours; then bottle up air tight. 
It will keep for two or three months'; one cup is 
sufficient for four or five loaves. P. Weeks.

Recipe for Egg-nogg.—Beat thoroughly the 
yokes of eight eggs, with one pound of granulated 
sugar ; with which mix one-half gallon of fresh, 
rich milk; then pour upon it, very slowly, stirring 
the eggs and milk briskly, a pint and a half of 
best Jamaica rum; if not sweet enough, add more 
sugar; have ready the whites of the eggs beaten 
to a froth, jrith a little pulverized sugar; stir in 
about one-half; put the other on top; place it on 
ice. This is first-class egg-nogg.—Alexandria.

To Clean Carpets. —Sometimes flour (dry) rubb
ed in and repeated will be efficacious ; I have never 
found fuller’s earth to fail. Mix it in a paste and 
spread it on (with a knife) wet; cover.it over with 
a cloth or paper pinned over to prevent tracking 
it around ; leave on a day or two ; if not then re
moved renew the supply, and scrape carefully off 
when the grease is removed.—Ridgewood.

TOOTH POWDER.

The safest and best powder to use is wood soot, 
taken from a chimney where no coals are ever 
used, or stovepipes led into it. It should be taken 
from as high up the chimney as possible, and sifted 
through a bit of muslin, so as to exclude any hard 
particles. This is much softer than anything of a 
mineral nature, or than anj of the dentrifices so 
much puffed in the papers.
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?' A Wife’s Qualifications.—There are three 
things which a good wife should resemble, and yet 
those three things which she should not resemble. 
She should be like a town clock—keep time and 
regularity. She should not, however, be like 
a town clock—speak so loudly that all the tewn 
may hear her. Site should be like a snail, prudent, , 
and keep within her own house. But she should 
not move like a snail, nor carry all she has upon 
h< r back. She would be like an echo—speak when 
spoken to. But she should not be like an echo, 
determined always to have the last word.

Rules of Health. — Live moderately, exercise 
freely, bathe daily, rise early, dress lightly, take 
things coolly, eschew wine and strong drink, shun 
doctors’ drugs, lawyers and lawsuits, marry a 
good wife, and endeavor to make her happy.

it1' v My Dear Minnie May,—I was much pleased 
with the recipe for gingerbread pudding in your 
last number; and with your permission I will add 
one that I know to be good.

TAPIOCA PUDDING.
Wash the tapioca thoroughly ; take two tea- 

spoonfuls to one quart of milk; let it simmer over 
the fire until soft; add the yokes of four eggs, 
well beaten; sweeten and flavor to taste; bake 
three-quarters of an hour. I have the whites 
beaten to a stiff froth, wjth two tablespoons of 
fine white sugar; with a spoon drop this nice’y 
over the pudding in little moulds ; set it in the 
oven to make a delicate brown. To be eaten with 
sugared cream. L. Sifton, New York.
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17.—W1 

bells of a c
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18.—Fiv 
it; the firs 
and five ini'T' A Subscriber.Recipes from Correspondents.

Dear Minnie May,—I have often thought I 
would like to add my mite to your useful depart
ment, if you can find room for it. I think you Says a recent writer : One of the advantages 
must take great pains in selecting your recipes, of being “past thirty” is, that one, now and then, 
I have tried a great many of them and always j can pui in a word of good motherly advice to the 
find them good. 1 am a great vegetarian, so 1 will | other sex. So I’ll begin at once, and say to any 
tell you how I am fond of having some of them single gentleman reader who chooses to listen—

don’t stay too late when you go to spend a quiet 
evening with a young lady. It is not fair ; it is 

Take the outside skin from white onions as short-sighted, and pretty sure to wear out your
welcome.

19.—I a 
and leaveDon’t Stay Too Late.

PRIZE LIST FOR SI DS< RIDERS.
20—Here! 

ILitu 
Dan ) 
Chir 
Ybh

:Now is the time to subscribe for the Farmer’s Advocate. 
Get the back numbers and form a handsome volume with 
them. MARK! It is the largest agricultural paper la 
the Dominion. It has the largest circulation of any agri
cultural paper in Canada, and is the best and most prac
tical paper of the kind published in America for Cana
dian larmers. Its staff of contributors are the ablest 
and best authorities that can be found. It treats on 
every department pertaining to agriculture, and should 
be in every farmer’s hands in the country. It will form 
a splendid volume of 300 pages, handsomely illustrated, 
in the year. It is the best and has stood the test, and it* 
circulation speaks for itself. The prize list that we are 
offering in this issue we hope will be taken advantage of, 
and let every one of our subscribers secure a prize by 
sending us one or more subscribers.

For one new subscriber you may have the choice of any 
of the following articles, which will be sent post paid 
2 lbs. Odessa Wheat, 2 lbs. Red Fern Wheat, 2 lbs. 1st 
prize Spring Wheat at Provincial Exhibition, 1875; 2 lbs. 
pure Black Tartar Oats, 2 lbs. Australian Oats, 2 lbs. 
Silver-Hulled Buckwheat, 2 lbs. Early Vermont potatoes, 
2 lbs. Snow Flake potatoes, 2 lbs. Brownell’s Beauty pota
toes, 1 lb. Goble’s Champion potato, 1 Downing 
Seedling Gooseberries, 12 Cheney Strawberries, 1 pack
age of selected flower seed, 1 package new cut-leaved 
Lettuce—never been tried here, but highly spoken of in 
the U. S. Parties sending one, two or three, or more 
names, can choose a prize for each one.
FARMER’S ADVOCATE, London, Ont.

cooked.
BOILED ONION’S. \V,

uniform in size as possible ; lay them in cold salt 
and water one hour ; boil them in milk and water I It won’t hurt you to be longed for after you are 
until thoroughly tender; laÿ them in a deep dish, gone; but beware of ever causing a girl to give a sigh 
and pour over them melted butter. j of relief when the hall door closes after you. There

flaked onions. I is a sand man for the parlor as well as for the nur-
r, . i • i • , , ., sery; and_ after a certain hour, except in specialBml two good sized onions in water; put them ca/ whenever he finds the eyes too well drilled 

aside until cold; make some butter very hot in a to suceumb to his attacks, he sprinkles his sand 
frying-pan ; season t ie onions and put into it, and around the heart. After that your best efforts to 
bake over the fire till brown ; dram and serve on please are wasted.
oas wi l pais ty. I know all about it. I’ve received young gentle

men visitors in my day; yes, and enjoyed receiving 
ever a girl did. I think all day that

I am cc 
My 11, 
My 17, 
My 1, 
My 2, ■ 
My 15, 
My 10 
My 1, 
My wli

BOILED PARSNIPS.
After they arc boiled- tender, let them become them if 

perfectly cold ; slice thin lengthways, and boil perhaps John, for instance, might come, ^in the 
until nicely browned ; spread them with butter ; evening; and on these occasions I’ve come down

to tea with a rosebud in my hair, and a happy 
flutter in my heart. Yes, and I’ve started at the 
knock at the front door, and when, at last he came 
in, smiling and blowing, I've looked just as if I 

_ __ _ _ __0_._ did’nt care a single bit. There were others, too 
so delicate and sty- —not Johns’ by any means, hut friends who 

A great many object to always welcome, and whom it was 
light kids in consequence of them soiling so easily. I pleasant to see. But that did not make null and 
Therefore I enclose a recipe to the Advocate for j void all somnific law; it did’nt make it desirable 
cleaning kid gloves which I use and can recommend. that 1 should feel a rebuke in everybody’s “Good 

Have ready a little new milk in one saucer, and morning !” when, with throbbing head I came 
a piece of brown soap in another, and a clean cloth down to breakfast. No, you may he sure it didn’t, 
or towel folded three or four times. On the cloth | Therefore, I have learnt to honor those who 
spread out the gloves smooth and neat; take a knew it was time to go when half-past ten came • 
piece of flannel, dip it in the milk, then rub off while those who did’nt know it was the bane of 
a good quantity of soap to the wetted flannel, and my existence.
commence downwards, towards the fingers, holding So, dear single gentleman, whoever and wherever 
it firmly with the left hand. Continue this process you are, the next time you go out to spend a quiet

A pla<
I

season with pepper and salt.
Jennie Irne, Montreal.

hTO wash kid gloves.
Dear Minnie May,—1 am very fond of light 

colored kid gloves, they look 
lish for young ladies.
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Though often an unwelcome guest, man would my 
claim refuse,

Veiling his want of courtesy with plausib.e excuse; 
His lack of hospitality but makes me greater tease, 
I’ll come and go, I’ll work and play just when and 

where I please;
“ My own house is my castle,” may suit a churlish 

But I gfvohim timely warning—I’ll storu it if I

21. —ANAGRAMS ON WELL-KNOWN STATESMEN.
1. Hard colds join man.
2. I bad Jennie similar.
3. Nice crisp bark, M.
3. No lad, 1 will stem war, gate.

W. Broughton.

'ds. Young 
sleep; they 
lystem and 
>f strength,

ies. “Good 
fou wish to 
t sheds the 
Walsh.

Wte Horn’s itprtmeut.
Special Notice to Puzzlers.

It is impossible for me, dear Nephews and 
Neices, to tell you “how” to find out the different 
kinds of puzzles; if you do not understand them 
at first, wait until the answer appears, and then 
you know all about it. Several correct answers to 
the January puzzles were received too late for 
credit in the February number. All commumca-

25. - NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
1 am composed of twenty letters.
My 17 month; ’ I I covet not hii worldly goods, in purse I’d hurt

5? S I only ask' forroom to toil a place Rawing my cok
My 7 8 15 9 is a girl’s name; God’s earth so vast, so nob.y planned, is not made
Saa K^iKnSl; . Each creature^rigitly claims a nook in which his

My whole’is something to^be^een^in the Farm- Don’t tllk to me of vestal rights and territorial

er’s Advocate every month. J. Warren. ^ ^claims,q ^ ^ bugbsarg be frightened

26.—PICTORIAL REBUS. at their names;
A ,.™.. distinction. | “.y

given the gold;
But when a creature’s nothing else to bring hun to 

the van,
Then “pluck and push for me,” say I, and let 

him win who can,”
For tho’ when purposes will cross, the weakest gets 

the wall, ,
Yet perseverance wins the day,—there s room 

enough for all.
Now, friends, you have my photograph; do I walk, 

• . . n .. . - or swim, or fly ?
I’m a well known individual, persistent, patient, | jjovj[ng on land, in sea, or sky—say, who or what

am I ?

therly 
you think 

lan without 
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love—or at 
they ought, 
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tions must be received by the 15th, to be issued

lied us
in the following month.

Our little Nephews and Neices have supplier 
liberally with puzzles this month, that we shall not 
be able to publish all, but «ill endeavor to choose 
the best, and thank them all, hoping they will not 
forget us in the following months. Please send us 
original puzzles, and by no means those which 
have been inserted in these columns ^>efore.

I

Encourage the Boys.
1 should like to say a few words for the boys, 

for I think that some of them are wrongly used.
There are many farmers’ sons who work for years 
with little or no encouragement, for they 
charged with laziness. Now it is hard to work 
with no thoughts of recompense. Who can bli me 
them for becoming dissatisfied with farming and 
going into the city to seek employment. Fathers 
Should look to their sons’ welfare, and not treat 
them as hired men; give them a share m the stock 
and let them have the profits of a plot of ground

ïKt SSe"d-S!tî?."ÆT»S.i « - .pV «“ «*
i„ th. work «bout th,m th.t .ill .toubl, «p.^you. ^ ,££5?“^ tU„k , kno. n,y

place and station,
And strive to do my duty in my day and generation. 
I'm a thorough cosmopolitan, and tho’ not given to

UF
are

:

27.- ENIGMA.
s

Answers to February Puzzles.
Solution of S. E.’s puzzle :

■are three 
ible, and yet 
ot resemble, 
p time and 
or, be like 
11 the tewn 
ail, prudent, . 

she should 
îe lias upon 
-speak when 
ce an echo, 
ml.

Puzzles.
16.—RIDDLE.

All alone by the sea,
Seldom any visit me ;

Yet thousands see me every year,
And many an anxious heart I cheer.

H. Clarke.

17 __Which is the most polite—the organ or
bells of a church Ï James Tongood.

18 —Five hundred begins it, five hundred ends 
it: the first of all letters, the first of all figures, 
and five in the middle remains. J. Huston.

roam,
In e\ ery land and every clime

home. ,
On my personal appearance I have no words to

WaSt Q j

Such things arc really matters of individual taste;
The limbs I have, the clothes I wear, are good 

enough for me; . , .
I’ve hands to toil, a mind to plan, and keen, bright 

eyes to see.
V\ hilst 1 ’m reputed wise, and have respect fi r 

education,
School-boys of every age and class are my abomi

nation; . ,
That restless and enquiring mind so vaunted t>y 

each sire
Is oft to me a cause ot woe, destruction swift and 

dire.
Like many a “savant,” I abhor thepry.ng house-

Witli broom and duster, I have wished her oft at 
Timbuctoo.

One’s privacy is never safe when such are on the fly,
One’s air-castles are swept away, and plans set all

make myself acan

1

i;.i
ely, exercise 
lightly, take 
; drink, shun 
ts, marry a 
nappy.

19._I am a word of five letters take away two 
and leave one. J- i'’-

MBERS. 20—Heret dantss a seltac yb bet
Hitn na canteni Juke dan stnterr ether 
Ban ni ti swelld a dyla rear 
Chir dan rolley thin nogled riha 
Yb het dwil resan shapglin rawily.
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9. —A book.
10. —Dictionary.
11. —He hitches two horses to the mill and grince 

one bushel, then lie takes out one horse and puts in 
another, and grinds one bushel; one horse has now 
ground two bushels. He is unhitched, and the one 
that has already ground one bushel is put in his 
place, and the remaining bushel is ground ; each 
horse grinds two bushels.

12. —Uncle Tom’s Department.
13. —

Fanny.
g

awry.
As to attainments, I can claim in science no mean

That is if you’ll consider me a sample of my race; 
With genius of the highest rank 1 industry com-

I’m eminently practical, in geometry I slime. 
Blondin and Leotur may find in me a rival in their 

fame,
For I’m a fearless acrobat—right worthy of the

« 21.—NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
I am composed of 18 letters.
My 11, 9, 7 is a part of the human body;
My 17, 8, 5 isj a beverage;
My 1, 14, 16, 12 is a reptile;
My 2, 5, (i, 17 is an animal;
My 15, 11, 13, 18 is a cavern ;
My 10, 3, 18, 9 is a prophet;
My 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10 is an English river 
Mv whole is a first-class Canadian periodical. 

y ____ W. Broughton.

M
Kid 

Madam 
G riddle 
Middlesex 
Mineral 

Pasty 
Pen

name.
Like every dunce or demagogue who now harangues 

the masses,
I do not hesitate to say—“ I’m one of the working 

cls>B86S. ”
I am a skilful" architect; a cunning hunter 1 ;
My manufactures with the looms of East or \\ est

I am a keen anatomist, and can take bones asunder
Where many a prizeman of “ McGill” would fear 

to make a blunder.
Professor Dawson, too, will own (I owe him an 

apology)

22,—PICTORIAL REBUS.

A place in Canada.

X
14.—Air. 15.—Love.Ie choice of any 

;nt post paid 
beat, 2 lbs. 1st 
on, 1875; 2 lbs. 
an Oats, 2 lbs. 
rmont potatoes, 
l’s Beauty pota- 
i, 1 Downing 
berries, 1 paok- 

cut-!eaved

Names of those who have sent in correct answers 
to puzzles :—

„DV, Margaret George, Eliza Shier, Janet Shier, W.m.
That I am pretty well made up in my meteorology. B,.ou„hton, Stella M. Duart, II. 8. Thompson, R. 
In politics a radical, I fear no monarch’s frown, w jferr> ERza Sherlock, DavidA Stewart, Simon 
And once I taught a lesson which gained a prince Erb Robt. Reesor, J. M. Reesor, George Bremer, 

his crown; ,, A. Shier, S. P. Dey, James B. Towgood, Colon
Where fawning courtiers kneel I hold my own in j Biabe> Julia Warren, George House, David Mc- 

palace halls, ! Kervie, Maggie Sym, R. Gibson, George H.Little-
Yet do not scorn the humble cot, with bare, un- ; woo(j; Hattie Haviland, Robert Gray, Jas. H.

lovely walls. 1 Cross, J. H. Houser, Sarah M. Leroy, Jas. Ar-
I have my summer residence within a leafy bower, mafo]C) Richard and Geo. Barley, J. C. Hunter, 

i And houses that 1 visit at when wintry storm- (. w Rutlcdge, J. Taylor, 
clouds lojj^er;

I

23.— (.ROSS-WORD ENIGMA.
My first is in peach, but not in plum;
My next is in hand, but not in thumb;
My third is in rat, but not in mouse;
My fourth is in room, but not in house;
My fifth is in Bill, but not in Sam;
My sixth is in sheep, but not in lamb ;
And now, if the letters yon rightly take,
The name of a little girl they’ll make.

Hattie Haviland.

new 
ily spoken of in 

three, or more
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March Supply*.

FARMER’S ADVOCATE-THE Marches ' ■ I -
After the meeting of the memWra ^.weU 

Wilson, Esq., was re-elected Presideiit, rod Samel 
B ack, Esq, Vice-President.

The other oEcers of the society were re-elected.
| Auditors.

247 claims against the Company, 232 of which 
(with some reductions on account of over ch g
were paid, amounting in the agg^te to $09,423^
70. Fiftien claims, amounting to $5,2>r . .
rejected ; 50 of the above paid 1?8ae3, J,ef fnl^ and 
by lightning. 39 of which were for budd gs d 
their contents, amounting to $6,9Q9, tne oa 
of 11 claims were for live ^ck killed in faelds, 
amounting to $630.33 Among other oaus^. m

see jarttSssSi ss*
for losses have arisen from this caoae.U
losses, amounting in the aggregate to $5.755, 
been from running fires mostly occimnn^m the
counties of Simcoe, Ontario and Victoria, rronauiy 
some of the unacccounted for tires have been m th 
interest of the insured, but of which no sufficient 
evidence could be obtained to warrant the directOTS 
in resisting the claims. Appended ,s a hst qf the 
losses that have been paid, showing the cause 
the fire as far as ascertained. I would here ®8^e 
chdly caU the attention of members to what I

ttî^oïiisSîs&'Sd'i-
boxPor barrel placed in back kitchen, wood-shed oi 
against the side of the house or fence leading there
to. No doubt the most of those who have been 
in the habit of disposing of ashes as above can call 
to mind some instance during the time ot their 
housekeeping-the fact that they have been or were 

being burnt out from the above cause. Mem- 
bers should at once set themselves about the 
removal of the wooden ash box or barrel to ihe 
distance of at least twenty feet from building, or
fence leading thereto, as required by the policy. 
Should the directors in the future, as they have 
expressed a determination to do, require a more 
strict enforcement of the above rule, membeis 
suffering from this cause w 11 only have themselves 
to blame, as it is unfair for those that paid for the 
safe keeping of ashes should be required to con
tribute to those who suffer from their own culpable
carlessness. Other pernicious practices might be
referred to as prolific causes of tires, such as smok
ing in and about out-buildings and the use of open 
lights in such places, the allowing of chddren 
access to matches, the burning of stumps near 
buildings at dry seasons, all of which practices arc 

! prohibited in the policies.
All of which is respectfully submitted,

<J. G. Cody,
I Fire In

Agricultural Mutual Assurance Asso
ciation of Canada

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING. A. G. Smyth, 
J. Hamilton,To the Members of the Agricultural Mutual Assu- 

Association of Canada :—
Your Board of Directors, in accordance with 

their duty, have now to lay before you their 16th
^The  ̂progress of the Association since its first 

establishment has, from year to year, made it 
necessary for the Directors to congratulate you 
on the volume of the business done, and this year 
has been no exception ; so it would appear that in
this respect it might be as weU to stereotype the
expression *' increased,” so far as your Association 
is concerned.

Feb. 26.- 
cero, steady: 
opening, s 
at opening, 
goes No. 
me., 42s t< 
for prompt i 
to 42s. W1 
per cental, 
quarter of 41 
40s 6d.

London, Ontario.ranee

Annual Meeting of the Agricultural 
Investment Society and Savings 

Bank.
- I

The fourth annual meeting of the shareholders 
of the above institution was held yesterday, there , I
being a very large attendance.

London, Ont., Feb. 1, 1876.
The directors of the Agricultural Investment 

Society and Savings Bank, in presenting their 
annual' report for the year ending December 31,
1875 have to congratulate the shareholders on the 
continued prosperity of the Society, in evidence 
of which they submit the following comparative 
statement:—
For the year 

ending
Dec. 31,1873...

-« •• 1874...
•• •• 1876...

Feb. 25.—- 
red winter, 
to 10s lOd; 
peas, 38s 6< 
cheese, 60s.LOSSES.

The losses paid during the year have amounted 
to$59 423.70. They were232 in number; 180 of 
these losses occurred during the year, amounting 
to $41 684.01, and 52 claims that had taken place 
in the year 1874 and previously, which, through 
not b«ing notified in time, or were awaiting proof,
were not included in last year’s report, amounted
in the aggregate to the sum of $17,839.69. The 
Hoard rejected 15 losses as not being valid claims, 
and they foot up to about $5,292.10.

The claims rejected have been so treated, not on 
technical grounds, but on account of either unmis
takable fraud or the grossest carelessness on the 
part of the insurers. Th .t your Board are not 

to offer whimsical objections to claims, is 
evident by the very small sums paid for law 
exnenses as shown in the financial statement. The 
low* account reached $14,376.41 higher than that 
of last year, but as the year 1875 has been one 
fraught with losses to all insurance companies, 
some of1 which have, according to their reports, 
lost sums exceeding their gross cash receipts for 
the year, your Directors have every reason to be 
thankful for their good position in this respect.

POLICIES.
The number of policies issued during the year 

have been8,805, on the cash system; and3,904, on the 
promisory note system, a total of 12,709, with 282 
short-dated policies, making m all 12,991, < r an in
crease of 1,497 over the total number m force last 
year. In the face of all the opposition of rival mutu
als, and the cutting down inratesof stock comp» m 
this increase is more than surprising. It clearly de
monstrates that the public appreciate the Associa
tion that first inaugurated cheap and fair insur
ance for the farming community, and afterwards 
extended its benefits to the occupiers of detached 
homesteads.

Feb. 26.- 
84 70 to 84 1Ü

Feb. 26.- 
84 70 to 8
83 90 to 84 
spring wh< 
82c, 68c an 
88 30 to 88 
20c; tub, d

d Bal. in Sav- Loam 
iugs Bank. (cash val.)

.$ 74,764.02 8 54,480.48 8116,403.74

. 164 0.2.91 90,899.76 229,790.44..

. 246,047.61 103,243.86 336,837.11 ■/

The net profits of the year were $21,960.92, out 
of which two half-yearly dividends of four per 
cent, each, amounting to $15,829.75, have been de
clared, and the balance, $6,131.19, has been placed 
to the credit of the reserve fund, which now 
amounts to $11,106.78.

The confidence felt by capitalists in the stability 
of the Society is evidenced by the fact that the 
permanent stock, which, at the end of 1874 did 
not reach $80,000, at the close of the past year 
amounted to $187,650, and now exceeds $200,000, 
thus enabling the directors, if deemed advisable, 
to issue debentures as authorized by the recent 
acts of the Legislatures of Canada and Ontario.

• The Deposits in the Savings Bank Branch ex
hibited a considerable increase over last year, not
withstanding the extreme stringency of the money 
market, thus affording to the Directors an addi
tional proof of the hold the Society obtained on 
public confidence.

The Society’s new oEce, on the corner of Dun1 
das and Talbot streets, was completed and occu
pied on the first of June last, since which time a 
marked increase in all branches of the Society s 
business has resulted, thus proving the site to 
have been judiciously chosen, and well adapted 
for a monetary establishment. The rents derived 
from the shops and oEces in the block at present 
yield ten per cent, upon the whole investment, in
cluding the expense of the alterations, besides giv
ing the Society an excellent oEci rent free, and 
when some proposed improvements iu the buildings 
are completed, the interest upon the investment 
will be further increased. Tlie Directors have, 
however, again estimated this property at the 
actual outlay, and not at its real value, although 
they feel convinced that (as stated in their last re
port) the purchase is equivalent to an addition of 
at least $5,000 to the Reserve Fund.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
Wm. Glass, President,

Amount 
on stocr

M

Feb. 25 
com, 59[c 
common t<

Feb. 25. 
69c; com,
dressed h<

near
Feb. 26. 

winter, 8 
8110 to 8 
to 8110; 
to 81; rol 
butter, It 
straw, 83 
32c; pota 
50c; turk 
per pair, 
market ai 
Sold at n

ACKes,

Bctw

economy of management.
Your Directors can again lay claim to the practice

of the greatest economy in the management of the I ...........................................$53,306 14
Company’s affaire, the expenses of working the I agents .less tees and commissions.. 42.662 63
institution being half the cost of some other corn- Reived from assessments......................................  16.505 05
names and less than any other company m the | Received from interest ...........................................country The item of Director’s fees shows an I Received from transfer f 
increase over last year. This is to be accounted
for from the extra per diem allowance voted by I DISBURSEMENTS.
the members at the last annual meeting, and from ^ ........................................................
the fact that it became absolutely necessary tor I r,u1u agency and interest...........................
the nroner administration of the Company’s affairs Fire inspector's salary and expenses.........
that^additional time should be devoted by the Di- I Investigating losses by assistants.............

rectors to the subject. .... I Returned premiums................ , ••
Your Directors would here call your attention I gaiariCs, officials and clerks.........

to the fact that there are three companies working - General Agent....
to Ontario that bear the word “Agricultural” â I “ Wmg agencies
part of their name, viz., the “Canada Agricultural 
Insurance Company,” whose headquarters are at 
Montreal- the “Ottawa Agricultural Insurance
Company’,” whose headquarters arc as its name . 0j acc0untant
imports, and a company in Prince Edward county *j”t ofofflce...................................
From the use of the word Agricultural any of I Postages on report..........................
these may very readily be mistaken for ours, which I" —m(;nt ^ "
vour Directors have no wish to be the case. They 1 
would therefore, exhort you, when insuring, to
Lr certain if von wish to be or continue m this stationary...........................
company, that when an agent is approaching you MW>;rm.
he is acting for the * Agricultural Mutual Àssnr- I R0.jnguranee............................. ..........

Association of Canada,” whoso hadquarters I Expenses in sending out annual reports .
are at London, Ontario, and which company has, “ Assessment notices...................
since its formation in i860, paid out for losses over ................
half a million of dollars, which is the old lannliar | Aucti0necr's foes (selling old premises) .
“Agricultural” among the’farmers of Canada.

Mr. Crowell Wilson, of London Township, 
seconded by Mr. Charles Roe, of St Thomas, 
moved the adoption of the report, which was 
carried unanimously.

FIRE INSPECTORS REPORT.
To the Directors and Members of the Agricultural 

Mutua Assurance Association oj Canada:—
du^Sto^pSt'^he1'insSed am^rSSd^n ers, and found correct as above set forth.

RECEIPTS. SB]
1

84 25

$114,447 1*2

m859,423 70 
79 17

The 1
§S81,975 25 

122 85
2,093 10 

64 45 m.......... $5,279 28
..........  379 52
..........  65 00

John A. Roe, Manager.
ASSETS.

Cash Value of Mortgages...
Loans on Society’s Stock-----
Real Estate........  ,....................................
OEce furniture (including Steel Burg

lar Proof Safe)
Petty Ledger.
Federal Bank

On[434 62

r-.;:
.$ 630 60 

200 00 
. 1,390 25

$329,218 30 . 
0,618 81 
9,783 38

998 82 
518 89 

14,159 05

writing poliuics
auditors............
Directors fees. '7,934 65 

646 00 
340 29

FLl8

J4
*9Émv?:General postages

$361,297 25 Selec414
1,223 LIABILITIES.240 A.$187,650 00 

59,297 61 
103,243 80 

4,974 59

195 Permanent Stock.......................
Accumulating Stock_________
Savings Deposits and Interest
Reserve Fund..............................................
Balance (placed to Reserve Fund).... 6,131 19

115ance 31
192

$ 105 CO 
48 80 1154

85Gratuities...................  .............................
Office furniture...........................................
Incidentals (cleaning office, &c.).............
Dominion stock...........................................
Cash in Molsons Bank...............................
Cash in Treasurer’s hand..........................

$361,297 25102 mak51
: ■We, the undersigned Auditors, do certify that 

wc have examined the books and vouchers of the 
Agricultural Investment Society and Savings Bank; 
for the year 1875, and find the same correct as 
above set forth.

(Signed),

Cata26,000 00 
13,692 24 

. 1,475 51 Ag
40,107 76

8114,447 12
Examined and compared with books and vouch- VS

!Andrew Ellis, 
Chas. Murray,

Auditors.
(Lat
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Daniel

À Prenniim Worth $30 in Gold. men
sleeted.

litora. LONDON, BSO., MARKETS.
Feb 26.__Floating cargoes-wheat, at opening, steady;

corn, steady: cargoes on passage and foJ|sh*P”^1‘rwh^ftt 
opening, steady; com steady. Mart Lane wb»t, 
at opening, very duU. Quotations of good cm 
ioee No. 2 spring wheat, off the coast, per 481 

42s to 46s 6d; fair average quality spring "heat,

ESS’SSæsis
uarter of 480lbs., 27s6d. Canadian peas, per qr. of 504 lbs. 

LIVERPOOL MARKETS.
Feb. 25.—Flour, 23s to 24s ; red wheat. Vsl0dti) 9B l0d; 

red winter, 9s 8d to 10s; white, 9s lid to 10s 2d,. .club, 10s M 
to 10s lOd; com, 20s 9d to 29s 3d; barley, 8s 0d,
peas, 38s 6d; pork, 82s 0d; beef, 93s; bacon, 63s to 54s Od, 
cheese, 60s.

MONTREAL MARKETS.
Feb. 26.—Flour, superior extra, at 85 10; strong bakers, 

84 70 to $4 76; superfine, 84 25.

âJH PORTANT NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS!
GRAND PREMIUM GIFT

01 " I
THE THREE GRACES.

It portrays three of the most grandly beautiful>jShSl* Uto®iM>* and*aU are wondérfuTly beaùSH?

«h- retail price of the!

^ « * tnsïfrüi%r,pT I
f̂^r wh—t Premium Certificate found to- "

lii

ltnral
IKS

ilioldera 
7, there

1876. I
estment
g their
iber 31,
s on the
ividence
parative

qua 
40b 6d.

M

TORONTO MARKETS.
Feb. 26.—Flour, extra, at $4 45 to 50; superior extra, 

84 70 to $4 80; spring wheat extra, $4 15 to $4 20; oatmeal, 
to WOT; fall wheat, No. 1, 2, and 3, 81 07, 81 02, 95c; 

spring wheat, 95c to 99c; oats 32c; barley, No. 1, 2, and 3, 
82c, 68c and 68c; peas, 69c to 71c; dressed hogs, per 100 lbs., 
$8 30 to 88 50; butter, lb. rolls, 20c to 25c; large rolls, 17c to 
20c; tub, dairy, 18c to 21c; potatoes, per bag, 60c to 65c.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
Feb. 25,—Wheat, 8105 to SI 56; rye flour, 84 10 to 6 05; 

com, 591c to 64c; oats, 40c to 52c; cheese, 6c to 12Jc; for 
to prime butter, 20c to 28c.

CHICAGO MARKETS.
Feb. 25.—Flour, 81.00 to 81.03; No. 3 at 80c; rejected at 

60c; com, 421c to 47c; rejected, at 33Jc; barley, 56c to 68c; 
dressed hogs, dull sale at $9 50 to $9 70.

LONDON, ONT., MARKETS.
Feb 26.—Delhi or Treadwell wheat, $1 55 to SI 75; red

» £ % SSfcWAt »S7h5 »S n nfUSnad. to « Hi m, a* *• Mito 81- roll butter, 20c to 22c; crock butter, 19c to 20c; tub 
butter,Me to 18C-; cheese, 11c to 111; hay, 810 to Weerton; 
straw, 83 to 84; clover seed, 85 50 to 85 75; fleece woof, 30c to

Si essrit ,s
Kd'.v-iLi s.ts.ir.iTto ;$»» a» s
sold at market.
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tsh val.) 
8,403.74 
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5,837.11

1.92, out 
four per 
been de-

*•
Cut out this Certificate and send it to the National Art Co. It « worth #5- ÂT

nriiADcommon

American, edition. All Certiflcatesmus n^tionaL aBT c0-i 230 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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stability 
that the 
1874 did 
past year 
£200,000, Greece1 > will beincloaed in e strong tube,_38Inches long, er ,hll we?k, ahd the Ceetifioam Will

eenta sent in. But ONE copy can ~.(?« importance of cutting out the Certiflcate at once and aendlng _
EOT EE AOAIE TEiETED IE thuj«ee. hence the Unçorwnçe Co., 230 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, ■
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BLISS’S 
Select Garden Seeds

—the—

AGRICULTURAL EMPPORIUMr of Dun* 
and occu- 
ch time a 
Society’s 

e site to 
1 adapted 
ts derived 
at present 
tment, in- 
eeides giv- 
t free, and 
i buildings 
n vestment 
tors have, 
ty at the 
!, although 
eir last re- 
addition of

ItawfO

STArir'Sii

bound in doth, $1.
Bliss's Gardener's Almanac and Abridged Catalogue—

122 pages. Embraces a monthly calendar of operation», 
and a price list of all the leading garden, Add and flower 
seeds, with diieotions for their culture. 10 ots.

Bliss's Illustrated Potato Catalogue contains a descrip
tive list of all the new varieties, with many other didr- 
able sorts; silso, much useful information upon their cul
tivation; 24 pages. 10 eu.

Address- B. K. BLISS St SONS,
34 Barolay 8t., NEW YORK.

*>■ • do-1

\I "Richmond Street,

Between G.W.R. Station and Market\
ËmIIi

H
ASEEDS !3?

SEEDS1
m VSEEDS!

Destroys the Ticks, Cleanses the Wool
and Improves the Condition of the Animal.

MS’ No flook master should be without it. PRICE- 
360., 70c., and 81 per Tin.

HUGH MILLER & CO.,
Agricultural Chemists,

dc.3 167 King St. East. TOBONTO.

m
m The Emporium will re-open, under its new man

agement and in its

Hew Promises,
On or about the 10th of March, with a full 

assortment of

m P.0.Box No. 6,712.
SEEDS- ,"$,9

1. i
*,*resident, MS’ RENNIE’S CATALOGUE of FIELD, GARDEN 

and FLOWER SEEDS, Ac., Ac., will be forwarded tree 
to»all intending purchasers on application.

The several Departments

il

: i

:
!ajeMttensive^sndvei^com- 

TABLl and Flower Seeds,GUELPH SEWING MACHINE COMPANY.\
Puae Grain and Agricul- 

~ tarai Seeds, Newest Pots- 
L toes. Ae., Ac., of superior 
B quality and worthy the at- 
B|t»ntion of purchasers.— 
GvThe new

9,783 AGRICULTURAL,

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS518

f. rr-. 1 INTKBNATIONAL£361,297 25 Selected from the best European and American 
growers. All seeds of good growth 

and quality.

V

VaA Postal
> A.$187,650 00 

59,297 61 
103,243 80 

4,974 59 
6,131 19

$361,297 25
certify that 
chers of the 
ivings Bank, 
ié correct as

fSSuULMUlUUU Arrangements
Enable my sending of seeds, 
parcels, Ae., to any post 
office throughout the Do
minion of Canada and 
United States of America, 
at the rate of one oent for 
tour ounces (4c. per lb.) 
prepaid postage.

SEED STORE—Co/ner 
ADELAIDE and JARVIS 
Streets. Please write for 
the Catalogue.

WILLIAM RENNIE, Toronto, Canada

OSBORN A.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEM’NTS
'pSisl EX&NB

IT «futile. TeSstitoh Regulator w -nequaUed, 
for which we have scoured patents in the U. 8 and van_ 
ada. The cheapest tirst-class machine in the market- AGENTS WANTED where none are already appointed.
WILKIE tSo OSBORN.

I,Of the most approved patterns, from the best 
makers. Choice samples of Seed Grain bought. 
Catalogues may be had on application. Address,

0^
Agricultural Emporium, 360 Rich-1 

moud St. London»

W. H. BB0WN, MANAGER, MANUFACTURERS,

Ont., Canada.Auditors. Guelph,(Late of “The Lawson Seed Co.,’’London and Edinburgh
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a®March Supplement.FARMER’S ADVOCATE
-THEG4ra

NORWAY SPRUCE HEDGE.
'i AUSTRALIANTHE Us----

HORSE AHD CATTLE FOOD,
hedges, wind brakes and ornamental 
planting.

i*
B sill -----for:-----

HORSES, CATTLE. SHEEP, SWINE, 
POULTRY, Etc.

For sale by all Druggists and Store Keepers. 
Agents wanted. Send for circulars and testunc-
ma.s. A<YOUNG, ADAMS & CO.,

Box 59, Port Perry.

m

ill per 1000perlp9
20 to 24 inches..........$12
15 to 18 inches...... 10ASSURANCE ASSOCIATIONu $75I!

OF CANADA.IP
ill * d
Ifh 
1? ' 
I ;

Root pruned—not transplanted :

per 100 
.. $4

z- tf
per WOO

$30MOLSON8 BUILDING

LONDON, ONTARIO.
12 to 14 inches 
6 to 9 inches.

HEAD OFFICE HOOPER & THOMSON. 203

Address—
C. McCALLUM & CO., Box *,113, Toronto, Ont.Pi dc-lAll Kinds of Marble and Stone 

Work.
Cemetery Work Neatly Executed.

CAPITAL =

It *284,996.67. Commercial College FRUIT ANC" ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, GRAPE 

VINES, &c., &c.

London m
and

National Training School.
;• With Nearly 39,000 Members.
n «

OPP. WESTERN HOTEL,
does THE LARGEST BUSINESS IN 

THE DOMINION.
I s'', PONTEY & TAYLOR AIntending students will please bear in mind 

that the 8PK1NC TERM of the National 
Training School will begin Monday, March 
13th, this being the most favorable time for 
entering Mt. R. N. Curry, the Principal of 
the institution, has been long known as one of 
the most successful teachers in ttvs country; 
and young persons of both sexes desiring to fit 

, themselves for teaching; or wl o are desirous of 
The Brockville Chemical and obtaining a good English or cJ^ei°aLeâ“°a:___ , tion, will here enjoy facilities not to be found

Superphosphate Works elsewhere. Tuition Fee per term, $12 and $15 
. . it.. . , ,, . respectively.

S“™a’ «n<lS““rphosprhate ,

XXX Garden manure, $6 50 per barrel, of 200 ”|re-ialL"0e„r!e only S30 Five cf the ten 
T, . *“T oor 1ri v.rrpls teachers composing the faculty are Normalsr sstffffSS!SS'

Wanted—Responsible Agents with gond re- i fession. Good board can be obtained for $2 50 
ierences. to sell on commission in every Town- j to $3 per week.
ship in the Dominion, the well-known Su^r - REGISTERED ATTEN OANCE.-Dnring

ALEX. COWAN, Manager.___ course, thirty-six for the Training School
course, and twelve for Music and Drawing. 
The above has been large'y increased during 
the present month, and does not include the 
large number attending the night school only.

N.B.—Our register is open for inspection- 
Before deciding to go elsewhere, please call on 
or address for College Journal.

LONDON, ONT 
da-tf.

RICHMOND ST.,

St. James’ Park Nurseries,

LONDON, • - ONTARIO,
offer a

FULL ASSORTMENT OF NURSERY STOCK- *,

I El! Insures Farm Property and Detached Resi
dences in cities, towns and villages.'1|:|

111 M
TO PRACTICAL FARMERS. -

CAPITAL ACCOUNT■ ■ m-■: Orders for Spring Planting solicited. Send 
for a Catalogue to

>|i 1st. January, 1875 : i
'.si

Amount available of Pre
mium Notes

Premium due bv A gents, 
secured by short dated 
notes from members
and bonds...•• • ........

Due on Assessments........ ..
Real Estate, Office 

ture, Ac-.....
Dominion Stock.. ■ lCr
Cash in Mo’sons Bank ... 28,166 81

•• Treaserert hands 139 33

ST. JAMES’ PARK P. O., 
W. London, Ont.

1166,972 27
do-3

51,381 41 
8,336 85 I OFFER A LARGE STOCK OF ii|y TREES1

Apple Trees,
Apricots,

Furni-
5,000 CO

$25.000 00

- *53,306 14

*284,996 67 df-12 Irish Junipers,
Gooseberries,

LIABILITIES.
Losses not due and unad

justed (say)..................... *5,600 00 And a general assortment ofBEES FOR SALE-OFFICERS.
Crowell Wilson, Pres.; Daniel Black, Vice-
^MdBSrtiiSfS&'E
C. Macdonald, geo’y and Manager.

■U
■ Fruit Trees & Evergreens. J1 m 50 Skips in Gordon’s Patent Hives, $8 each. 

25 Skips in Common Box Hives, $6 50 each.'t

■ CURRY & SWAYZE,Ilf Part of the above let are Hybridized, and 
part are the common Honey Bee. Both are 

FARMERS 1 Patronise your own Canadian the same price. All are in a strong and healthy 
Company, Sat has done long service amongst state. Thev may be shipped without addi- 
vou P Address the Secretary, London, Ont., or tional cost at Thorndale Station,on the G.T.R. 
apply to any of the agents. dS"“ Also, a few Hives of PURE ITALIAN

BEES, terms of which will be furnished on 
application. Address-

Letters will be answered in English, German 
or French. AddressProprietors.

: "JH-HI Î GEORGE ACHELIS,
WESTCHESTER, PA.

Hi* Established 1840. dc-2
,

SEEDS ! GARDEN SEEDS !PETER B. LAMB & GOROBERT SUGDEN.
Thorndale P. O. J

TTIT THE NAIL ON THE HEAD BY 
11 Securing Seeds Grown by Myself. Send 
your name and receive our Catalogue. Ad
dress—

JOHN F. OTWELL,
Practical Market Gardener and Seed Grower, 

ST. MARY’S, ONT., CANADA.

D B-3m, ROCHESTER
COMMERCIAL

NURSERIES.

Toronto, Ont•9PEARCE & PICKERING Manufacturers of
Superphosphate of Lime..........
Fine Bone Dust................................
iinch .................................
2 inch ..................................

$30 per Ton.
BB.0DUCE AND CO5 MISSION MER- 
i CHANTS, Wholesale Dealers in Cheese,
Butter, Bacon, &o. Also, all kinds of eheese 
factory and dairy supplies. Office over Mc- 
Callum’s Drug Store, Richmond St-, London,

s5SEE8S££F|

m [Estab’d 1830]
PRING PRICE LIST, per des, loo and 
1000, of.Trees and

.$30
$25sBeautiful ornam 

Fruit Catalogue, 6 cts- Free to customers.

■ g: '- $20
ontal Catalogue, 10 ots.;

O OOA BUSHELS OATS, NORWAY, for 
0,Ou V sale at London market prices.— 
Grown on light soil; warranted pure and free 
from any foul seeds ; cannot be excelled lor 
change of seed to heavier soils. Also, over 
400 bushels first-class seed peas, and over 1U0 
loads of straw for sale. John Campbell, eon. 
8, lot22, Caradoo. P.O.Box 106, Strathroy,

W. 8. LITTLE, Rochester, N.Y.AddressN

f j. PEARCE & PICKERING,

London, Ont. Brockville Chemical Works 
Superphosphates.

do-lFELIX CRAMER,■' r Ont.j

DRAIN TILE MACHINES Catalogues, 25o. . d0~l _
ft

"George Street], MONTREAL.

«yg- All kinds of engraving on wood and 
metal, plain or in colors, done in a superior 
style at reasonable prices. uj 12

BY THEIR USE A FARMER IN MIS- 
B SISQUOI, P. Q , raised 800 bushels car
rots and 900 bushels turnips to the acre; six of 
the latter averaged 22 Its. each. Send for 
particulars.

100 POPULAR SONGS.
TlfORDS AND MUSIC.—Sent post free on 
YY receipt of thirty cents. Address R. H. 

ROSS, Boston, Mass., U. S. do-l

64 .I

*il iN.We are now manufacturing Drain Tile 
Machines,

Simply Constructed—All Iron.

dc-2 9jBs ££&&%& «sus?.#
one dollar per annum, with chromo, and nas 
Waters’ Improved Tree Pruhers for sale-

à; -

do-3i: H ■
Will Make Jrom 4,0U0 to S,000 per Day.I STRAWBERRIES LffEVr™»A. CHISHOLM & GO. x SEED POTATOES.' ■ Grinds and Presses at the same time, thus not 

requiring handling twice, and is driven 
by one or two horses-

HAVING FAIRLY TESTED. THE Cheney
you as™he®best market ^toawherry ever yet

grossest* w4 vsgfe
aw'aSbïsïrciMf
Ont. d0'“

The undersigned has the following varie
ties of Potatoes for sale, raised by himself, 
warranted true to name.

Extra Early Vermont, Brownell’s Beauty, 
Compton’s Surprise, Early and Late Rose, 
Sutton’s Red-Skinned Flourball, Early Ohio, 
Snow Flake.

Prices reasonable, 
of charge perpeck, bag or barrel.

Address—
GEORGE JARVIS, Byron P. O.

SPRING GOODS ARRIVING.
Æ3T This M ichine took the Prize at Western 

Fair, 1875. For particulars apply to
D. DARVILL,

London, Ont.

•*»
For the Best Bargains

Call at the >

STRIKING CLOCK

dc-l Will be shipped free'i :
UH W. E WAUGH. Office-The late 1 
U Dr. Anderson's, Ridout Street, London. | dcitf
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